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Foreword

The Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Unit in the World Bank’s Europe and Central Asia
Region has been undertaking analytical work on issues pertinent to the economies in the region. These
issues include: transition issues, issues of economic integration pertinent for the Central and Eastern
Europe countries which are candidates for accession to the EU, poverty issues; and other economic
management concerns. The analytical work has been conducted by staff of the unit, other Bank staff, and
specialists outside of the Bank.

This technical paper series was launched to promote wider dissemination of this analytical work,
with the objective of generating further discussions of the issues. The studies published in the series
should therefore be viewed as work in progress.

The findings, interpretations, and conclusions are the authors’ own and should not be attributed to
the World Bank, its Executive Board of Directors, or any of its member countries.

Pradeep Mitra

Director
Poverty Reduction and Economic Management Unit

Europe and Central Asia Region
The World Bank
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Objectives and Scope

In the fall of 1999, at the request of the Government of Romania (GoR), a team of international experts
performed a structural and regulatory review of the country’s key infrastructure sectors
(telecommunications, electricity, oil and gas, and transportation). The review focussed on the market and
governance structures of these sectors and the GoR’s  policy plans for their competitive restructuring and
regulation. This emphasis on industry structure and regulation was motivated by the emerging
international experience that the organization and architecture of market and governance structures are
critical to the ongoing success of any privatization process; and that achieving the public interest goals of
privatization requires a commitment to planning and clearly defining the post-privatization governance
and industry structures ahead of time. As a consequence, both the institutional mechanisms of governance
as well as the guideposts for the substantive content of that governance and the policy plans for structural
reorganization were analyzed by the experts.

Discussions focussed, in particular, on pressing issues and potential challenges and obstacles in
connection with Romania’s preparation for accession to the European Union (EU). The objective of the
discussions was not to audit the status of measures being taken to implement the EU regulatory and
structural directives in the network utilities. Rather, an effort was made to identify areas of regulatory and
structural policy that might benefit from special attention in order to accelerate the transition to market
liberalization and deregulation in these important sectors of the Romanian economy. The review was
undertaken in the context of a widespread perception that Romania has been falling behind in the
transposition of the EU Directives in the network utilities. The implementation of these structural and
regulatory harmonization directives is one of the prerequisites for accession to the EU.

This report summarizes the findings and recommendations of the experts’ review and has both
substantive and procedural aspects. At the substantive level, it seeks to: (i) examine the structure of
supply in the network utilities of Romania; (ii) analyze further options for the horizontal and vertical
restructuring of these industries to enhance their efficiency, market responsiveness, and fiscal
responsibility; (iii) identify areas of market dominance and potential monopoly abuse, and propose
regulatory safeguards as a transition to an acceptable level of horizontal competition; (iv) identify the
major regulatory issues that need to be addressed and propose strategies for addressing these issues; and
(v) summarize the relevant international experience in the competitive restructuring and deregulation of
the network utilities and evaluate its applicability to the unique circumstance of Romania.

At the procedural and institutional level, the report seeks to: (i) evaluate the coherence,
transparency, independence, and accountability of the regulatory process- its insulation from the
executive and legislative branches of government, the extent of regulatory capture, whether interested
parties are afforded an opportunity to be heard on major issues, the obligation of regulatory agencies to
justify their decisions, and statutorily-imposed deadlines for reaching decisions; (ii) identify additional
substantive restraints and procedural safeguards that need to be implemented to limit regulatory
opportunism and enhance the integrity of the regulatory process; (iii) evaluate the demarcation of
regulatory responsibilities and the effectiveness of existing dispute resolution mechanisms; (iv) evaluate
the capacity of existing institutional mechanisms to restrain arbitrary administrative action and credibly
commit to a stable regulatory process; (v) determine the extent to which the regulatory agencies have
publicly articulated a set of fundamental principles to serve as a transparent basis for their policy
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decisions and determinations; and (vi) evaluate the extent to which the current regulatory framework
permits regulatory mandates and rules to adapt to new problems, changed circumstances, and new
information concerning the workings of the regulated sectors.

The specific focus on the  infrastructure sectors was motivated by several factors. First, it is
widely recognized that the efficient functioning of these sectors is vital to sustained economic growth and
international competitiveness. The infrastructure sectors provide services that are critical inputs in
manufacturing, transportation and commerce. They also provide services that are essential to boosting
economic activity and increasing competition through the expansion of product lines and geographic
spheres of distribution. Therefore, failure to move in these sectors risks their becoming a serious burden
on the economy in general and on the evolution of competitive markets in particular. Second, during the
last decade, there has been a major world-wide reassessment of public policy towards the infrastructure
sectors and of the proper role of the state in the provision of their services.  Governments throughout the
world have been actively pursuing institutional, regulatory, and structural reforms aimed at improving
operating efficiency and service quality. Countries that have implemented such reforms have realized
substantial economic benefits. Third, foreign direct investment could play an important role in jump-
starting the Romanian economy. The need for a mechanism that can provide credible commitment against
political expropriation of private capital is especially important in infrastructure sectors that require large
investments that are mostly sunk. Foreign investors that are vulnerable to administrative intervention will
make disproportionately low investments in infrastructure activities characterized by large sunk costs and
will demand high risk premia. Therefore, there is potential for substantial economic gains from an
appropriate policy plan for industry structure, credible regulation and political insulation in these sectors.

The task of restructuring the network utilities in Romania and of designing appropriate regulatory
frameworks to attract large-scale private investment, poses unique and challenging problems. Some of
these difficulties are endemic to the infrastructure sectors everywhere, and some are oddly shaped
shadows cast by Romanian economic history. Moreover, there is very limited regulatory expertise in
Romania, in part because there has been no regulation until recently by which to develop expertise. The
Romanian policy makers will very rapidly be confronted with “second generation” issues that arise after
privatization, particularly when combined with unbundling. The resolution of these “second generation”
issues has proven exceedingly challenging even in countries (for example, the United States and the
United Kingdom) that had considerable experience with  the “first generation” problems of regulated
franchise monopolies. This report seeks to provide the needed thrust for the development of regulatory
principles, the development of solutions to the current and forthcoming problems, and, most importantly,
the development of regulatory expertise and capacity.

Background

Telecommunications
In the mid-1990s, the GoR took several substantive steps to reform and reorganize its telecommunications
sector. The reform process began in June 1996, with the passage of a new Telecommunications Law.
Among other things, this law established the principle that “any natural or legal person” could offer
telecommunications services (Article 2), and authorized the Ministry of Communications (MOC) to
license entry into telecommunications services, to decide whether services will be monopolized or
competitive (Articles 9 and 10), and to regulate prices (Articles 12, 24, and 25). In November 1996, two
private consortia, each including foreign entities, won licenses to provide GSM mobile radio telephone
services. In May 1997, the government created the General Inspectorate for Communications (GIC)
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within MOC as an independent regulator for some aspects of telecommunications. In December 1998,
the national wire-line carrier was partially privatized. A few days later MOC was abolished, its equity in
Rom Telecom was transferred to a separate state holding company, and its policy and regulatory functions
were transferred to the newly created National Agency for Communications and Informatics (NACI).

The reforms that were adopted over a two-year period (late 1996 to late 1998) were intended to
be the first steps towards introducing competitive private enterprise, supervised by an independent,
autonomous regulator, in the communications sector. Presumably this process will be completed by
January 1, 2003, when all statutory restrictions on entry into voice telephony are lifted and Romania
opens its market to foreign telecommunications companies according to its commitments pertaining to the
World Trade Organization (WTO) Telecommunications Agreement.

Performance.  By most measures, the Romanian telephone system at the time reform began was
near the bottom of the Central and Eastern European Countries (CEECs). Penetration of the system was
low, the waiting time for service was nearly five years, call completion rates were low, and line faults
were high. While telecommunications performance was affected by Romania’s relatively low income, this
alone can not explain the problems with the system, for other countries with comparable or even lower
income had better performance.

An important feature of Rom Telecom before reform was its low revenues per line. Like the other
CEECs, Romania set prices too low to generate sufficient revenues to cover costs- a very common
problem throughout developing and transition economies with state-owned telephone companies. A
common feature of these countries is that political pressures to hold down prices for existing subscribers
lead to a circumstance in which the company can not afford to expand its capacity or adequately to
maintain its existing investments. Unless the government supplements these revenues with large
subsidies, an unlikely circumstance, low revenues inevitably lead to low service quality and long waiting
lists for connections. Romania thus faced a common dilemma: revenues per line were less than half the
amount necessary to cover the long-run cost of service of reasonable quality.

As bad as circumstances were at the beginning of the reform, the performance of Rom Telecom
had been improving steadily since the 1989 revolution. During the 1990s, all measures of performance
show improvement despite the dramatic drop in the dollar value of revenues as the Romanian economy
was restructured. Thus, the Romanian government was committed to improving telecommunications
service even before the reforms that were initiated with the 1996 Telecommunications Law. Indeed,
shortly after the revolution the government created a National Commission for Informatics to develop
new policies for information technology, and in 1992 the government adopted the Master Plan for
Informatization in Romania. The performance indicators show that these were not hollow acts, but were
accompanied by real progress long before privatization and regulatory reform were adopted. An important
part of this initiative was a series of price increases that nearly tripled revenues per line between 1992 and
1996 while nearly quadrupling total company revenues. But the most dramatic action was a massive
increase in investments in telecommunications. Between 1992 and 1993, the dollar investment in
telecommunications by the government jumped from $25 million to $194 million, and in 1993 and
beyond it averaged about $200 million.

Within this context, the performance changes after privatization must be evaluated against a trend
of improvement, not decline or even stagnation. One particular indicator of post-privatization – the
license of Rom Telecom – is not promising.  In relation to the immediate pre-privatization performance,
the investment requirements imposed on the partially privatized entity do not seem particularly
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demanding.  Many aspects of service, such as call completion and service restoration speed, do not seem
to be part of the license requirements. Moreover, although the license requires Rom Telecom to add
250,000 lines per year, it is not clear whether this requirement refers to lines in service, capacity of
outside plant, or capacity of central office switches.  The most rigorous standard would be lines in service,
in which case the requirement calls for a modest improvement over the rate of growth during the last few
years of state ownership. For example, between 1994 and 1996, lines in service increased by
approximately 180,000 per year.
 

The expenditure requirement for the company is less demanding than the capacity requirement.
The price for 35 percent ownership was $675 million, of which half was to be used for investment in the
company (or $337.5 million). In addition, the private operator (OTE of Greece in partnership with GTE of
the U.S.) was required to invest about $400 million more over three to five years.  Assuming that this goal
is accomplished in three years, a total investment of $737.5 million would be $246 million per year,
which is about 20 percent more than the average in the five years before privatization. Should the $400
million be spent over more than three years, conceivably the annual rate of investment actually could be
lower in the years after privatization than it was before privatization. Of course, the new operators may
improve efficiency sufficiently that performance improves substantially more rapidly in the next few
years than it did in the mid and late 1990s. However, it is simply too soon to tell whether this will be the
case, and the license terms do not seem to require a dramatic performance improvement.

Institutional Structure. The GoR has made significant progress towards the creation of
regulatory institutions to oversee both telecommunications and broadcasting. The agencies that have
primary responsibility for the communications sector are as follows.

The National Agency for Communications and Informatics (NACI) is the primary agency for
licensing in the communications sector. NACI allocates the electromagnetic spectrum among uses, and
awards licenses for spectrum users and all other forms of telecommunications carriers. NACI also
represents Romania in international organizations on issues pertaining to communications, including both
the communications entities (Intelsat and the International Telecommunications Union) and general
purpose entities with communications components (World Trade Organization and European Union). As
the inheritor of the policy and regulatory responsibilities of MOC, NACI also has a role in price
regulation. NACI has the responsibility to resolve disputes over pricing among firms in the industry (as,
for example, the debate about interconnection between the GSM carriers and Rom Telecom), and was
originally expected to play a role in enforcing the pricing formula in the Rom Telecom license;  however,
it has been largely passive and reactive in the former case, and has actually played no important role in
the latter. Whereas developing principles for price regulation is within the agency’s purview, as yet it has
not initiated proceedings to develop such principles. Likewise, it has played no role in clarifying and
enforcing the exclusivity provision in Rom Telecom’s license.

The General Inspectorate for Communications (GIC) has two responsibilities. The first is to
monitor technical aspects of licensing requirements, including provisions of licenses to use the
electromagnetic spectrum and the technical quality of wireless and wire-line telecommunications
providers. The second is to advise NACI on its regulatory responsibilities, especially the technical aspects
of spectrum allocation and license requirements.

The National Audio-Visual Council (NAVC) was established in 1992 to regulate broadcasting.
Based on spectrum allocations by NACI, NAVC licenses broadcasters and monitors compliance with
national laws regarding broadcast content; however, it has no role in monitoring compliance with the
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technical aspects of broadcast licenses, in regulating prices for cable systems, or for supervising the use
of cable systems for internet connections.

The last major player in communications regulation is the Office of Competition. This office is
responsible for overseeing prices of all “natural monopolies,” including “regie autonomes”, and of all
entities that have pricing rules within their licenses, such as Rom Telecom. Its responsibilities are based in
law, and grant it authority only in certain cases in which prices are not “market driven,” which in this case
includes pricing by radio telephone companies. The agency has no discretion concerning which prices are
regulated. In telecommunications, the authority of the agency is limited to enforcing the provisions of the
Rom Telecom license, and excludes authority over interconnection and international service.

Although unimportant in practice, in principle the Competition Council could also play a role in
telecommunications policy. The Council can take legal action in cases that are reported by the
Competition Office as involving violations of competition law or anti-competitive interconnection
pricing.  Whereas it can take actions autonomously regarding activities by private entities, its decisions
regarding public entities (including the market structure and license requirements of privatized entities) is
only advisory.

Electricity

Historically, the vast majority of Romania’s electricity was consumed by industrial and commercial users.
The economy was dominated by energy-intensive heavy industry during the  Communist regime. Many of
these industries scaled back production or shut down during the transition to a market economy. As a
result, annual electricity consumption began a steady decline from roughly 65,000 Gigawatt-hours (GWh)
in 1989 to approximately 40,000 GWh in 1998. The major decline in sales has come from the high-
voltage, large industrial customers. The country experienced a steady decline in annual electricity
consumption from 1989 to 1994, with a slight upward trend from 1994 to 1996. This trend peaked at
45,000 GWh in 1996 and has since declined.  In 1989 almost two-thirds of all energy consumed was sold
to high voltage customers. By 1998, this number had declined to less than one-third.

For 1998, the industrial and commercial versus residential demand split for electricity was
approximately 73 percent industrial and commercial and 20 percent residential, although the industrial
share was as high as 80 percent of total demand during the late 1980s and early 1990s. For the United
States in 1998, these two numbers are: industrial and commercial 65 percent, and residential 33 percent.
Because the level of industrial energy demand is more dependent on the level aggregate economic activity
than is residential demand, aggregate electricity demand in Romania is more dependent on the level of
economic activity in economy than it is in the countries of Western European and the United States.

An important aspect of the Romania electricity supply industry is its dependence on co-
generation facilities to serve residential and industrial thermal heat demand. Termoelectrica provides
approximately 50 percent of Romania’s demand for steam heat, with the vast majority of the remaining
heat provided by local municipalities. As a consequence of this large heat demand particularly during the
winter months, a large fraction of aggregate electricity demand must be served by co-generation facilities
despite the existence of unloaded lower cost electricity generating facilities. Because the typical
Romanian 200 MW co-generation facility operates at 160 MW of its electricity generating capacity when
it produces its maximum thermal heat output, even when all co-generation facilities are operating at their
maximum steam output level, there is still a significant amount of electricity being supplied to the
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electricity grid. The incremental cost of producing steam from-generation facilities is approximately
$16/gigacalorie (Gcal), whereas the average cost of producing heat from steam-only units is
approximately $20/Gcal. On this basis, the economics of producing steam still favors maximum supply
from co-generation units.

The desire for energy self-sufficiency in the former Communist regime led to the initiation of
many hydroelectric projects and one large nuclear project that remain largely unfinished. Only the first
706 MW unit of the Cernavoda nuclear facility has been completed and is operational. The short-run
marginal cost of producing energy from this plant is approximately $13/MWH. However, the fixed costs
associated with constructing this plant and the up-front costs of producing the heavy water necessary to
operate the plant, result in a long-run average cost for the facility that is more than triple this amount. This
estimate does not account for the anticipated decommissioning costs for this unit.  A total of five 706 MW
units were planned at Cernavoda, but only the second unit is anywhere close to completion. Currently, it
is 48 percent complete, with an estimated $780 million necessary for completion, including heavy water
costs of $130 million. The anticipated opening of this facility has also led to the continued production of
the vast quantity of heavy water necessary for it to begin production. In addition, in order to reduce the
direct cost of opening Unit 2 and continue operating the heavy water production facility, heavy water is
currently priced at $265/kg, relative to its estimated cost of $400/kg.

Industry structure. RENEL, the Romania Electricity Authority was established in 1990 as the
successor to the Ministry of Electricity. RENEL was a state-owned “regie autonome,” with electricity and
heat supply being its primary activities—it accounted for virtually all electricity and approximately half
the thermal energy produced in Romania. RENEL was divided into five groups. Group for Electricity and
Heat Generation (GPEET) had 26 coal-fired generation branches and 10 hydroelectric plant generation
branches. Group for Electricity Distribution and Transmission (GTDEE) had 42 local distribution
agencies, of which 18 also operated transmission facilities, including a number of small hydroelectric
generating units. Group for Nuclear Energy (GEN) operated the Cernavoda nuclear facility, the heavy
water production facility, the nuclear fuel production plant, and two nuclear research institutes–Group for
Studies and Engineering Research (GSCI) and Group for Development and Rehabilitation (GDR).

The electricity industry re-structuring process in Romania began as of June 30, 1998, with
Government Decision No. 365. This process is broadly consistent with the European Union directives.
Government Decision No. 365  separated RENEL, into the National Electricity Company, S.A. – CONEL
a state-owned, commercial corporate entity which performs the tasks of transmission, system and market
operator and owns 100 percent of the shares in three affiliates: (1) S.C. Termoelectrica, S.A., the thermal
electricity generation and thermal heat production provider; (2) S.C. Hidroelectrica, S.A., the
hydroelectric generation provider, and (3) S.C. Electrica, S.A., the power distribution and supply
company. The nuclear operations were separated into the state-owned commercial company S.N.
Nuclearelectrica, S.A., which operates all nuclear facilities in Romania. The Regie Automone for Nuclear
Activities (RAAN) was formed to take over heavy water production for nuclear facilities.

The former GPEET was split up and distributed to these new entities. S.C. Termoelectrica took
over 24 thermoelectric generation branches. S.C. Hidroelectrica took over the ten hydroelectric generation
branches. RAAN tool over the thermoelectric generation plant, Halanga, which is connected to the
Romag Drobeta heavy water production plant. The 42 local distribution branches of the former GTDEE
were taken over by S.C. Electrica. CONEL took over all eight branches of the transmission network, five
of which also manage the national electricity dispatch process. In addition to thermoelectric capacity,
Termoelectrica also operates 106 MW of capacity in micro hydroelectric facilities. The transmission
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network is comprised of 220, 440 and 750 kilovolt lines, with a total length of 8,150 kilometers and 69
transformer stations.

Regulatory structure. The National Electricity and Heat Regulatory Authority (ANRE) was
established through Emergency Ordinance No. 29 in October of 1998 and enhanced through The
Electrical and Thermal Energy Law, Emergency Ordinance No. 63 later in the year. ANRE became
operational in March, 1999. It is charged with creating and implementing a national electricity and heat
regulatory structure to manage the transition to a competitive electricity market consistent with, among
other requirements, the EU directives. It has the power to enact regulations on the behavior of market
participants, penalize market participants for any breach of their contractual obligations, and to arbitrate
the disputes among sector participants. As of September 1999, ANRE had two regulatory departments–
Licenses and Technical Regulations Department and Trade Settlement and Tariffs Department.

ANRE issues licenses and authorizations for generators and energy service providers. It also
writes the general technical requirements for generators and loads to connect to the grid, metering
requirements for each market participants, and performance standards for energy and ancillary services
provision. ANRE is also charged with specifying commercial regulations for each market participant.
This has been interpreted by its staff as specifying the mechanism for compensating generators for the
energy and ancillary services they provide to the system operator. ANRE is also charged with setting the
prices and tariffs for all monopoly activities with the consent of the Office of Competition. Any
disagreements between the Office of Competition, the regulated entity and ANRE must be settled by the
Government’s Cabinet of Ministers.

Oil

Romania was in the past a major oil producer and significant exporter, but as demand grew, the export
surplus was transformed into an import deficit. In 1976, the same year that domestic oil production
peaked at 14.7 million tons, Romania became a net importer of oil. Thereafter, production declined until
1991, when it stabilized at slightly less than half its earlier peak.  Existing fields were being depleted and
not adequately replaced by new discoveries (of roughly 2 m tons per year) in what was now a mature oil
province. In 1992, the proven oil reserves were estimated at 215 million tons, with 95 percent located in
four major geological units (particularly in the Eastern Carpathians and the Moesian Platform, with the
Black Sea shelf estimated to have about 3 percent of the total). By 1992, some 30,000 wells were drilled
and most oil that was accessible may well have been discovered.

Industry structure and ownership.  The pipeline company, Conpet S.A., was originally formed
in 1905 with headquarters in Ploeisti and now owns and operates the entire 4500 kilometers of pipeline
(from 2 inch to 28 inch diameter) with a capacity of 32 million tons per year, as well as several hundred
railway cars. It was restructured in 1990 into a joint-stock company. The Petroleum Law 1995 declared
that the network for crude transport was in the public domain and established the National Agency for
Mineral Resources (NAMR) as the regulator of oil transport. The transport fees are set by NAMR and the
Competition Office and Conpet has common carrier status.

Petrom R.A. was created in February 1991 as a Regia Autonoma (R.A.) to be responsible for
domestic exploration and production of oil, and given 51 percent ownership of Conpet. Although
Petrom's primary interest is in oil field development and production, it also produces associated gas and
some non-associated gas. It supplied one-third of Romania's total gas production in 1991, derived from
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fields outside the Transylvania basin. In October 1997, the Romanian National Oil Company (SNP) was
created out of Petrom R.A. as an integrated oil company, entirely owned by the Ministry of Industry and
Trade (and not by the State Ownership Fund or SOF, as with most other state-owned enterprises). The
upstream company was combined with two refineries - Arpechim at Pitesti  and Petrobrazi at Ploeisti. In
addition it owns a product distribution network and various maintenance units (which will be spun off).
Petrom (as the larger company is still called) operates as a national company working on commercial
principles, and is not financed by the state. It invested $400 million from its own budget in 1998 and will
invest $150 million in 1999. Like most integrated oil companies it makes most of its profits upstream.
The refinery margin averages 3.5 percent - the same as in Western Europe - though in some months the
margin may be negative.

Petrom is at a relatively advanced stage in preparation for privatization, and has started
restructuring - 14,000 workers have recently been laid off (out of 88,000 in 1999). Petrom was (in
September 1999) 93 percent state owned, 7 percent private and was planning to privatize a further 35
percent. The proposed privatization will be as a vertically integrated company and the first stage will
increase the capital by selling to strategic investors and financial investors. The second stage of selling a
majority (i.e., proper privatization) is planned for December 31, 2000. The first trenche of privatization
will primarily benefit Petrom by producing revenue that can be used for refinery refurbishment,
investment in distribution or possibly investment upstream to develop new reserves.

Oil storage comes under a completely different statute from the pipeline network and is placed in
a totally independent company, Oil Terminals S.A., with SOF owning 61 percent of shares. It is
completely free to set charges and operate in the market economy. It freely negotiates contracts under the
Competition Law which requires non-discrimination, though as circumstances change from moment to
moment this is not an operational constraint. There may be serious issues if Oil Terminals S.A. is
privatized and sold to one of the incumbent refinery owners, as it has an effective bottleneck on important
services connected with importing oil. Any ownership change would raise important issues that should be
addressed by the Competition Law and/or one of the competition agencies. Clearly it would be desirable
if any privatization required no ownership stake by any company with an interest in the oil sector
operating in Romania.

Institutional structure and regulation. Oil product prices were controlled until May/June 1997
and were set by the Ministry of Finance (MOF). These controls were then formally abolished (though
they can be re-imposed in emergencies). However, the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT), acting as
the owner of Petrom, obviously has the power to set Petrom's prices, and these have a powerful effect on
all oil and product prices. MIT claims that it has no influence on the prices that Petrom charges. In the
past MIT has set the price of domestic crude on the operational cost plus a small profit margin, rather than
relating it to the international price. Now by linking the crude price to the international price Petrom can
make a considerable profit on upstream activities. The domestic price of crude delivered to the refineries
is now based on import parity (quality adjusted), allowing for transport costs. Petrom sells oil products
ex-refinery at the same prices to all companies and each company is free to choose the retail price.

NAMR is the regulator of pipeline tariffs, as well as the custodian of exploration information, the
authority that auctions blocks and negotiates royalties. NAMR is technically independent of the industry
and directly under the Prime Minister. In the event of conflicts over setting tariffs the Competition
Council may adjudicate but there is no formal statement in the law for dispute resolution. NAMR claims
that because the methodology is specified this should not create problems. However, disputes about the
allowable rate of return certainly attract a lot of concern. In addition, Conpet has argued that it should
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keep efficiency gains that it achieves through investment, but this is apparently not allowed. Conpet's
pipeline system is at present manually operated at high cost. However, Conpet has initiated a
modernization program that is expected to lower future pipeline operating costs. Changes in the method
of operation will inevitably complicate the calculation of allowable costs for setting tariffs and raise
issues of trade-offs between capital costs and operating costs in the regulatory formula.

Natural Gas

Gas is Romania's most important fuel, accounting for about 40 percent of primary energy supply. Until
1978 Romania was self-sufficient, having been the first country in Europe to discover natural gas in 1909.
It was also the first to exploit natural gas commercially, building a 50 km pipeline in 1914 to transport the
gas to its point of use. The Hungarian Company of Natural Gas was founded as the predecessor of
Romgaz in 1916. In the period after 1960 important gas reserves were discovered and output peaked in
1976 at 29.6 bcm. Total proven reserves of gas in Petrom's fields were estimated at 206 bcm in 1992,
while Romgaz estimated proven reserves of natural gas in their producing fields in Transylvania at 315
bcm in 1992. Since 1982, output has steadily declined and imported gas from the former Soviet Union has
tended to steadily increase.

Industry structure and ownership.  Romgaz R.A. was established under that name in 1991 out
of the major units of the previously autonomous Gas Central. Restructuring started in 1992 by separating
support activities (drilling) which are now in independent commercial societies. In 1998, corporatisation
started and the R.A. was transformed into a commercial society fully owned by SOF under the authority
of MIT. Exploration, production, and storage activities were placed in three geographically defined
companies. The Medias and T.G. Mures production companies, which together supplied 95 percent of
Romgaz production, operate the gas fields is the Transylvanian basin, with the Ploeisti production
company (primarily a storage operator with a small amount of production) operating in Oltenia.

Romgaz has a monopoly on the transmission and distribution of natural gas, although Petrom is
able to supply a small part of its gas production direct to industrial consumers where they are located
close to producing areas. Distribution was separated into two subsidiaries, DGN Bucuresti (serving the
south) and DGN Targu Mures (serving the north). They supply to just under 800,000 household
connections serving 2.5 million households, and just under 40,000 other customers. These subsidiaries are
100 percent owned by Romgaz. In the past the 41 counties plus Bucharest each had a distribution branch
which before 1975 belonged to the local authorities. These have been consolidated into 23 regional
branches each connected to the high pressure National Transmission System (NTS). Regional branches
are subsidiaries with no legal status and are not profit or cost centers. Romgaz HQ handles imports, gas
transit and the national transmission system. Romgaz HQ will be further restructured to create branches
(not yet companies) to handle transport as a cost center, and research, engineering organized as cost and
profit centers.

Petrom is the only producer of associated gas, and also produces some free gas. It sells part (20
percent) directly to Romgaz and part (80 percent) to final consumers. Romgaz no longer has a monopoly
as 35 percent of national production is produced by Petrom, with independent producers exploring but not
yet producing. Romgaz does not have dominance in imports – 65 percent of imports are bought directly
by consumers or specialized societies and 25-30 percent of final sales are by independent societies.
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Wirom is a joint venture between Romgaz and WIEH (a subsidiary of Wintershall and
Gazprom) which imports and markets natural gas into a fully open market. At present access to transport
is controlled by Romgaz and has to be negotiated. It has a commercial agreement for transport and with
the two gas Regional Distribution Companies (RDCs). Romgaz also has its own trading arm and imports
Russian gas, apparently at higher prices than under the joint venture.

Institutional structure and regulation. NAMR is authorized under the Petroleum Law to
regulate gas, but the Law is concerned only with production and transmission, so there was until recently
no separate regulatory body to regulate distribution and final sales. By September 1999, the Government
had decided to set up a new, separate gas regulatory body: the National Regulatory Authority in the
Natural Gas Field, ANRGN. Discussions over the form of the two proposed Government Ordinances (one
setting up ANRGN, the other, the embryonic Gas Law, setting up the system of regulation) continued and
appeared to be moving in a satisfactory direction. In January 2000, without any consultation on their final
(and substantially different) form, the two Ordinances were passed, and come into force three months
after official publication. They were immediately strongly criticized for their retrograde, inconsistent and
illiberal form.

NAMR negotiates gas royalties just as it does oil royalties, aiming to split the rent. The difference
is that while oil is priced with reference to the world price, well-head gas prices are not similarly
determined, so the remaining rent received by the gas producer is vulnerable to price controls on final
sales. In addition to the royalty, there is a 3 percent exploration tax (like oil), which is paid into a fund
that is available “to be reinvested in the petroleum sector” upon requests from the companies in the sector.
NAMR claims that companies do not ask for it, which is surprising, given the acute financial straights that
Romgaz finds itself in.

Before the Gas Law comes into effect, consumer prices are set by Romgaz making proposals to
MIT and MOF with the final decision taken by MIT, MOF and the Competition Office. There is a price
indexing formula to allow for changes in the price level and the exchange rate, but there is a tendency for
real prices to fall. Under this system, the government effectively sets the final prices to consumers and
Romgaz is left with the net back at the well, which in 1999 was at about $27/kcm. Petrom in contrast
received $50/kcm as its producer price (not having to cross-subsidize the import of more expensive gas
from Russia). Petrom can sell directly to final consumers and only sells 20 percent of its output to
Romgaz at a price negotiated with Romgaz. These different well-head prices are not related to differences
in costs. Low gas producer prices reduce Romgaz’s incentive to explore and there are commercially
viable but unexploited fields at present. Foreign gas companies have pulled out of exploration perhaps
because the tracts offered were not very attractive.

Transportation

Historically, the freight sector was heavily dominated by railroads while water transport played a modest
supplementary role. During the past decade, road transport has started to grow, while rail has been in
decline and the financial viability of water transport has come into serious question. Rail continues to
receive large subsidies for its passenger service and has played a large part in the passenger sector, but
during a time of tight budgets the extent of rail’s role is under consideration as policymakers ponder the
potential for bus and even auto to transport a greater share of passengers.
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Air transportation. The Romanian airline industry currently consists of a mix of private and
state owned carriers providing scheduled and non-scheduled domestic and international air service. The
bulk of these services, however, are provided by TAROM, the Romanian flag carrier. TAROM went
through a period of extensive development between 1954-1989 and was operating a fleet of 70 aircraft by
the late 1980s. Unfortunately, political rather than economic factors influenced such major decisions as
what markets to serve and the type of aircraft to acquire. As a result, by the 1990s the carrier had an
obsolete fleet consisting of uneconomical Russian built aircraft and excess capacity.

In 1992, TAROM took steps to modernize its fleet and succeeded in replacing its inefficient
Russian built planes with more efficient American and European planes. Nonetheless, the carrier recorded
substantial operating losses in the late 1990s  and as indicated by its low load factor in international
markets, which account for the majority of its operations, is still plagued by inefficient operations. In
response, the GoR has approved a new restructuring plan which is seen as the first step to privatizing the
company.

Air service in Romania is accommodated by 17 airports, including 4 primary airports that belong
to the Ministry of Transport. Otopeni airport, just outside of Bucharest, is the country’s main international
gateway. It recently completed the first of a two-phase modernization program to reduce arrival and
departure delays. After the program is completed during the next few years, authorities will consider
whether to privatize Otopeni. Otopeni’s operations are largely financed by weight based landing fees.
These fees have enabled Otopeni to run an operating surplus, but the airport still receives subsidies for its
substantial investments. Finally, a new air traffic control (ATC) administration, ROMATSA, was founded
in 1991. Romanian ATC is currently in the process of being modernized to facilitate integration with
NATO and EU countries’ systems.

Railroads. Like many European countries, Romania has made a major commitment to rely on
rail to move a large fraction of its freight and passengers. The scale of its operations compares with those
of Great Britain and exceeds those of the Czech Republic, Sweden, and Austria. But during the early
1990s as rail’s market share fell, its deficits rose. In the midst of other macroeconomic problems, the
government found it difficult to cover railroad deficits that had climbed to $300 million per year. Rail
faced a financial disaster. In response, the Romanian government separated the national carrier, SNCFR,
into five distinct financial divisions: CFR rail passenger, CFR rail freight, CFR infrastructure (including
track and stations), management (financial and legal), and assets.  In addition, the state poured nearly $1
billion into rehabilitating the track, modernizing locomotives and freight cars, upgrading
telecommunications and information technology and so on.

Financial problems, however, persisted because of the continued involvement of the state in
managing operations and because of regulations that did not allow tariffs or track abandonment to
respond to market conditions. The Romanian government then took another step to ameliorate the
situation and in July of 1998 set forth an emergency ordinance that among other things deregulated freight
tariffs and established goals to privatize rail freight and infrastructure. In addition, the Romanian Railway
authority came into being in 1998 as a specialized technical body of the Ministry of Transport. The
Ministry itself is responsible for coordinating operations of the separate railway divisions and is the
regulatory authority for railway transport.

CFR rail infrastructure is a new entity whose core product is providing train passage for its two
customers, CFR rail freight and CFR rail passenger. The rail infrastructure company is responsible for
operating and maintaining the track and stations and also for managing non-rail operations such as hotels
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and commercial ventures located in the stations. The infrastructure company’s rail tasks are formidable.
At least 1/7 of the track suffers from deferred maintenance, top speed on the tracks is fairly low (for
example, in the Romanian sector C4 the maximum speeds are 84 miles per hour for passenger trains and
57 miles per hour for freight trains), delays are widespread, and at least 100 stations need upgrading and
commercialization. The infrastructure company is in the process of addressing these problems by
investing in electronic signaling and computer aided dispatching, completing a fiber optic
communications network, and introducing new machinery and tools for track maintenance. One problem
the infrastructure company cannot independently address is that only 25 percent of the track is currently
being used. As noted, carriers are prevented from abandoning track.

Roads. Although Romania has invested in railways, it has not invested heavily in roads. In fact,
its road density, with regard to population and land area, is among the lowest in Eastern Europe. One
obvious reason for the inattention to road infrastructure is that until this decade, regulation forced all
surface transport with a journey greater than 50 kilometers to use rail.  This policy obviously could not be
justified on economic grounds.

The Romanian motorways and national roads have not been designed with adequate capacity and
durability. Only a small percentage of motorways and national roads have stretches with more than two
lanes in each direction, and pavements on these roads need to be strengthened to accommodate more
heavy truck travel. To be sure, the current network may have been adequate for past levels of highway
travel. However, the Romanian vehicle fleet has grown rapidly since 1985 and is continuing to grow. The
current number of cars, roughly 2.5 million, for a population of  23 million is very low, indicating there is
considerable scope for traffic growth that would strain current lane capacity. Lane capacity is also likely
to be strained by more inter-city bus travel. Currently, this mode is underutilized but this could change, as
bus becomes more accepted as an economical form of transport. Truck transportation is also expected to
continue to grow.  As Romania transforms itself into a market economy, it will become more sensitive to
the inventory and logistics costs that arise when goods are not shipped in a timely and reliable manner.
This will increase Romania’s attraction to truck transportation. Finally, Romania’s accession to the EU
requires it to raise its weight limits to accommodate heavier trucks. More trucks and heavier trucks will
put additional strain on highway durability.

Water Transportation.  Water transportation in Romania occurs on rivers, especially the Danube
running through Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and the Ukraine, and via the Black Sea bordering Romania and a
number of other countries. The existence of these bodies of water has also facilitated water transportation
from distant oceans and the Adriatic Sea. The primary commodities transported by river include iron ore,
coal, bauxite, limestone, and grains, while the primary commodities transported by ocean include crude
oil, coal, and wheat. There are two state owned ocean/sea carriers (Petromin is the main one) and four
private ocean/sea carriers (Histria is the largest of these carriers). It is expected that the state owned
carriers will be privatized. There are 12 private river operations, accounting for 80 percent of the market,
and two state companies that are planning to be privatized.

International Policy Developments

Historically, in the infrastructure sectors private enterprise has been constrained by market failure
concerns. Concerns about natural monopoly and externalities have led to the judgement that in these
sectors the public interest would be served better by the supersession of the market by an extensive and
coherent system of governmental controls. Indeed, for most of this century and in most countries fairness-
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encompassing the fundamental goals of reasonable rates, absence of unjust discrimination, and universal
service- and efficiency in the provision of basic infrastructure services have been sought through the
public utility paradigm of governmental ownership and regulation. In electricity, telecommunications,
gas, railways and other transportation services, public ownership was promoted to secure the benefits of
size without suffering the disadvantages of monopolistic pricing.

In recent years, however, the restrictions placed on competition and the truncation of properly
rights in the infrastructure sectors have been increasingly viewed as inimical to consumer and business
interests in many countries. The demonstrated difficulties of effectively monitoring public enterprises and
their attendant problems, of inefficiency, waste, and lethargy of operations, have raised serious doubts
about the efficacy of public ownership, even in instances where strong propensities for market failure
exist due to natural monopoly. Moreover, inter-country experience clearly demonstrates the extreme
difficulty of insulating public enterprises from the damaging consequences of fluctuating political
interference. The politicization of public utilities’ business often resulted in poorly managed companies,
with political rather than economic decisions triggering investment and the pricing of many important
services. Private firms, on the other hand, generally seem to exhibit greater internal efficiency, and
because of their financial, technical, and managerial resources they have a definite comparative advantage
in keeping abreast of these increasingly complex industries.

It has long been recognized by economists that even in the best of circumstances, market forces
work imperfectly in urging the economy toward efficiency, and there are many instances in which we
simply cannot count on the market to effect its discipline. From the purely economic perspective,
therefore, government intervention can be justified if there is a market failure, and the intervention has a
reasonable chance of correcting it.  However, most regulatory schemes seem to have been based on undue
skepticism about competition and undue optimism about the ability of government to improve efficiency
through regulatory intervention. Indeed, it has been argued that the areas in which technical
considerations make natural monopoly (the most important source of market failure) a likely or a
probable outcome are fairly limited; and that the main threat to the preservation of a free economy arises
from the tendency of regulation, introduction on this ground, to assert ancillary powers and expand its
jurisdiction, often with dysfunctional consequences, to situations in which it is not justified. Also, the
administration of the various regulatory systems has proven highly controversial- experience reveals that
significant dangers of maladministration exist even in the limited instances where the regulatory rules are
simple. Thus, serious doubts have arisen about the efficacy of regulation, and whether the regulatory
“cure” is worse that the “disease”.

Competitive restructuring, privatization, and regulatory reform. During the last decade,
public policy towards the infrastructure sectors in both industrial and developing economies entered a
new era of neoliberal reform. Although the goals, pace and process of reform differ among countries, the
trend is unmistakable. These reforms have sought to minimize interference with economic efficiency and
to expand the role of the market as far as it seems advisable in areas of the economy where the strength of
the competitive forces is inadequate.

The dominant institutional arrangement in the network utilities has been the monolithic
organization, whereby a single entity controlled all facilities, operating and administrative functions, and
determined what services to provide to significantly captive customers. Typically, the monolithic utility
lacked financial incentives and desegregated information on profitability, was (at best) production-
oriented and largely unresponsive to market demands for services, and hierarchical (if not bloated) in
organizational architecture. It was therefore predictable that a state-owned network utility would
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frequently fail to be responsive to the needs of consumers, and would instead be politically directed, at
the expense of efficiency of operations and of stimulus to the economy.

Due to technological and other fundamental economic changes, the conditions that generated this
model no longer exist in most countries. Indeed, in the last few years, there has been an increasing
recognition that the network utilities are not monolithic industries but rather encompass a number of
distinct activities with entirely different economic characteristics. Electricity, gas, and
telecommunications are vertical industries characterized by transportation and distribution networks
linking upstream production with downstream consumption. These networks consist of: a hierarchy of
transmission links in electricity; national pipelines and regional distribution links in gas; earthworks,
track, signaling, and stations in railroads; and transmission media, switching centers, and the local loop
(the last mile) in telecommunications. Infrastructure networks entail substantial fixed costs that are largely
sunk because the assets are of minimal value for other purposes. The sunkeness of network infrastructure
mitigates against freedom of entry, especially when there are natural monopoly conditions as well due to
massive fixed costs.

The cost conditions relating to upstream production and downstream supply activities (electricity
and gas), certain portions of the network (inter-exchange services in telecommunications), or the
operation of services on the physical network (railroads), are less inimical to competition. Although there
are important economies of scale and inevitably some sunk costs associated with these activities, they are
small in relation to those encountered in network infrastructure.

Therefore, there is no question that substantial competition could emerge in many activities in
these sectors if they were properly reorganized. As a result, governments throughout the world have taken
substantive steps to competitively restructure and deregulate their network utilities to the fullest extent
that is consistent with technological opportunities and other elements of efficiency. The objectives for
such restructuring and regulatory reform programs have properly included injection of more innovative
and efficient management, reduction of public enterprise deficits and burdens of public subsidies,
increased competition, and more responsiveness to the needs of emergent capitalist enterprises.

Another key element of reform has been the shift of supply responsibility to private enterprises.
In addition to fiscal gain, this shift has been motivated by mounting empirical evidence that because of
their financial, technical and managerial resources, private sector entities have a comparative advantage in
keeping abreast of these technically and economically complex industries.

The worldwide trend towards competitive restructuring and privatization in the infrastructure
sectors has been accompanied by far-reaching regulatory reform and deregulation. The main impetus for
regulatory reform was provided by the increasing recognition that government intrusion into pricing,
investment, and other such business decisions imposes substantial economic costs- it discourages
investment in innovation, shelters inefficiency, promotes misallocation of resources by inducing
departures of prices from marginal costs, causes incentive breakdowns, and reduces the price and quality
options that the public would be offered under unfettered market allocation.  In addition, developments in
the theory of industrial organization facilitated the formulation of policy which permits a much greater
toleration of factors that make for natural monopoly while at the same time lessening the need for public
intervention.

Regulatory experience and new bodies of economic analysis underpinned the view that: where
public measures are called for, the types of market intervention that ought to be undertaken are, in many
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cases, significantly different from those that have been traditionally employed; and that there are some
cases in which public intervention is inappropriate even though it was previously thought to be necessary.
Indeed, recent policy developments call for a major reorientation of the traditional regulatory rules and
procedures, and offer two types of guidance to regulators. First, they provide an improved set of criteria
distinguishing between those cases in which intervention by the public sector is warranted and those in
which it is not. Second, they establish an improved set of guidelines for appropriate government
intervention in the structure and conduct of firms in those cases in which intervention is called for, i.e.,
they offer more effective tools to the regulators that increase the public welfare effects of intervention.

The experience from the United States, United Kingdom, and other countries that implemented
substantive regulatory reforms confirms what theory predicts: decentralized market-oriented decision-
making that is freed from unnecessary regulatory control and that is energized by market incentives is the
surest means of finding and implementing efficient and innovative solutions to problems posed in several
sectors of the economy. As a consequence of deregulation, there have been fundamental changes in the
way in which firms in these countries are conducting business. By and large, these changes reflect
efficiency-enhancing structural reorganization, increasing diversity in price-service options, and greater
responsiveness to consumer demands, as well as to marketplace opportunities for innovation.

While most firms were quite successful in absorbing the shock of deregulation and operating in a
competitive environment, others experienced difficulties of adjustment and major restructuring of their
respective industries occurred. Indeed, one of the necessary consequences of regulatory reform is that
there must be a possibility that relatively inefficient firms will lose profitability and go into liquidation.
Moreover, the post-deregulation period has been characterized by pressures to reduce pay scales toward
those in the unregulated economic sectors and to increase productivity through more efficient use of
labor. Inevitably, these changes led to some labor displacement. These dangers, of course, are the natural
concomitant of a freer competitive environment. Still, the available evidence indicates that, on average,
regulatory reform and deregulation have yielded very positive results for both producers and consumers.

Challenges in the Transition Process

In view of the country’s precarious fiscal condition, the many competing priorities for scarce public
funds, and the weak condition of the domestic private sector, it is imperative that new policies are pursued
to strengthen the private sector and attract foreign investment. The infrastructure sectors, if they were to
be properly restructured and placed under credible regulation, represent the country’s best hope for
attracting sustained large-scale foreign investment. Continuing inefficiencies in the supply of basic
infrastructure services, on the other hand, will severely limit the growth potential and export performance
of the Romanian economy.

 Romania has a potential for substantial economic gains from competitive restructuring,
privatization, and regulatory reform in the infrastructure sectors. However, there are adverse conditions
that render the process of such reform somewhat delicate. In view of the country’s weak macroeconomic
condition, its imperfectly developed capital markets, the lack of effective legal and regulatory institutions
that are necessary to support a market economy, and the generally disrupted state of an economy that is
still undergoing a fundamental transformation from centralized direction to a more market-driven
environment, caution is appropriate with respect to the pace of privatization and regulatory decontrol. For
example, major price revisions are likely to be disruptive and, in some instances, could prove truly
burdensome in view of the current socioeconomic characteristics of Romania’s population. Moreover, in
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order for infrastructure privatization to improve social welfare, it is essential for ex post governance to
be thought and, in essence, designed in advance. Although some progress has been made in the design of
post-privatization governance regimes, there is considerable scope for further developing effective
institutional mechanisms to secure welfare-maximizing privatization outcomes.

Determining the full consequences of any program of privatization and regulatory decontrol is a
difficult task. The relaxation of the present constraints upon the operations of national firms will generate
opportunities for improvements in Romania’s economy. But, especially in the short-run, it will also
engender risks and uncertainties which could adversely affect the general welfare. There are also
substantial dangers involved in failing to move in the direction of greater reliance on private, competitive
market forces. The cross-country experience reveals quite clearly that well-intentioned regulatory and
other governmental controls in the infrastructure sectors caused enormous distortions in productivity and
in service. Indeed, there is strong evidence that governmental intrusion into pricing, investment, and other
such business decisions has induced substantial inefficiencies and imposed heavy social costs. Therefore,
failure to pursue the requisite policies of market liberalization, regulatory reform and privatization will
seriously undermine the country’s economic recovery. It will also place Romania at a substantial
competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis the other Central and Eastern European countries that are pursuing
such policies under the harmonization directives of the EU.

All of the above considerations--the difficulties of continuing under the present policy regime and
the potential, mainly transitional hardships under a more competitive system--lead to policy
recommendations that envision an orderly transition to a goal of substantial competitive restructuring,
privatization and deregulation in the Romanian infrastructure sectors. The purpose is to implement policy
changes that achieve the benefits of market liberalization and deregulation--more efficient industries that
are better attuned to the needs of consumers and other users of their services--without threatening the
immediate extinction of individual firms or the rapid destabilization of key sectors of the economy.

The EU accession requirements pose uniquely interesting challenges and opportunities for the
GoR to overcome institutional and policy inertia and build a political consensus for a substantial program
of structural and regulatory reform. To the extent that regulatory harmonization is a prerequisite for
accession, the government could use the prospect of EU membership as a means to overcome vested
interests in implementing economically painful and politically costly reforms. Moreover, the EU
regulatory procedures and directives have provided a policy model thereby speeding the development and
passage of relevant legislation.

Development of Effective Regulation

The regulatory regime is critical to the firms’ operating environment. Therefore, an indispensable
precondition for attracting private investment in the infrastructure sectors and for improving their
performance is the establishment of an effective system of regulation. The experience from both
developed and developing and transition economies contains several important lessons. These lessons
relate to the: importance of requiring each regulatory agency to publicly articulate a set of fundamental
principles to serve as a transparent basis for their policy analyses and determinations; and the
characteristics of an effective system of regulation--coherency, transparency, independence, and
accountability.
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Guiding principles for public utility regulation. The following are some of the guiding principles that
would generate efficient solutions to the wide range of disputes and issues that might arise in the
regulated infrastructure sectors of Romania:

• Preserve promised investor value by requiring regulators to desist from unilaterally imposing changes
in policy or other regulatory directives that would diminish investor value.

• Allow competition to function where it can without distortion by mandating that the regulators desist
from intervening in activities of the regulated firms that relate to competitive markets, or at least to
markets that fail to be identified as protected natural monopolies.

• Weigh the costs of rules against the benefits by constraining the regulators from expanding their
domain of intervention without demonstrating that the benefits would outweigh the costs.

• Assure service quality and price levels that offer consumers no less than the competitive standard of
comparison by: requiring regulators to desist from sustaining privatization deals that result in prices
higher than financially necessary to support the levels of service quality; allowing consumers to
challenge arrangements that charged them more in return for flows of cash to the treasury; mandating
the use of price cap mechanisms to control the level of regulated monopoly prices over time;
establishing the right of consumers to seek rate adjustments if the quality of service provided falls
significantly short of that promised in the privatization agreement.

• Assure that prices provide signals and incentives for efficient actions by consumers, suppliers of
complementary and substitute services, suppliers of inputs, and investors by: stipulating that such
prices be responsive to the relative values of service on the part of consumers, as well as to marginal
costs; according the service providers pricing flexibility subject to the constraint that their revenues
cover their total costs.

• Allow open access to bottleneck infrastructure facilities on terms that reflect competitive parity by
requiring infrastructure monopolists to give access to their bottleneck facilities to rivals with access
prices that carry the same markups as do the competing end-user services sold by the holders of the
bottlenecks.

• Pay efficient and competitively neutral attention to social goals pertinent to each infrastructure sector
by requiring: any surcharges or taxes collected to affect the prices charged by competing suppliers
equally, so as to leave the relationship between the competitors' prices undistorted; subsidies to be
granted in as targeted a fashion as is possible to avoid distorting decisions by those outside the
intended ambit of the programs.

Characteristics of effective regulation. The statutory framework of each of the regulated sectors should:
Mandate coherency in regulatory policy towards each sector

• All elements of policy towards each regulator sector fit logically together and are mutually
supportive--the underlying laws that establish policies must not be in conflict, and implementing
regulations must fit together.

• Adherence to the principle of the Rule of Law by requiring respect for precedent and the principle of
“stare decisis”: regulators do not reverse past policy decisions unless considerable evidence has
emerged that they have led to significant problems, and cases with the same underlying facts are
always decided in the same way.

• Within each sector, a single agency should have the primary responsibility for all price regulation,
should be given the statutory authority to compel cost and technical information from all firms with
any license to operate in the sector, and should be granted discretion to decide whether to regulate.
Moreover, this agency should be required to develop and publish its procedures for deciding what to
regulate and setting prices, and to justify its pricing decisions on the basis of these principles.
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Telecommunications. In the telecommunications sector, the regulatory framework starts with the
fundamental law of 1996 that does set a coherent set of principles to guide policy. It is an excellent
framework around which to build a strong communications sector. But the implementation of these
principles is made less than coherent by the division of responsibilities among the entities. For example,
responsibility for overseeing pricing is spread between NACI, the Office of Competition, the cabinet, and,
conceivably the Competition Council. Moreover, the basis for deciding which prices ought to be regulated
is unclear, and produces strange anomalies, such as the absence of regulation of cable television and
interconnection between any two carriers other than Rom Telecom. Moreover, none of these entities is
required to establish clearly articulated policies regarding how policies should be set, and none has the
authority to require information about costs from firms in the industry. As a result, pricing decisions are
uncoordinated and piecemeal, and inconsistencies among them (such as differences in usage prices for
local service, interconnection between Rom Telecom and GSM carriers, and interconnection between
GSM carriers) are not explained, or even addressed by any entity. In short, price regulation is more
chaotic than coherent.

Electricity. Article 6 of Emergency Order 29 contains an enormous list of responsibilities for ANRE, all
of which can exert an enormous influence on the value of CONEL’s generation, transmission and
distribution assets. However, the order contains no discussion of the process ANRE should use to carry
out its responsibilities. For example, there is no discussion of how precedent will be established and what
constitutes due process in a regulatory proceeding. There appear to be no provisions which attempt to
guarantee that if presented with same set of facts ANRE will produce the same decision, which is a
minimal requirement of a transparent and credible regulatory process. Emergency Order 63 is largely
silent on these issues as well. It provides very little guidance as to how decision-making will take place
within ANRE.

Mandate transparency in regulatory procedures and other policy determinations

• Clarity of policy from the perspective of regulated firms, unregulated firms that compete at the
fringes of regulated services, and users of communications services.

• The details of existing policies, the principles for making policy in the future, and the process for
making new regulations and resolving disputes should be a matter of public record that is accessible
to all citizens.

• All decisions in the domain of economic regulation and all entry decisions (licenses and privatization
agreements) should be a matter of public record. The regulatory agencies should be mandated to issue
public documents, subject to comment from any citizen who wishes to participate, concerning the
policies and procedures that will guide regulatory decisions in the future.

Telecommunications. Some aspects of the Romanian regulatory system in communications do satisfy the
conditions for transparency. The National Audio-Visual Council is especially noteworthy in this regard,
with its regularized process for hearing citizen complaints about broadcast services. Likewise, executives
in the telecommunications industry regard the work of the General Inspectorate for Communications in
technical standards as being open, clear, and professional.

By contrast, the economic aspects of telecommunications regulation are not transparent at all.
For example, the terms of the licenses with communications carriers and the privatization terms for Rom
Telecom are regarded as confidential. Even some high-level executives of these firms believe that the
licenses and privatization agreements should be a matter of public record, but they also believe that they
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can not reveal these terms for fear of reprisal by the government. Predictably, because of the secrecy of
both the terms of licenses and the process by which competitive licenses have been awarded, there is a
suspicion that the licensing process is corrupt, although there is no evidence to support these suspicions
other than the unwillingness of the government to reveal how licensees were selected as well as the actual
terms of the license.

Electricity. Emergency Order 29 defines various duties for ANRE. However, it contains no guiding
principles for ANRE. For example, ANRE is given the authority to set tariffs for natural monopoly
services, but it is given no guidance as to how these tariffs are to be determined. Specifically, there is no
discussion of what constitutes a reasonable price. Emergency Order 63 attempts to solve this problem.
Article 36 does describe what costs can be included in the prices set.  However, it is extremely difficult to
determine the empirical content of this article. Article 37 states that tariffs for electricity should be same
for all captive customers all over the country. Article 38 requires that firms adhere to proper accounting
principles. Article 39 sets out governing principles for the prices that result from the regulatory process.
Article 40 requires that no cross-subsidies exist between the pricing of electrical and thermal energy.
Consequently, Order 63 puts significant structure on the outcome of the regulatory price-setting process,
although ARNE still appears to have considerable discretion in setting rates because many of terms used
in various articles of Emergency Order 63 have no clear legal definition. Further clarification of all of
these definitions is called for in order to ensure clarity and transparency in the regulatory process.

Natural Gas. The system of price regulation under the Gas Law is unsatisfactory, for it does not set out a
methodology, or require one to be produced, and does not adequately distinguish between competitive
and monopoly elements, or captive and eligible customers. Instead gas prices are related to those of
competing fuels, ruling out gas-on-gas competition. There is no mention of the need to set regulated
tariffs for monopoly activities in relation to their cost, even though captive customers are not able to
negotiate transport tariffs and must therefore accept whatever is proposed.

The relationship between ANRGN and the government in defining and ensuring gas policy is
unclear. Article 83 appears to involve ANRGN (not named as such but perhaps implied as a specialized
body) with the government in formulating policy for the approval of Parliament. Normally regulatory
agencies may be invited to comment on proposed government policy but not to be directly involved in its
design. A lack of clarity here may be symptomatic of a reluctance by the Government to spell out its plans
for the sector in clear detail. ANRGN should be required to publish the methodology for setting transport
and distribution tariffs, and for regulating the final price of captive customers, and should be given the
authority to impose these tariffs, subject to appeal under a dispute resolution procedure.

 Mandate the political independence of the regulatory agencies

• The regulators should not be subject to informal means of control of formal approval requirements
from political and ministry officials, especially on a day-by-day or decision-by-decision basis.

• The head of each regulatory agency should have a fixed term of office and should not be removed
from office before the term expires, except for cause and subject to a formal review.

• The government should not over-turn the decisions of the regulatory agencies except through
legislative action or appeals of the agencies' decisions to the courts as not complying with existing
law.

• Decisions about entry (licensing) and pricing should reside in regulatory agencies that have the power
to enact and enforce regulations without obtaining the approval of the cabinet, the Prime Minister, or
Parliament, but subject to challenge in court or reversal by statute.
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Telecommunications. The only regulatory entities that are independent according to these criteria are the
Competition Council and the NAVC. The Competition Council and NAVC are governed by councils with
fixed-term appointments, and can take some actions without external review or approval. But neither are
major players in regulating telecommunications services. The most important agencies are NACI, GIC,
the Office of Competition, and in some respects the Ministry of Finance. In all cases, these entities are
directly controlled by the cabinet or Prime Minister, and in many important matters are merely advisory.

Electricity.  Article 6 of Emergency Ordinance 29 notes that the tariff-setting methodology and resulting
tariffs for regulated services will be subject to the approval of the Competition Office. This requirement is
contrary to the goals of a successful regulatory process for a number of reasons. First, it opens up the
price-setting process to external influences that will undermine its perceived independence. Moreover, it
does not appear that the Competition Office has an explicit legal mandate to be independent of political or
other external influences. For this reason, the Competition Office may be less likely to respect precedent
and due process in the regulatory process. A very skeptical interpretation of Article 6 of Order 29 is that
the traditional regulatory price-setting processes can be suspended if it becomes politically attractive to do
so. A second argument against Article 6  is that it would require unnecessary duplication of engineering,
legal and economic expertise relating to the electricity and heat industry on the staff of ANRE and on the
staff of the Competition Office. Without the necessary expertise at both entities, the decision-making
process at the entity with the inferior expertise will be perceived as less independent. This will attract
more effort by interested parties to influence the regulatory outcome. A superior strategy is to concentrate
this expertise in one agency, ANRE, and give all decision-making authority to that agency subject to the
possibility for external judicial review.

Natural Gas. The major unsatisfactory features of the two new Government Ordinances can be briefly
listed. G.O. 41 sets up ANRGN as “a public authority, with legal personality, under MIT co-ordination”
(Article 1.1) with five commissioners. The Chair and Vice-Chair are appointed by the Minister (and can
be fired by him), and the Minister can appoint three civil servants, ensuring, under majority voting,
effectively complete day-to-day ministerial control over the regulatory agency. It thus lacks any
semblance of independence, and will be viewed with considerable skepticism by any private investor,
particularly given the opaque and unsatisfactory nature of the provisional Gas Law, and the general
instability of the legal framework in Romania. There are further concerns that the salary levels will not be
adequate to attract suitably qualified staff (though this problem is not peculiar to ANRGN, and needs to
be addressed for all regulatory agencies). In contrast, NAMR is a quasi-independent body with the vice
president as a secretary of state under the PM and not as part of MIT, and thus more independent that
ANRGN.

Mandate accountability in the regulatory process

• Citizens and regulated firms should be aware who is responsible for a regulatory decision and
regulatory responsibilities and procedures should be clarified for each area of regulation--by
technology and by category of activity (for example, service quality, prices, scope of services
offered).

• All regulatory agencies should be subject to procedural requirements affording all interested parties
an opportunity to be heard on major issues of policy, stipulated deadlines for reaching decisions, and
the obligation to supply reasoned justifications of decisions.
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Telecommunications. The telecommunications regulatory system has established clear accountability in
some areas but not in others. Most technical regulations are clearly within the purview of the GIC, and
both regulated firms and their customers know who should receive a complaint in one radio signal
interferes with another or if service quality is poor. Likewise, the NAVC is clearly responsible for issues
pertaining to broadcast quality, and has a formal procedure whereby citizens can complain if they believer
broadcasts are of low quality or violate content rules.

In other areas, accountability is absent. Formally, NACI and GIC share responsibility for price
regulation, but as a practical matter the cabinet is the ultimate authority. Moreover, only NAVC has a
procedure whereby citizens can participate in its activities. In neither licensing nor price reviews is there
any procedure for users of the communications system to offer evidence, to make proposals, or even to
comment on proposals before the agency. Thus, to the extent that accountability is present in these
proceedings, it is only accountability to service providers and other government entities, not to users of
services or citizens more generally. Likewise, the question of “accountability to whom” is difficult to
answer if the courts can not be relied upon for fair, neutral, rational evaluations of decisions by regulators.
Similarly the absence of a formal statement of policy regarding entry and prices makes accountability
vague – is the agency accountable because the decision it made is inconsistent with the policy, or are
policy-makers to blame because they have instructed agencies to pursue the wrong objectives?

Electricity. Although Order 63 does describe some features of the regulatory outcomes desired, there
little discussion in it or Order 29 about how to ensure that the regulatory decision-making process is open
and non-discriminatory. For instance, there appears to be no discussion of which entities can participate
and under what conditions. The enabling ordinances are also silent on the necessity of soliciting public
comment on proposed rule-making decisions. Given the large number of duties given in Article 6 of
Order 29 and in Article 46 of Order 63 that must carried by the regulatory body and the complete lack of
experience with economic regulation in Romania, the process could benefit considerably from a notice of
proposed rule-making solicitation followed by an invitation to provide public comment, followed by final
decision based on public comment. Particularly, during the early stages of the regulatory process, ANRE
must attempt to build a consensus between it and all market participants concerning the direction of the
restructuring process. For example, CONEL can be a very effective impediment to the restructuring
process, and the incentives for it to slow the restructuring process are substantial. By allowing a
significant amount of public comment early on in the process, a greater consensus for ANRE’s proposed
market rules can be built. It is important to bear in mind that successful regulation requires a tremendous
amount of cooperation from the regulated firm. Clearly, the threat of financial penalties is one way to
cause regulated firms to follow the instructions of the regulatory body.  However, a far superior strategy
that has worked very successfully in most all developing countries and particularly in the US, is to allow
the regulated entity considerable input into the regulatory decision-making process.

The Regulatory Process

 In view of the importance and number of the substantive regulatory issues that the Romanian policy
makers are confronted with, as well as the depth of concern over the regulatory process, the regulatory
agencies must

• have competent, non-political, professional staffs, expert in the relevant economic, accounting,
engineering and legal principles and familiar with good regulatory practice elsewhere;
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• operate within a statutory framework that stipulates a preference for competition and market-like
regulatory policies and practices;

• be subject to a variety of substantive constraints and procedural requirements such as have been
developed in other countries to ensure the integrity, independence, transparency and accountability of
the regulatory process, such as insulation from the executive and legislative branches of government.

It is not easy to characterize these requirements clearly and unequivocally because the ideal is a
balance between affording the protections of “due process” to all interested parties—which means quasi-
judicial procedures, hearings, written opinions and formal avenues for appeal—on the one side, and
administrative efficiency—the intent of which may be more clearly characterized as avoiding
overjudicialization of the regulatory process. Not all policies should be formulated, not all decisions made
via a quasi-judicial process, with open testimony subject to cross-examination, filings of briefs and all the
complementary protections such as are necessary in criminal cases. Wherever feasible, for example,
recourse should be taken to informal negotiations between expert staff and interested parties—as always,
open at some point to public scrutiny, review and possible appeal—or other informal dispute resolution
procedures—such as reliance on negotiations among interested parties, with the regulatory agency
intervening only as an arbitrator of otherwise unresolvable issues.

The mandate to rely to the greatest extent feasible on market-like solutions—such as price caps,
auctions and negotiated settlements—is one aspect of the quest for administrative efficiency as well as of
compliance with the overriding policy of minimizing the need for direct regulatory determinations of
results. Another example would be a preference for price caps over continuous cost-plus or rate base/rate
of return regulation, with the caps offering the regulated companies competitive market-like incentives for
efficiency and innovation while also providing a reasonable opportunity for efficient providers to recover
prudently-incurred costs, including a going return on investments commensurate with risk.

At the same time, there is a widespread feeling in Romania of need for the procedures and
decisions of the regulators to be transparent, rationally defended, apolitical and accountable to some
impartial non-political arbiter—and not be subject to review or alteration by officials from the executive
branch of government.

Due process. There will be many claims of abuse of power by the regulatory agencies, of failure to meet
deadlines, of a rigid insistence on the enforcement of rules in situations in which the result was manifestly
irrational and failure to respond to requests for relaxation of rules in such circumstances. Beyond
observing that such controversies are inevitable under even the most enlightened regulation, it will be
very difficult to ascertain the merits of such complaints and of the often conflicting versions of the
asserted problems by the opposing parties.

One possible way of resolving such issues and, more important, suggesting methods of producing
satisfactory resolutions might be to institute management audits of regulatory agencies by outside
consultants capable of examining asserted incidents of excessive regulatory rigidity or irrationality.
Another arrangement that might come closer to resolving issues promptly as they arise, rather than
subjecting them to major reexaminations after the fact, would be the constitution of some such office as
an ombudsman for each regulatory agency or for regulatory agencies collectively—an agency,
independent of the regulators, competent to resolve such disputes at the time of their occurrence.
Conceivably committees of the legislature could serve such an oversight function; but there is a genuine
danger, particularly if such committees attempted to resolve specific controversies, that the entire purpose
of preserving the political independence of the regulatory process would be defeated. An office of
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ombudsman located in the Executive branch of government might combine in optimal proportions the
objectivity and independence of regulatory agencies necessary for prompt, expert and non-political
resolution of such controversies and accountability of the regulators to informal, impartial, external
scrutiny.

Political independence. Effective regulation clearly requires some independence of the regulators from
political influences, especially on a day-to-day or decision-by-decision basis. The posture of the agency
must be one of an impartial, objective, non-political enforcer of policies set forth in the controlling
statutes, free of transitory political influences.

The question of the extent to which members of the Executive branch should have authority to
determine regulatory policies is not a simple one. Clearly absolute independence of these agencies is
neither possible nor really desirable. The Executive can hardly be denied the authority to ensure that
regulators appointed by it are sympathetic with the reforms and with Administration policy generally. On
the other hand, there is the opposing danger, if the regulators have no insulation from political
intervention, that the regulatory process will itself be politicized, its decisions discredited and policy lack
continuity, in situations in which the only legitimate way of fundamentally changing would be via the
legislative process.

Reconciliation of these two imperatives—insulation particularly on a day-to-day basis from
political pressures and the necessity or inevitability of regulatory policy in its broader directions being
broadly consistent with the philosophy of democratically chosen leadership—clearly requires some
compromise between continuity and independence, on the one side, and responsiveness to the broad
policies of the elected Administration, on the other. One such compromise would be to have the
regulators serve staggered terms, so that an incoming Administration could replace them only gradually—
and perhaps with a Chairman subject to annual appointment or reappointment by the President. Such
appointees should, at the least, have some fixed tenure, which cannot be terminated except in case of
abuse of authority.

Avoidance of regulatory opportunism. While all these procedural recommendations are designed to
ensure that regulatory agencies will be responsible in exercising their authority, their policies predictable
and their individual decisions consistent with one another, this report also is emphatic in warning against
arbitrary changing of the rules of the game and thereby frustrating the reasonable expectations of
investors. The importance of this caveat is clearly intensified to the extent that Romania continues to
depend in part on the importation of foreign capital and managerial skills for the efficient development of
these industries.

All the procedural recommendations that are made by the report are in effect attempts to assure
investors that the rules will not be changed arbitrarily to their disadvantage—a practice that cannot, but,
discourage economically efficient investments in the future and be ultimately inconsistent with reliance
on a privatized system of industrial organization. This issue is especially significant in the case of
network utilities which entail large sunk investments. Utilities are particularly vulnerable to
administrative expropriation, with regulators setting prices below long-run replacement costs so as to
capture the quasi-rents associated with the operation of assets with a high degree of sunkeness. Faced
with this risk, private utilities might be expected to make disproportionately low investments in services
where sunk costs are high, investing less than the optimal amount in order to reduce their exposure to
administrative expropriation.
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Regulatory commitment. In many of the infrastructure sectors, the establishment of transportation and
distribution networks requires very large investments that are mostly sunk. Private utilities that are
vulnerable to administrative intervention can be expected to invest less than the optimal amount, and to
make disproportionately low investments in activities characterized by large sunk costs. Without
Government commitment to regulatory stability, frequent changes in the regulatory regime can have the
same effect as outright expropriation of sunk investment.

The option for judicial review of decisions made by the regulatory agencies is particularly
important, because a major requirement for solving the regulatory commitment problem is accountability
of the regulatory agencies for their decisions. Endowing a regulatory body with the ability to set prices
and service quality standards and to make market rule changes, gives it an enormous amount of
discretion. Without an accompanying obligation to do this is in a responsible manner that respects the
legal rights of all parties involved and the precedents that exist from previous decisions, there is
considerable leeway for opportunistic behavior by the regulatory body. By requiring the regulatory body
to be accountable, in the sense of providing market participants with the opportunity to request a judicial
review of regulatory decisions, the likelihood that the regulatory body will implement policies which
violate previous regulatory commitments will be limited. The enabling legislation for the regulatory body
should therefore provide it with a mission statement and general guidelines for its operation. This
enabling legislation then forms the legal foundation for any attempt to overturn or modify a decision
made by a regulatory body through judicial review. The early experience of the US regulatory process is
instructive in this regard. During the early stages of regulation of electric utilities, natural gas pipelines
and other network industries, there were a large number of judicial reviews of decisions make by the
newly created regulatory bodies.  However, as a large body of legal precedent from these judicial reviews
and from previous regulatory decisions developed, the number of major judicial reviews declined
significantly.

A necessary condition for effective private participation and investment in network utilities is the
creation of mechanisms that enforce substantive and procedural restraints on regulatory discretion and
limit regulatory opportunism. However, regulatory mandates and rules should adopt to new problems,
changed circumstances, and new information and experience concerning the workings of the regulated
sectors. Regulatory flexibility is especially imperative in sectors that are experiencing rapid technological
and market changes. Too much regulatory flexibility, on the other hand, leaves inordinate scope for
administrative expropriation. Thus, striking a proper balance between regulatory flexibility and
commitment is an indispensable precondition for the success of regulatory reform.

Current and Forthcoming Substantive Regulatory Issues

The challenge facing the Romanian policy makers centers around their ability to: establish a framework
that promotes undistorted and effective competition; create mechanisms that enforce substantive and
procedural restraints on arbitrary administrative intervention and regulatory discretion; put in place
pricing structures that provide signals and incentives for efficient actions by consumers, suppliers of
complementary and substitute services, suppliers of inputs, and investors; remove the regulatory
impediments to revenue adequacy; establish rules that ensure open, non-discriminatory access to
bottleneck infrastructure facilities; and design competitively neutral mechanisms to foster desirable social
goals and positive economic externalities.
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Rules Governing Access to Bottleneck Infrastructure Facilities

The electricity, telecommunications, oil and gas, and rail sectors are vertical industries characterized by
transportation and distribution networks linking upstream production with downstream consumption.
These networks consist of: a hierarchy of transmission links in electricity; transmission media and
switching centers in telecommunications; national pipelines and regional distribution links in oil and gas;
and earthworks, track, signaling, and stations in railroads. Infrastructure networks entail substantial fixed
costs that are largely sunk because the assets are of minimal value for other purposes. The sunkeness of
costs mitigates against freedom of entry, especially when there are natural monopoly conditions as well.

The cost conditions relating to upstream production and downstream supply activities (electricity
and gas), certain portions of the network (interexchange services in telecommunications), or the operation
of services on the physical network (railroads), are less inimical to competition. Although there are
important economies of scale and inevitably some sunk costs associated with these activities, they are
small in relation to those encountered in network infrastructure. Therefore, there is no question that
substantial competition could emerge in many activities in these sectors. Still, in some portions of their
networks, competition is weak or nonexistent. When competition is introduced in the competitive
segments, rival firms will often seek to gain access to "bottleneck" facilities which are essential inputs for
the provision of services-inputs without which suppliers cannot hope to operate.

One of the primary challenges facing the Romanian regulators is to set a level and structure of
access prices which promote dynamic efficiency through efficient entry and investment decisions while
enabling the owner of the network to remain financially solvent. Indeed, perhaps the single most
important element in the design of public policy towards the Romanian network utilities should be the
design of arrangements which render benign the exercise of market power associated with operating sunk
bottleneck facilities. Regulation should, therefore, ensure that there is sufficient pressure on the owner of
the infrastructure to operate in an efficient manner, but that no unnecessary duplication of network
construction takes place.

As technological change and deregulation reduce entry barriers in utilities, a greater number of
rival firms will seek to interconnect to their networks than in the past. At each interconnection point an
access price will have to be determined. The terms of access should not distort the process by which
prices are adapted to consumer preferences and demands for services.  Prices should be sufficiently high
to be compensatory (at least cover the long-run incremental cost of the use of the network by the entrant),
yet not so high as to preclude efficient operations by the entrant.

The removal of legal barriers to competitive entry is therefore not sufficient in itself to install
regimes of effectively functioning competition in the network utilities. Competitors must have access to
essential network facilities on non-discriminatory terms if they are to have a reasonable opportunity to
compete. If then competition is to prevail, it will ordinarily require explicit regulatory intervention to
ensure such access, particularly in situations where, as is the case in the telecommunications sector, those
essential facilities are themselves owned or controlled by the incumbent monopolists, who will have
every incentive to deny rivals access to those facilities on fair terms. Establishment of the rules for such
access and interconnection is an extremely complex as well as tendentious process, which clearly requires
governments to play an active role in propagating rules for fair competition and arbitrating disputes over
the terms of access.
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The definition and implementation of an access regime is not a matter that can be settled once
and for all; rather, it is an on-going process. Nor is it a process that can be guided by simple rules--there
are inevitably difficult issues of interpretation which must be tackled and resolved. The regulatory
authorities of Romania will need to articulate a set of fundamental principles that should govern
regulation of access and interconnection, establish clear guidelines by which the behavior of bottleneck
monopolists and their rivals should be judged, and develop a fallback set of standards to apply should
private negotiations fail and disputes about predation through competitive access arise.
 

In today's fast changing technological and marketing environment, it is difficult  to predict what
collection of basic network elements will prove essential to the efficient provision of some desired service
by some supplier. As such, the opportunities for competition to work effectively and to bring innovative
offerings to consumers would be enhanced by the availability on an unbundled and non-discriminatory
basis of any basic network element, or any collection of functions, that are needed by prospective
competitors.

Economically Efficient Pricing Policies

The GoR is actively pursuing reforms to encourage the provision of more efficient infrastructure services.
An indispensable precondition for the success of these efforts is the adoption and promotion of efficient
pricing policies. However, a comparison of the prevailing pricing in these sectors with the prescription of
economic theory reveals several sources of continuing inefficiency. Some of this deviation from optimal
policy can be readily attributed to political constraints- non-economic considerations inevitably intrude in
the practical process of devising and administering economically efficient pricing structures.  Indeed, in
Romania, like in most other countries, such inefficient practices are frequently the consequence and
instrument of a complex system of cross-subsidies within the broad domain of social pricing. But, the
observed deviations from optimal pricing are perhaps also partially due to a lack appreciation of the
importance and complexity of the pricing task--the detail policy prescription of economic theory and its
applicability to the unique circumstances of Romania.

In industries without substantial fixed costs, competition tends to result in prices that approximate
marginal or incremental costs. However, in the utility industries, the prevalence of large fixed and
common costs make it impossible for the supply of services to become financially self-supporting with
marginal cost pricing. The financial unfeasibility of marginal cost pricing rules out any sensible
mechanical of formula-based procedure for regulatory determination of rates. In particular, compensatory
rates cannot be determined by the regulator on the basis of cost data alone since the financial viability of
any price depends also on the quantity of services customers are willing to buy at that price. This is true
because there is no correlation between demand considerations and any cost accounting convention.

Allocation of fixed and common costs in accord with any apportionment rule that ignores the
characteristics of demand will invariably produce inconsistencies with the patterns of customer demands.
Some rates will be too low, and consequently the utility will receive less than the optimal contribution
from those services. Other rates will be too high, so that the utility will either earn less that the optimal
contribution or no contribution at all. Rational determination of prices must be based on both cost and
demand conditions--demand considerations as well as cost data must enter into decision making in order
to achieve efficiency and adequacy of revenues.
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Ramsey (demand-differentiated) prices apportion all unattributable fixed and common costs of
the utility among its services on the basis of their demand characteristics. Regulators, typically with a
mandate to prevent or disallow unreasonable price discriminations, have a natural tendency to insist that
all prices be openly published and available to all buyers on the same terms. Competitive markets in the
real world, however, are frequently characterized by a great deal of price discrimination.

The application of Ramsey pricing in Romania might be casually dismissed as being very
difficult to implement in practical terms and contrary to social equity. However, the serious difficulties of
achieving revenue adequacy under existing pricing structures in the infrastructure sectors call for both
upward price adjustments and price segmentation. In many instances, price differentiation may have
much more profound implications for revenue adequacy than the orthodox price rebalancing schemes.

Competitively Neutral Mechanisms for Funding Universal Service

In Romania, like in most countries around the world, traditional policy towards the network utilities has
led to prices reflecting cross-subsidization. Both economic theory and regulatory experience suggest that,
with open entry and no remedial policy, maintaining cross-subsidies in the price structure is impossible.
Thus, with market liberalization, either new sources of subsidy must be found, or rates below incremental
costs must be raised to compensatory levels.
  

Deregulation of key sectors of the U.S. economy was based on the promulgation of competitively
neutral mechanisms to foster desirable social goals and positive economic externalities. The need to adopt
support explicit mechanisms sufficient to advance certain publicly articulated universal service principles,
and to assist consumers who would otherwise be disadvantaged, is more pronounced in Romania (relative
to the United States) in view of the socioeconomic characteristics of its population.

While the U.S. and E.U. experiences are instructive, policies for pursuing universal service goals
must be sensitive to an individual country's political and institutional endowment, fiscal condition,
consumer incomes and preferences, as well as the industry's economic characteristics. Policy makers in
Romania must understand how these factors affect the optimal design of support mechanisms: whether
support for universal service should be funded out of general tax revenues, or perhaps out of a broadly-
based tax on revenues derived from the industry's products and services; the extent and scope of
subsidies; and methods for delivering the subsidy without distorting competition. So far, it is unclear how
the issues of universal service will be addressed in the different network utilities.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS REFORM IN ROMANIA

Roger Noll*

Beginning in 1996, Romania has adopted five dramatic reforms of the telecommunications sector.
The process began in June 1996, with the passage of a new Telecommunications Law. Among other things,
this law established the principle that “any natural or legal person” could offer telecommunications services
(Article 2), and authorized the Ministry of Communications (MOC) to license entry into telecommunications
services, to decide whether services will be monopolized or competitive (Articles 9 and 10), and to regulate
prices (Articles 12, 24, and 25). A few months later in November 1996, two private consortia, each including
foreign entities, won licenses to provide GSM mobile radio telephone services. In May 1997, the government
created the General Inspectorate for Communications (GIC) within MOC as an independent regulator for
some aspects of telecommunications. In December 1998, the national wire-line carrier was partially
privatized. A few days later MOC was abolished, its equity in Rom Telecom was transferred to a separate
state holding company, and its policy and regulatory functions were transferred to  newly created National
Agency for Communications and Informatics (NACI).

The reforms that were adopted over roughly two years (late 1996 to late 1998) were intended to be
the first steps towards introducing competitive private enterprise, supervised by an independent, autonomous
regulator, in the communications sector. Presumably this process will be completed by January 1, 2003,
when all restrictions on entry into voice telephony are lifted, and Romania becomes open to foreign
telecommunications companies according to its commitments pertaining to the World Trade Organization
(WTO) Telecommunications Agreement.

The purpose of this report is to assess progress to date in communications reform, and to make
recommendations concerning the institutional structure of both the industry and its regulation. These
recommendations are contained in the report immediately following the discussion that gives rise to them.

Performance.

At the time that reform was initiated, Romania was regarded as having a relatively poorly performing
telecommunications sector. Table 1 shows some performance indicators for telecommunications services in
Romania and other nearby countries. However, the basic picture is not changed by the choice of estimates).
By most measures, the Romanian telephone system at the time reform began was near the bottom for the
region. Penetration of the system was low, the waiting time for service was nearly five years, call completion
rates were low, and line faults were high. While telecommunications performance was affected by
Romania’s relatively low income, this alone can not explain the problems with the system, for other
countries with comparable or even lower income had better performance.

An important feature of Rom Telecom before reform was its low revenues per line. As shown in
Table 1, many countries in Eastern and Central Europe set prices too low to generate sufficient revenues to
cover costs. Indeed, this problem is very common throughout developing and transition economies with
state-owned telephone companies. A common feature of these countries is that political pressures to hold
prices for existing subscribers lead to a circumstance in which the company can not afford to expand its
capacity or adequately to maintain its existing investments. Unless the government supplements these
______________________________________________________________________________
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Table 1:  REGIONAL PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS, 1996

Measure Country
                               Alb. Bulg. Croat. Hung. Mold. Rom. Sloven. Ukr.      Yugo.
________________________________________________________________________________
Lines/100     1.7 31.3  30.9  26.1   14.0 14.0 33.3   18.1 19.7
percent Failed Calls        10.0   n/a    2.8  40.8**     3.2   2.0   n/a    n/a   n/a
Faults/100 Lines     12.0 27.3  16.7  39.5**   23.3 88.3   n/a  42.7*   n/a
Installation $            115     7   662   298**    109    49  761   137  423
Monthly Fee $          .48   .05  2.26  5.80**     .54 1.56 6.76  1.64   .48
Telco Rev$/Pop         10    22   132   126        9    25  164     22    39
Telco Rev$/Line       58    71   424   485      64  177  496   120  195
GDP$/Pop               731  402     3,787** 4,294**    363  1,440   9,497    861  1,514**

* 1994  **1995
________________________________________________________________________________

Source:  World Telecommunications Indicators, 4th Edition, International Telecommunications Union, 1998,
except that Romanian per capita income is from the World Bank Staff  Appraisal Report for Romania, March 6, 1998.

revenues with large subsidies, an unlikely circumstance, low revenues inevitably lead to low service quality
and long waiting lists for connections. Romania thus faced a common dilemma:  revenues per line were less
than half the amount necessary to cover the long-run cost of service of reasonable quality.

As bad as circumstances were at the beginning of the reform, the performance of Rom Telecom had
been improving steadily since the 1989 revolution. Table 2 shows performance indicators for Rom Telecom
from 1988 through 1996. Unfortunately, in the pre-Revolutionary period, Rom Telecom did not fully report
performance information, so information is sketchy. However, we do know that telephone penetration was
quite low. Reported revenues per line were approximately $338, which is substantially higher than they have
been since, but this number may just reflect an overvalued currency in the pre-Revolutionary period. In any
case, during the 1990s, all measures of performance show improvement despite the dramatic drop in the
dollar value of revenues as the Romanian economy was restructured.

These data indicate that the Romanian government was committed to improving telecommunications
service long before the reforms that were initiated with the 1996 Telecommunications Law.  Indeed, shortly
after the revolution the government created a National Commission for Informatics to develop new policies
for information technology, and in 1992 the government adopted the Master Plan for Informatization in
Romania. The performance indicators show that these were not hollow acts, but were accompanied by real
progress long before privatization and regulatory reform were adopted. An important part of this initiative
was a series of price increases that nearly tripled revenues per line between 1992 and 1996 while nearly
quadrupling total company revenues.  But the most dramatic action was a massive increase in investments in
telecommunications. Between 1992 and 1993, the dollar investment in telecommunications by the
government jumped from $25 million to $194 million, and in 1993 and beyond it averaged about $200
million.
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_____________________________________________________________________________________
Table 2:  PRE-PRIVATIZATION PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

_____________________________________________________________________________________
Year          1988    1990                  1992                  1994                 1996
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Pay Phones            n/a 28,366 24,241 24,063 23,964
Main Lines 2,256,205                  2,365,830          2,574,070          2,805,636           3,161,249
Lines/100 Pop          10.0                           10.5                   11.3                   12.3                   14.0
percent Faults Clear/Dayna       30.0     87.9     97.4    97.2
percent Call Failure            n/a                    n/a       3.1      2.2      2.0
Faults/100 lines            n/a      102      116       96       88
Installation $            n/a     44.6     16.4    27.1    48.6
Monthly $            n/a     2.23     1.64    1.21    1.56
Telecom Rev $ mill           764      463      157     291     560

  Telcom  Invest. $ mill.             41        30        25     160     197
             _____________________________________________________________________________________

Source: World Telecommunications Indicators, 4th Edition, International Telecommunications Union, 1998.

Within this context, the performance changes after privatization must be evaluated against a trend of
improvement, not decline or even stagnation.  Lack of recent performance information, makes it difficult to
reach any conclusions about the effect of the post 1996 reforms. Moreover, the post-reform period is too
short for long-term consequences to be clear.

Nevertheless, one indicator of future performance – the license of Rom Telecom – is not promising.
In relation to the immediate pre-privatization performance, the investment requirements imposed on the
partially privatized entity do not seem particularly demanding. Several officials reported that many aspects of
service, such as call completion and service restoration speed, are not part of the license requirements. It
appears that the license requires Rom Telecom to add 250,000 lines per year. However, the license does not
make clear whether this requirement refers to lines in service, capacity of outside plant, or capacity of central
office switches. The most rigorous standard would be lines in service, in which case the requirement calls for
a modest improvement over the rate of growth during the last few years of state ownership. For example,
between 1994 and 1996, lines in service increased by approximately 180,000 per year.

The expenditure requirement for the company is less demanding than the capacity requirement. The
price for 35 percent ownership was $675 million, of which half was to be used for investment in the
company (or $337.5 million). In addition, the private operator (OTE of Greece in partnership with GTE of
the U.S.) was required to invest about $400 million more over three to five years.1 Assuming that this goal is
accomplished in three years, a total investment of $737.5 million would be $246 million per year, which is
about 20 percent more than the average in the five years before privatization. Should the $400 million be
spent over more than three years, conceivably the annual rate of investment actually could be lower in the
years after privatization than it was before privatization. Of course, the new operators may improve
efficiency sufficiently that performance improves substantially more rapidly in the next few years than it did
in the mid and late 1990s. However, it is simply too soon to tell whether this will be the case, and the license
terms do not seem to require a dramatic performance improvement.

                                                
1  Lack of access to the actual privatization agreement, necessitates reliance upon information from sometimes conflicting
interviews and press reports for information about the investment requirements.  See, for example, “Telecoms & Wireless Eastern
Europe,” The Economist Intelligence Unit, January 27, 1999.
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With respect to pricing, two controversial pricing issues arose during the first few months after
partial privatization. One was interconnection prices between radio telephone companies and the monopoly
wireless carrier, and the other was the price changes proposed by Rom Telecom under the pricing provisions
of its license. Because different parties reported somewhat different views about exactly what happened in
these reviews, it is unclear what the price changes were. Henceforth, for the purpose of going forward
without analysis, it will be assumed that the interconnection price is 5 cents per minute, that prices for
services in the price-cap bundle increased substantially, and that as of October 1999 the core prices for
residential service were about $30 for installation, $5.50 for monthly access, and 3.5 cents per minute for
local calling. 2  The rules and procedures for setting prices will be analyzed assessing whether the overall
price structure is efficient and equitable.

The most important benchmark for evaluating the implications of these prices is the cost of service.
Applying this benchmark in Romania is difficult, because it seems no Romanian entity, public or private, has
a detailed, forward-looking cost-of-service model that can desegregate costs on a cost-causality basis for
each category of service. Indeed, reliable cost models are rare anywhere in the world. Moreover, one can not
easily apply cost estimates from one country to another, especially among countries that are not fully
integrated into the world economy, because of country-specific differences in factor prices as well as in
fundamental factors of geography and population density. Nevertheless, broad bounds can be placed on the
costs of basic telephone services, partly because most of the costs of a telephone system are for hardware that
is freely traded in world markets.

The cost elements that are of particular significance are the fixed costs of providing basic access to
the network, and the variable costs associated with placing local and long-distance calls. In urban areas, an
efficiently constructed local telephone network usually can be constructed for in the range of $1,200 and
$2,500 per line, and the long-run average costs of efficiently provided access (including amortized capital
cost, operating costs including those associated with usage, and a competitive return on investment) typically
fall within the range of $15 and $30 per month. In a modern digital network, usage costs are very low – at
most a few cents for establishing a connection, and then one cent or less per minute to maintain it. For long-
distance services, costs are a few cents per minute during peak periods, and one or two cents a minute off
peak. In some low-income countries, costs are higher, but the cause usually is mostly inefficiencies,
including trade barriers that increase the cost of equipment, inefficient labor practices, poor maintenance
practices, and sometimes corruption.

As is apparent in Tables 1 and 2, prices in Romania were far lower than necessary to recover even
the cost of a highly efficient system. If the efficiency of the Romania telephone system was equal to the best
in the world, revenues per line in 1996 would be inadequate to recover costs. The poor service quality in
Romania is largely due to the fact that in the past Rom Telecom collected insufficient revenues to maintain
the system properly and to expand service to those who wanted it. Thus, significant price increases in the
system were warranted – as long as the purpose of those price increases was to generate the revenues that are
necessary to improve and to expand service. Revenues per line of at least double and more likely triple the
1996 figures would be necessary to build and to sustain a good quality telephone system.

According to the Office of Competition, in both 1998 and 1999 core prices have increased
substantially more than the rate of inflation and somewhat more than the rate of depreciation in the value of
the leu. Although the report does not actually calculate the real value of these price increases, a reasonable
inference is that prices probably doubled after adjusting for changes in the consumer price index, and

                                                
2  Various reports about the magnitude of recent changes in the price-cap bundle appear to be conflicting, ranging from “revenue
neutral” to the conclusion by the Office of Competition that prices increased at an annual rate of over 100 percent during the first
six months of 1999. For purposes of analysis, it will be assumed that this report is roughly accurate.
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probably did exceed the depreciation in the value of the leu between 10/1/97 and 10/1/99, although not by a
large amount. The Office of Competition believes that these increases may be greater than the law permits,
but even if they are illegal, they probably are not yet equal to the long-run average cost of service.

Recommendation 1. The price increases of 1998-99 should be evaluated on the basis of whether
they are adequate to cover the long-run cost of a modern digital telephone network, which implies
prices and  revenues per customer that are more like the neighboring nations that have high-quality
systems and substantially higher than were collected prior to privatization.

Of course, adequate revenues are necessary for improving service, but they do not guarantee that
service will be improved. In particular, the additional revenues must actually be used for maintenance and
investment, rather than simply generating additional cash flow for ownership. Consequently, the relatively
modest investment targets for the partially privatized entity are an even greater concern if, in fact, recent
price changes have greatly increased revenues. Moreover, the existing ownership arrangement is cause for
still greater concern. Because the government still owns 65 percent of the equity in the company, if
telecommunications rate increases were used primarily to increase the cash flow to ownership, the
government would capture most of these revenues. Indeed, a common policy in many developing and
transition economies is that financially starved governments turn to large cash flows from telephone service
and other infrastructure industries to solve fiscal problems.

In essence, creating a cash flow from telephone operations to government amounts to placing an
extremely high tax on telephone service that will discourage its growth and use, and provide strong financial
incentives to users to find ways to bypass the wire-line telephone system even if, for the use they have in
mind, efficient wire-line service is most appropriate. In any case, if the cash flows to the government from
wire-line service are large, future governments will be strongly tempted to limit competition from new
entrants. But these cash flows are not sustainable for more than a few years because they are made possible
by spending too little on the company to keep it operating effectively. Such policies amount to mining the
capital investments in the ground until they are no longer capable of producing a large cash flow to owners,
at which point the government has neither cash nor an operating telephone system. The present ownership
structure is likely to create an incentive to follow this path.

Recommendation 2. The Government of Romania immediately should proceed to transfer a
super-majority ownership stake in Rom Telecom to the private sector, thereby eliminating its present
incentive to convert revenues to a cash flow to ownership and so refocusing the concern of policy solely
towards expanding and improving the system, setting prices that are sufficient to recover these costs,
and encouraging entry and competition.

The interconnection prices for Rom Telecom clearly are above the actual cost of usage and are
substantially above the usage rate for local calling, even though the latter includes both origination and
termination while the former includes only one of these. Moreover, according to the Office of Competition
report, the service for which price has experienced the largest percentage increase is the local usage charge,
which apparently more than tripled in 1998. Throughout most of the world both local usage prices and
interconnection prices are high relative to cost. Compared with other countries, these prices actually are
below normal. Likewise, the interconnection prices that the two GSM carriers charge each other most likely
have the same feature – above cost, but lower than in some other countries.

Nevertheless, a very strong case can be made for vastly reducing all usage-based prices, and even for
having no usage fees at all for local calling over wire-line networks. In practice, a large proportion of the
costs of usage are the costs of measuring and billing – costs that could be avoided if usage were not priced.
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In most areas, a price of zero is much closer to the cost of local usage (not including measurement and
billing) than existing usage and interconnection prices.

Reducing all usage based charges to cost, or to zero if most of the costs of a usage-charge system are
monitoring and billing, has two consequences. One effect is that it requires increasing other prices –
specifically, installation and basic monthly tariff – to make the change revenue neutral, a change that is
called “rate re-balancing.” Typically this change is resisted on universal service grounds. However, as a
practical matter, cross-subsidizing access with high prices on usage is very costly, and has very little effect
on income distribution or telephone penetration.

The other consequence of rate re-balancing is that rate increases the use of the telephone system
without causing much additional cost. In the modern digital era, one source of increase in usage is for
communications other than ordinary voice telephony, such as transmission of data files and e-commerce.
Moreover, cost-based usage pricing sends the right price signals to consumers about the pathway of
telecommunications services that ought to be selected for a particular use. If usage prices for wire-line
services are too high, some customers will use other technologies, such as wireless and cable modem
services, even though the latter are actually more costly to provide (even though this is not revealed in their
relative prices).

A final policy problem with interconnection fees is that they interfere with the competitive process.
For example, private negotiations between the two GSM carriers established the interconnection price when
a call is placed from one mobile system to the other. The terms of this agreement are secret.  Moreover, some
government officials believe that since they are negotiations between two private companies, the government
has no proper role in overseeing this process. In practice, such a process has strong anti-competitive
overtones. If the two companies agree to set interconnection rates above costs, they are, in essence,
guaranteeing each other a profit from some phone calls. Even if the competitive process were sufficient to
cause cost-based usage pricing among radio telephone providers, which is highly unlikely in a duopoly, both
would set calling prices equal to the sum of origination cost plus the inflated terminating access charge, and
so earn excess profits on all calls that originated in one system and terminated in the other.

Recommendation 3. The government needs to rethink its policies regarding all usage-based
prices, including interconnection prices between carriers; should consider vastly reducing or
eliminating entirely such charges; and should assert jurisdiction over interconnection fees between
carriers, including radio telephone services, in order to make certain that interconnection fees are not
anti-competitive.

A final pricing issue pertains to charges to government agencies. Societatea Nationala de
Radiocomunicati, henceforth Radiocommunication, is a nationalized entity that transports broadcast signals
for both cable and over-the-air broadcast service throughout the nation. Presently Radiocommunication is a
“regie autonome,” and expects to be privatized in one to three years. In theory, Radiocommunication’s prices
for transporting and transmitting broadcast signals are set by NACI, based upon its costs. In practice, this
procedure is inadequate for two reasons. First, the formal tariff rates do not actually determine the payments
from state broadcasting entities. Radiocommunication’s most important broadcast customers have been the
state-owned broadcasting companies, and the amounts that these entities pay for transporting and
transmitting their broadcasts is determined by the government’s budgetary process. In recent years only
about half as much has been appropriated as the cost of service according to the tariff rates. Second, the
procedures for estimating annualized capital costs are undertaken in the Ministry of Finance according to
antiquated procedures that do not accurate reflect obsolescence rates of modern communications hardware,
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and so understate actual costs. It is understood that the regulatory agencies with technical monitoring
responsibilities, GIC and the National Audio-Visual Council, have the same problem.

Obviously, these are serious problems for Radiocommunication, which is positioned to become an
important competitor for all forms of telecommunications services but obviously will lack the financial
strength to realize this promise if it is required to provide substantial service to the government at subsidized
rates. Firms that are interested in acquiring telecommunications services from Radiocommunication claim
that the company lacks the financial resources to provide reliable service.

But the Radiocommunication pricing problems are even more serious if they indicate a permanent
policy orientation of the government. Clearly the government must pay the full cost of its communications
services if the industry is to be competitive and financially healthy. The only alternative to paying its bills is
to create a system of internal subsidization, whereby private users pay more than the cost of service in order
to offset losses in serving the government. But cross-subsidization requires that some prices be set above the
competitive level, which means blocking entry or preventing price competition in these markets. This policy
is highly inefficient and far more costly to society than simply having the government pay its bills.
Fortunately, in the case of Rom Telecom and the GSM providers, the government does pay its phone bills, so
plausibly the Radiocommunication problem will be ameliorated when it is privatized.

Recommendation 4. To assure that Radiocommunication has the opportunity to become a
significant competitor in telecommunications services, the government immediately should revise the
method for reimbursing it for services to state broadcasting entities; telecommunications services for
radio and television should not be a separate line item in the budget, and state broadcasters should pay
the same fair and reasonable tariffs as private entities. More generally, because of its value as a
potential competitor, privatization of Radiocommunication should proceed as rapidly as feasible.

The second issue pertaining to Radiocommunication pertains to the procedures for estimating capital
costs. Romania seeks entry into the European Union, which requires that regulated tariffs that can have a
significant effect on competition must be based on long-run incremental cost. Because capital costs – both
the annual consumption of durable hardware and the financial cost of raising funds in capital markets –
account for more than half of a telecommunications company, it is essential that regulators use modern
accounting and financial methods to assure that regulated prices recover their true costs. Thus far, for the
most part cost analysis is not used extensively to regulate prices in telecommunications. However, where cost
estimates are used, such as setting the fees that private operators pay to cover the costs of regulation as well
as the prices for Radiocommunication, the methods for estimating annualized capital costs are outdated and
inaccurate. If so, correcting this problem should have very high priority.

Recommendation 5. To the extent that cost estimation is used to for regulating prices, the
methods for estimating costs should reasonably approximate the best practice methods that are used in
OECD member countries, and, in particular, the methods for estimating capital costs should use
depreciation methods that accurately reflect the economic life of capital equipment and should include
a financial cost of capital that is based on the returns actually paid to investors in competitive debt and
equity issues of similar commercial risk.

The aspect of the performance of the sector that is most gratifying is the robust entry by competitors
using a range of technologies, including the expansion of old services (such as Radiocommunication and
cable television) as well as the entry of completely new technologies (such as terrestrial wireless and satellite
services). Judging from the growth of these enterprises, Romania apparently has created an environment in
which entry barriers are low. Thus far, the main consequence is that business customers are being offered a
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growing array of alternative telecommunications services for data transmission activities and private
networks.

One policy issue that will arise from the open entry policy is only now emerging:  defining and
enforcing the boundary between voice telephone service (a Rom Telecom monopoly) and data services.
Romania, like almost all other nations, has an entire policy edifice that is constructed on a foundation of
sand:  the presumption that voice telephone service is distinct from data services. In a digital network, “bits
are bits” – there are no natural or easily enforceable distinctions between voice telephony and data services.
Indeed, use of internet connections for voice telephony is very easy, and almost certainly practiced in
Romania today by some users. The incentives to make use of the networks of entrants for this purpose is
greatly enhanced by the fact that usage prices are so far above cost, especially for long distance and
international calls.

Thus far, Rom Telecom has not acted aggressively to demand that the monopoly rights in its license
be enforced until they expire on January 1, 2003. Conceivably, competitive incursions into the exclusive
domain may be sufficiently limited that Rom Telecom will not find such an action worthwhile in the
immediate future, but most likely, the government will be called upon to review the nature, extent, and
enforceability of the exclusive franchise in the near future.

Several points about the likely growth of competition need to be made. First, among sophisticated
consumers (especially large businesses), any telecommunications technology can be used for almost any use
without the knowledge or assistance of the provider of that technology. Second, policing the usage of any
given network is costly. Third, allocating types of services among networks by government rule is very
inefficient;  for many users, very soon the least-cost way for them to obtain all of the communications
services that they want (including voice telephone, entertainment, and data services) will be over a single
network – the days when a customer made separate use of several systems are almost over. Hence, not only
in Romania but everywhere in the world, exclusive service rights for a particular technology have become a
technological anachronism, and should be abandoned as fast as possible. Of course, this does not mean that
Romania should not honor its existing licenses;  however, it must face this issue now.

Recommendation 6. The government should make clear that it will not in the future issue
licenses for any telecommunications facilities that limits the services that can be provided over them,
and should immediately engage in an open discussion with Rom Telecom and its emerging competitors
about restating the existing exclusivity provisions in the Rom Telecom license as applying only to
traditional wire-line service, and not to cable modem, wireless and satellite services.

Institutions
Romania has accomplished a great deal in creating regulatory institutions to oversee both
telecommunications and broadcasting. This section describes the agencies that are involved in
telecommunications policy, and then assesses the overall system according to standard criteria for assuring
competent and effective regulation.

Players
The agencies that today have primary responsibility for regulating the communications sector are as follows.

NACI. The National Agency for Communications and Informatics (NACI) is the primary agency for
licensing in the communications sector. NACI allocates the electromagnetic spectrum among uses, and
awards licenses for spectrum users and all other forms of telecommunications carriers. NACI also represents
Romania in international organizations on issues pertaining to communications, including both the
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communications entities (Intelsat and the International Telecommunications Union) and general purpose
entities with communications components (World Trade Organization and European Union).

The organization of NACI is actually quite similar to a cabinet ministry, although it does not
formally have cabinet status. The person in charge is the President, who is appointed by and reports to the
Prime Minister. The President can be removed at any time by the Prime Minister.

As the inheritor of the policy and regulatory responsibilities of MOC, NACI also has a role in price
regulation. NACI has the responsibility to resolve disputes over pricing among firms in the industry (as, for
example, the debate about interconnection between the GSM carriers and Rom Telecom), and was originally
expected to play a role in enforcing the pricing formula in the Rom Telecom license. However, it has been
largely passive and reactive in the former case, and has actually played no important role in the latter.
Whereas developing principles for price regulation is regarded by all parties as within the agency’s purview,
as yet it has not initiated proceedings to develop such principles. Likewise, it has played no role in clarifying
and enforcing the exclusivity provision in Rom Telecom’s license.

GIC. The General Inspectorate for Communications (GIC) has two responsibilities. The first is to monitor
technical aspects of licensing requirements, including provisions of licenses to use the electromagnetic
spectrum and the technical quality of wireless and wire-line telecommunications providers. The second is to
advise NACI on its regulatory responsibilities, especially the technical aspects of spectrum allocation and
license requirements.

GIC is headed by a President and a board of administration, both of whom are appointed by NACI.
Although Board members are appointed for four-year terms, both Board members and the President can be
removed from office and replaced. Nevertheless, GIC is a “regie autonome,” which means that in some
respects it is like a government-owned enterprise. As a practical matter, this status separates its budget
process from Parliamentary budgeting. Although its budget is supervised by NACI, the Ministry of Finance,
and the Ministry of Labor, its expenditures are constrained by fees that it collects from regulated companies.

The "regie autonome" status and budgetary process for GIC is an anomaly and a source of significant
management problems. It has created a view within the government that the fees of GIC are rather like prices
for services rendered, rather than what they really are – a tax on companies that provide communications
services. Moreover, among at least some the “regie autonome” status has created an expectation that GIC is
on the path to be corporatized and maybe even privatized. For many reasons, some discussed below, this
organizational structure and the expectations it has created make it extremely undesirable. A regulator, to do
the job, must risk being in conflict with regulated entities and must have coercive power to force changes in
their behavior should these firms not comply with the rules. Such functions should never be delegated to a
private entity, nor should the size of the regulatory agency and the scope of its regulations be constrained by
prices that it can control.

Recommendation 7. The "regie autonome" status of GIC should be terminated as soon as
possible, with the agency made part of either NACI or some other agency with regulatory
responsibility in the communications sector. The fees charged to firms in the communications sector
should be made part of the normal budgetary process, selected as part of the overall system of taxation
based on principles of benefit and ability to pay, and separated from the authorization of expenditures
to the agency.

Because the functions of granting and enforcing licenses are closely connected, GIC and NACI
naturally have complementary responsibilities, and apparently have developed good working relationships.
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Whatever the ultimate form of regulation of the communications sector, retaining this close working
relationship is valuable, and would almost certainly disappear if GIC became a free-standing corporation.

NAVC. The National Audio-Visual Council was established in 1992 to regulate broadcasting. Based on
spectrum allocations by NACI, NAVC licenses broadcasters and monitors compliance with national laws
regarding broadcast content. However, it has no role in monitoring compliance with the technical aspects of
broadcast licenses, in regulating prices for cable systems, or for supervising the use of cable systems for
internet connections. NAVC is led by an eleven-member council, each of which is appointed to a four-year
fixed term. The terms are staggered so that about half of the Council is appointed every two years.

The NAVC hopes to expand its operations in many ways. One goal is to engage in 24-hour
monitoring of all broadcasts to assure compliance with rules concerning advertising and content. Another
goal is to establish standards for equipment used in broadcasting to assure the quality of both off-air and
cable signals. A third goal is to establish a research and development activity.

The budget for the agency is far short of what would be required to achieve these ambitious goals.
Moreover, the agency believes that its policies and procedures comply with European Union harmonization
requirements up to the point that is permitted by Romanian legislation, in which case the intrusiveness of the
Romanian rules fall within the boundaries of accepted practice among democratic states. Nevertheless, the
government perhaps should ask whether the value of intensive monitoring of program content and signal
quality is of high priority compared with other regulatory issues in the communications sector. As
broadcasting expands and becomes more competitive, the monitoring task will become larger. With the
likely growth of internet usage in the near future, monitoring and enforcing content rules is going to be
especially difficult and expensive if internet video is to be included in the responsibilities of the NAVC, but
if the internet is not made part of their responsibility, internet users will have access to a variety of video
sources that clearly do not comply with Romanian law regarding pornography and advertising of certain
products like tobacco and alcohol. Finally, with respect to signal quality, in a competitive broadcasting
environment, broadcasters have a strong financial incentive to emit signals that are of high quality in
competing for viewers. Only in the case of cable television, which may prove to be a durable monopoly, is
there an issue about whether private providers have an incentive to maintain high service quality.

The primary issue that needs to be addressed is the proper role of the government in monitoring
programs: should it be a “police force” looking for violations, or a “fire department” responding to
complaints? Moreover, should enforcement be left primarily to the state (as in criminal law), or should
violation of at least some of the rules (such as those regarding defamation) be regarded as a private cause of
action (as in civil law)?

Recommendation 8. The government should review its statutory law with respect to broadcast
content, and in particular the appropriate role for the NAVC in monitoring and enforcing compliance
with that law, considering whether the cost of comprehensive monitoring is worth the benefit and
defining the boundary between state and private enforcement.

With respect to the technical activities of the NAVC, these responsibilities are quite likely to
experience growing overlap with the technical responsibilities of the GIC. All communications media (even
off-air broadcasters in the coming era of digital television) are plausible candidates to provide data services
and internet access, and to converge to becoming integrated providers of largely overlapping services.
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Recommendation 9. If Romania is going to regulate broadcast signal quality and the
equipment that is used in the broadcasting industry, it should consider merging these responsibilities
rather than separating them between GIC and NAVC.

Office of Competition. The last major player in communications regulation is the Office of Competition.
This office is responsible for overseeing prices of all “natural monopolies,” including "regie autonomes"
such as Radiocommunication and GIC, and of all entities that having pricing rules within their licenses, such
as Rom Telecom. Its responsibilities are based in law, and grant it authority only in certain cases in which
prices are not “market driven,” which in these case includes pricing by radio telephone companies. The
agency has no discretion concerning which prices are regulated.  In telecommunications, the authority of the
agency is limited to enforcing the provisions of the Rom Telecom license, and excludes authority over
interconnection and international service.

In the case of Rom Telecom, the Office of Competition reported to us that the license requires that
price changes are subject to a price cap of “CPI+5" or the change in the exchange rate, whichever is larger. It
is unclear what this actually means, but based on several somewhat conflicting accounts, it appears that the
actual rule is a revenue ceiling, not a price cap. The possible interpretations are that total revenues or
revenues per line are allowed to grow at the capped rate, or that based on some preset weights that do not
change over time, the weighted average of prices must not grow faster than the cap (technically, only the last
is a true system of price cap regulation). The conclusion that the actual rule is a revenue cap, not a price cap,
is based on information that the current dispute about compliance with the license concerns the price
elasticities of demand of various services. Under true price cap regulation, demand elasticities are not
relevant to the issue of compliance.

In any event, regardless of the form, the pricing formula for Rom Telecom is very generous. The
telecommunications industry has one of the most rapid rates of productivity growth of any industry, and the
transition from state-owned enterprise to privatized entity usually is associated with very large improvements
in operating efficiency. Hence, a formula that allows prices for telecommunications services to rise more
rapidly than prices in general is certain to cause a very large increase the difference between revenues and
costs. Yet, as mentioned above, substantial rate increases were required to bring revenues per line to the
long-run average cost of service. The disturbing part of the present debate in Romania about the
reasonableness of Rom Telecom’s prices is that the issue of the underlying, reasonable cost of service has not
been part of the debate. Indeed, Rom Telecom has no obligation to report its costs to the Office of
Competition, and, not surprisingly, no agency has undertaken a telecommunications cost study.

Recommendation 10. The highest priority should be assigned to generating a reasonable,
realistic approach to price regulation after the present Rom Telecom license expires.

Even though competition will enter in 2003, Rom Telecom is likely to remain the most important
source of access services, especially for middle income and rural households. Hence, a reasonable system of
price regulation is likely to be necessary for many years. To construct such a system requires making a
distinction between the short-term need to move rates to cost (which implies significant price increases), and
the long-term need to prevent excess profits without destroying the incentive of the provider to operate
efficiently. Price cap regulation was designed to accomplish the latter, but not the former, and so is an
attractive approach to price regulation, but only after revenues approximate the cost of service.  Moreover,
once this second stage is entered, the price cap should be substantially more rigorous than average prices in
the economy, reflecting the high rate of productivity growth in the industry.
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The Office of Competition is a rather unusual type of regulator. First, it is part of the ministerial
government and led by a Secretary of State. Second, it does not actually set prices, but instead makes
recommendations to the cabinet and the Competition Council. As a practical matter, Rom Telecom’s prices
really are not regulated, but can be altered by the cabinet, which also happens to represent 65 percent of the
ownership (and hence profits) of the entity. This feature of the enforcement of the price requirements is still
another reason to recommend that the privatization of Rom Telecom be completed as fast as possible.

The Office of Competition has no formal authority over interconnection prices, but it could enter the
fray in one way. The Office is responsible for investigating possible violations of competition law, and so
could investigate interconnection pricing as anti-competitive. Should it do so and decide that action is
required, the result would be a report to the Competition Council, which would then be responsible for taking
legal action. In practice, the Office has chosen not to pursue this strategy.

Competition Council. Although unimportant in practice, in principle the Competition Council could be a
significant player in telecommunications policy through the pathway described above. Whereas it can take
actions autonomously regarding activities by private entities, its decisions regarding public entities (including
the market structure and license requirements of privatized entities) is only advisory.

The Competition Council is actually an arm of Parliament, and is led by a council of ten members
serving five-year, coterminous terms. Because the Council was created when different parties were in power,
it now includes no members of the government. Consequently, its advisory role is, for all practical purposes,
dead. As a result, it can play no useful function as the formal competition advocate in the government in
either privatization or regulation. This feature of the Council is important, for in most countries competition
advocates are an important player in both policy arenas.

Recommendation 11. The structure of the Competition Council should be changed to eliminate
its built-in propensity to be a “government in exile” in business policy. The easiest repair is to change
the terms of the members so that some are appointed every year, such as, for example, keeping five-
year terms but staggering them so that two members are appointed each year, and to require that the
membership reflect balance among political parties, such as by limiting the standing government to
having no more than six members on the Council (which usually would allow political control of the
Council to reflect a new government within one year of its election).

Assessment
Developing effective regulatory institutions is a difficult task, and until recently there were few precedents to
guide the creation of these institutions. Prior to the 1980s, core infrastructure industries in the vast majority
of nations were owned and operated by the state, usually as part of sectoral ministries (such as a Ministry of
Post and Communications for operating telephone, telegraph, and postal services). Only a handful of
countries had infrastructure sectors that were privately owned. Among these countries, regulatory policy was
based on the principle that for the most part these industries were durable monopolies so that the goal of
regulation was to capture the efficiency benefits of natural monopoly while preventing monopolistic
exploitation of users of these services. As of 1980, only the United States had adopted a policy of promoting
competition in telecommunications.

During the 1980s and 1990s, many countries have abandoned both state ownership of infrastructure
industries and the view that most components of these industries are natural monopolies. Quite naturally, as
countries have privatized these industries and sought to introduce at least some competition, they have
looked to the experience of the countries that were the first to adopt this approach – Canada, the United
States, and, more recently, the United Kingdom and New Zealand. But for many nations, these precedents
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are in some respects unhelpful. All of these countries are advanced, industrialized democracies with a long
tradition of market capitalism. These countries have decades or more of experience with the legal institutions
that are necessary to support a market economy. Moreover, their educational systems have well developed
curricula in accounting, economics, and finance that teach analytical methods that are essential for
effectively regulating a large private monopoly and for establishing and enforcing competitively neutral
regulations that facilitate entry and so promote competition. Because these background conditions are much
less prevalent in nearly all developing and transition economies, they face an even more difficult task of
creating effective regulatory institutions.

The experiences of other developing and transition economies in replacing state-owned enterprises
with regulated private enterprise is far more directly relevant to the case of Romania than is the experience of
advanced Western economies. In the past decade a substantial body of research has examined the
experiences of low and middle income countries in reforming the telecommunications sector, and has
reached several conclusions that are useful guides to designing the transition to and regulation of privatized
telephone companies.3 Before discussing the system of regulation in Romania, we will briefly outline the
most important lessons from this literature. These lessons relate to the characteristics of an effective system
of regulation: coherency, capacity, independence, autonomy, accountability, and transparency.

Coherency means that the elements of policy towards a regulated sector fit logically together and are
mutually supportive. Coherency has both legislative and regulatory elements: the underlying laws that
establish policies must not be in conflict, and implementing regulations must fit together. The latter typically
requires that as regulations are developed, each subsequent rule takes into account previous rules and, to the
extent necessary, amends prior regulations to eliminate any significant inconsistencies.

Two factors that contribute to coherency are adherence to the principle of the Rule of Law and
elimination of overlapping jurisdictions among separate regulatory agencies. The most important features of
the Rule of Law are respect for precedent and the principle of stare decisis. Respect for precedent implies a
system in which regulators do not reverse past policy decisions unless considerable evidence has emerged
that they have led to significant problems, and stare decisis refers to the requirement that cases with the same
underlying facts are always decided in the same way. The presence of a clear assignment of regulatory
responsibility and the absence of jurisdictional overlap or ambiguity facilitates coherency by assuring that
decisions in a particular area of regulation always are made by the same agency, which usually implies at
least some continuity in the people and methods for reaching decisions and makes adherence to the Rule of
Law more likely.

Together these principles imply that both providers and users of regulated services can rely on
regulators honoring past decisions unless these decisions have led to significant problems. If decisions are
stable over time, the extent to which regulation introduces additional risk to either providers or users of a
service is minimized. Reducing risks is useful because it removes a potentially important disincentive to
make long-term capital investments in either the regulated sector or in businesses that make intensive use of
regulated services. If businesses believe that regulatory rules are unstable and likely to change frequently,
they will be reluctant to make investments that will be profitable only under some possible regulatory
decisions. Hence, coherency is an essential feature of a regulatory system that encourages efficient operation
of the regulated sector.

                                                
3  For a comprehensive review and evaluation of this research, see Roger G. Noll, “Telecommunications Reform in Developing
Countries,” Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research, July 1999 (forthcoming in Anne O. Krueger, Economic Policy
Reform The Second Stage, University of Chicago Press).
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The Romanian system starts with the fundamental law of 1996 that does set a coherent set of
principles to guide policy. It is an excellent framework around which to build a strong communications
sector. But the implementation of these principles is made less than coherent by the division of
responsibilities among the entities. For example, responsibility for overseeing pricing is spread between
NACI, the Office of Competition, the cabinet, and, conceivably the Competition Council. Moreover, the
basis for deciding which prices ought to be regulated is unclear, and produces strange anomalies, such as the
absence of regulation of cable television and interconnection between any two carriers other than Rom
Telecom. Moreover, none of these entities is required to establish clearly articulated policies regarding how
policies should be set, and none has the authority to require information about costs from firms in the
industry. As a result, pricing decisions are uncoordinated and piecemeal, and inconsistencies among them
(such as differences in usage prices for local service, interconnection between Rom Telecom and GSM
carriers, and interconnection between GSM carriers) are not explained, or even addressed by any entity. In
short, price regulation is more chaotic than coherent.

Recommendation 12. A single agency should have primary responsibility for all price
regulation, should be given the authority to compel cost and technical information from all firms with
any form of license to operate in the communications sector, and should be granted discretion to
decide whether to regulate. Moreover, this entity should be instructed to develop and publish its
procedures for deciding what to regulate, and setting prices, and to justify its pricing decisions on the
basis of these principles.

Coherency is an extremely important goal, for it provides the basis for both providers and users of service to
build realistic expectations of how they will be treated in the future.  Moreover, it forces the government to
think through its long-term policy objectives and the regulatory principles that it will use to achieve them.

Capacity refers to the match between the regulatory agency’s policy responsibilities and the resources at its
command. As regulation becomes more extensive and ambitious, regulators need more people and
information to write and to enforce its rules. By contrast, more formulaic rules that are largely self-enforcing
require fewer regulatory resources. Regulations are more self-enforcing if they give firms a stronger financial
incentive to adhere to the regulations than to break them. If regulations are self-enforcing, the regulator need
not devote as much effort to enforcement, and so requires fewer staff and less information.

The various agencies have widely differing capacities for undertaking their responsibilities. There is
the perception that the regulatory agencies are understaffed, have too low a budget, and pay too little to be
effective in regulating the industry. As a result, enforcement of license agreements is haphazard and
generally weak, and the agencies are too busy engaging in day-to-day crises to have any resources available
for long-term planning and general rule-making.

The allocation of staff and budget resources does not appear to be the result of a careful, rational
planning process. Priority seems to be higher for purely technical functions, such as monitoring technical
standards and quality requirements, and for establishing the fees for the industry to cover regulatory costs,
than for economic functions, such as defining the boundaries of service licenses (including the Rom Telecom
exclusivity) and setting prices of communications carrier. To some degree, the very binding resource
constraints for performing the latter functions could be relaxed by reallocating existing resources to more
important regulatory tasks.

Recommendation 13. The government should regard the overall budget of all entities that are
engaged in regulating the communications sector as a consolidated budget, and evaluate whether
existing allocations among functions match their relative policy priorities. Certainly more resources
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are needed for writing and enforcing standard economic regulatory rules concerning pricing and
service offerings.

A consolidated analysis of the total budget for communications regulation is likely to produce
another reason – cost minimization – for consolidating the agencies with responsibilities in this area.

Finally, various parties claim that the court system has been extremely unreliable and, indeed,
incoherent on issues pertaining to privatization and regulation. Hence, both government officials and private
operators are extremely reluctant to take their disputes to court. Obviously, as a country with no relevant
legal tradition and precedent before the revolution on matters of regulatory law, Romania faces a formidable
challenge in developing the legal institutions that are absolutely necessary for the developing of an efficient
market economy, even ignoring the special problems of regulation.

Recommendation 14. Romania should accord the highest priority to developing the
competence of the courts on matters of business policy, and should appoint judges who are educated in
the law and economics of market economies.

Of course, this task will be facilitated by clear, coherent regulatory rules – and decisions that fully
explain the principles and policy objectives of those rules, and relate them to underlying statutes. Also
helpful would be legislation that clarified and limited the role of the court to ascertain whether agency
decisions are consistent with existing law and have a rational basis in facts concerning the industry.

Independence refers to the absence of external control of the agency’s operations and decisions. Agency
independence basically means that the leaders of the agency can go about their business as they see fit. In
reality, of course, this goal is not absolute, for if it were, the result would be totally undemocratic. Instead,
the requirement refers to the short term:  the activities of agencies can be controlled by their budgets and
legislative mandates, but these require formal legislative action. Independence really means that the agency
is not subject to informal means of control or formal approval requirements from political officials.

The practical means of assuring independence are that the head of the agency has a fixed term of
office and can not be removed except for cause, subject to a formal review, before the term expires, and that
the government can not over-turn the decisions of the agencies except through legislative action or appeals of
the agency’s decision to the courts as not complying with existing law.

In Romania, the only entities that are independent according to these criteria are the Competition
Council and the NAVC. The Competition Council and NAVC are governed by councils with fixed-term
appointments, and can take come actions without external review or approval. But neither are major players
in regulating telecommunications services. The most important agencies are NACI, GIC, the Office of
Competition, and in some respects the Ministry of Finance. In all cases, these entities are directly controlled
by the cabinet or Prime Minister, and in many important matters are merely advisory.

Recommendation 15. The existing structure of telecommunications regulation is too closely
connected to the government, and too susceptible to political control of regulatory issues. In particular,
decisions about entry (licensing) and pricing should reside in entities that are led by officials with fixed
terms and that have the power to enact and enforce regulations without obtaining the approval of the
cabinet, the Prime Minister, or Parliament, but subject to challenge in court or reversal by statute.

Regulated industries perform more efficiently if, to the maximum practical extent, day-to-day
regulatory decisions are based on objective assessments of technical and economic information and the role
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of policy makers is to guide these day-to-day decisions by setting general policy objectives and designing
decision-making procedures through statute. Several government officials expressed the view that in the
current institutional arrangement, “regulation” means compliance with standards while “policy” covers all
decisions about other matters, such as setting prices and awarding licenses. This division between
professionalized regulation and legitimately politicized policy making leaves too much in the policy sphere,
and thereby undercuts the independence of agencies that have regulatory responsibilities outside the sphere
of standards enforcement.

Autonomy is closely related to independence, and so requires little additional explanation. Autonomy refers
to the ability of the regulator to make decisions, as opposed to recommend decisions to others. In Romania,
NACI is autonomous but not independent, the former because it actually has the authority to issue licenses in
telecommunications, but not the latter because its President serves at the pleasure of the Prime Minister. The
Office of Competition is neither independent nor autonomous in that it is a normal executive agency that is
merely advisory to either the cabinet or the Competition Council. And, on some matters the NAVC is
independent but not autonomous: independent because it is run by a Council with fixed terms that can decide
what the agency does, but not always autonomous because its role with respect to broadcast content is to
monitor and report, but not to take action.

Autonomy is important for the same reason as independence. Regulation can not be seen as a means
for political actors to reward their friends and punish their enemies. Overall policy is political, and should be
set by elected officials through legislation;  however, implementing this policy through decisions about entry,
service quality, and prices should be based as far as possible of technical issues of cost, efficiency, and user
satisfaction.

Recommendation 16. In restructuring the regulatory system for telecommunications, all
regulatory authorities should be permitted to make decisions in the sense that they are final, subject to
reversal by courts (because the decisions do not comply with the law) or Parliament (through
amending the governing statute).

Accountability refers to the circumstance in which citizens and regulated firms are aware who is responsible
for a decision and the basis for it, and can effectively voice their concerns. Regulators are accountable if their
responsibilities and decisions are clear, and if citizens have an effective means for communicating with
regulators.

The Romanian regulatory system has established clear accountability in some areas but not in others.
Most technical regulations are clearly within the purview of the GIC, and both regulated firms and their
customers know who should receive a complaint if one radio signal interferes with another or if service
quality is poor. Likewise, the NAVC is clearly responsible for issues pertaining to broadcast quality, and has
a formal procedure whereby citizens can complain if they believer broadcasts are of low quality or violate
content rules.

In other areas, accountability is absent. Formally, NACI and GIC share responsibility for price
regulation, but as a practical matter the cabinet is the ultimate authority. Moreover, only NAVC has a
procedure whereby citizens can participate in its activities. In neither licensing nor price reviews is there any
procedure for users of the communications system to offer evidence, to make proposals, or even to comment
on proposals before the agency. Thus, to the extent that accountability is present in these proceedings, it is
only accountability to service providers and other government entities, not to users of services or citizens
more generally. Likewise, the question of “accountability to whom” is difficult to answer if the courts can
not be relied upon for fair, neutral, rational evaluations of decisions by regulators.  Similarly the absence of a
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formal statement of policy regarding entry and prices makes accountability vague – is the agency
accountable because the decision it made is inconsistent with the policy, or are policy-makers to blame
because they have instructed agencies to pursue the wrong objectives?

Recommendation 17. Precisely which regulators are responsible for which issues needs to be
clarified, preferably by consolidating the agencies and, where necessary, by amending the statutes to
clarify responsibilities and procedures for each area of regulation – by technology and by category of
activity (for example, service quality, prices, scope of services offered) – and for allowing parties other
than service providers to participate in regulatory decision processes.

Transparency refers to the clarity of policy – both existing regulations and the principles that will be used to
make future regulations – from the perspective of regulated firms, unregulated firms that compete at the
fringes of regulated services, and users of communications services. Transparency is important in order to
induce efficient investment by both incumbents and entrants in the sector and to avoid unnecessary costs and
delays arising from unexpected regulatory disputes about whether an activity is permitted under established
policy.

From the perspective of both suppliers and users, efficient develop and use of the
telecommunications infrastructure requires substantial long-term investments. Regulatory policy inevitably is
a source of business risk for two reasons. First, deployment of these investments may require regulatory
approval or be subjected to challenge before the regulator to ascertain whether they conform to regulatory
policy. Second, the value of an investment over its useful life can be altered unexpectedly by future changes
in regulatory policy. If investors regard regulatory policy as uncertain and unpredictable, they will be
reluctant to make long-term investments, and as a result the scope, quality and size of the communications
sector will be adversely affected. Transparency reduces the business risks associated with regulatory policy.

In addition, transparency is an important safeguard against corruption in regulatory policy and the
belief by citizens (especially those who are adversely affected by a regulatory decision), whether accurate or
inaccurate, that important regulatory decisions are corrupt. If regulatory decisions, including the principles
and evidence that guided them, are clearly articulated, their rationalization will be apparent, and so corrupt
decisions will be easier to detect and more difficult to defend.

Transparency requires that the details of existing policies, the principles for making policy in the
future, and the process for making new regulations and resolving disputes are a matter of public record.
Moreover, this record must be accessible to anyone – not just firms that supply services. Users or services
need to have access to accurate information about policy to make long-term investments, and, because
regulation of telecommunications is a significant policy issue, in a democratic society information about
policy should be accessible to all citizens for the purpose of evaluating the performance of government and
expressing their approval or disapproval in the political process.

Some aspects of the Romanian regulatory system in communications do satisfy the conditions for
transparency. The National Audio-Visual Council is especially noteworthy in this regard, with its regularized
process for hearing citizen complaints about broadcast services. Likewise, executives in the
telecommunications industry regard the work of the General Inspectorate for Communications in technical
standards as being open, clear, and professional.

By contrast, the economic aspects of telecommunications regulation are not transparent at all. For
example, the terms of the licenses with communications carriers and the privatization terms for Rom
Telecom are regarded as confidential. Even some high-level executives of these firms believe that the
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licenses and privatization agreements should be a matter of public record, but they also believe that they can
not reveal these terms for fear of reprisal by the government. Predictably, because of the secrecy of both the
terms of licenses and the process by which competitive licenses have been awarded, several people reported
a suspicion that the licensing process is corrupt, although they have no evidence to support these suspicions
other than the unwillingness of the government to reveal how licensees were selected as well as the actual
terms of the license.

Likewise, the price regulation process for telecommunications carriers is opaque. With respect to
Rom Telecom, the “price cap” rule is vaguely stated, and has not been clarified as controversies have arisen
regarding post-privatization price changes. With respect to all carriers, policy and existing practice regarding
interconnection pricing also is unclear. None of the agencies that are involved in price regulation has stated
the principles that they will use to evaluate pricing decisions, and the process and decisions for setting prices
– whether Rom Telecom’s prices in accordance with its price cap rule or interconnection prices between
Rom Telecom and other carriers – are open and public.

Finally, spectrum allocation decisions by NACI also are determined largely through a closed process.
Whereas GIC and NAVC provide advice regarding spectrum allocation, the ultimate decision process is
closed, and the criteria for making allocations are not clearly stated in publicly available documents.

Recommendation 18. A high priority for improving Romania’s regulatory institutions is to
clarify policies and decisions in the domains of economic regulation and entry decisions (licenses and
privatization agreements). Specifically, all decisions and agreements should be a matter of public
record, and the regulatory agencies should issue public documents (“white papers” or formal rule-
makings), subject to comment from anyone who wishes to participate, concerning the policies and
procedures that will guide regulatory decisions in the future.

Conclusions

Romania has made significant progress in improving communications. Numerous private concerns have
entered the telecommunications services and broadcasting industries, substantially increasing both the
quantity and quality of services. The incumbent former monopolist, Rom Telecom, also has expanded service
significantly throughout the period since the reform act was passed. Thus, Romania is well on its way to
enjoying a high-quality, fully modernized communications sector.

Nevertheless, the policy-making process is still very much a work in progress. Deserving high marks
are the agencies that are responsible for technical standards and service quality, GIC and NAVC. To the
extent that there is an issue regarding these agencies, it is whether the government is devoting too much
effort to intensive monitoring, rather than random monitoring and greater reliance on, first, the incentives of
market competition to force companies to provide good service, and second, complaint procedures (such as
the citizen complaint process being developed by the NAVC) followed by intense investigations if the
complaints are found to have potential merit and significance.

Regarding economic regulatory issues – prices, investment levels, entry (licenses), and privatization
procedures – there is substantial room for improvement. In general, the existing arrangements appear not to
have made a sufficiently strong break with the attitudes and procedures of the past, when important business
activities were simply an arm of the state. Steps must be taken to distance government from suppliers of
telecommunications services and to make the policy process more inclusive of users and citizens more
generally. Moreover, the government needs to take steps to clarify exactly which agencies are responsible for
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which policies and decisions, the regulatory decisions that have been made, and the criteria for making
future decisions and resolving future controversies.

An especially good example of a virtually certain brewing conflict is the boundary of the exclusivity
for Rom Telecom. This controversy arises from the artificiality of the distinctions among technologies in the
industries (wire-line telephone, wireless telephone, wireless broadband services, cable television, satellite
services), and the extreme difficulty in enforcing a separation of usages among these technologies. It appears
that the existing regulatory institutions are not prepared to deal with this looming conflict, just as they are
poorly prepared to deal with decisions about prices among telecommunications carriers and entry into the
deployment of each technology for new services that to some degree overlap with existing services that use
different technologies.

The least disruptive change that would improve the regulatory system would be to convert either
NACI or the Office of Competition into a truly independent regulatory authority with the power to engage in
traditional economic regulation (price and entry decisions), but also with the requirement to do so in open
processes with open, public decisions guided by open statements about policy objectives and the criteria for
making decisions. The best approach probably is to fix the organizational problems of the Competition
Council, to merge the Office of Competition into the Council as a staff for supporting the latter’s work and
serving as a competition advocate in regulatory affairs, to transfer responsibility for overseeing Rom
Telecom’s prices to NACI, and to restructure NACI as an independent authority with an administrative head
and advisory board that serve fixed terms and have final decision authority on all economic regulatory issues.
The government ought to retain the capacity for some policy matters, such as reviewing policy, proposing
legislative changes, managing government-controlled spectrum, and engaging in international negotiations.
These responsibilities should reside in a separate agency that is not involved in regulating the sector.
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ROMANIA: OIL AND GAS REFORM
David M. Newbery*

Background

Romania’s transition to the market economy has been considerably slower than those of other countries in
Central Europe, perhaps because of the very partial nature of the change of regime in 1989. A more
significant change of power took place after the elections of 1996, when the reformist opposition party joined
the governing coalition.4 The Prime Minister changed in April 1998 from Victor Ciorbea to Radu Vasile
(both from the PNCTD), and then in December 1999 to Mugur Isarescu (formerly Governor of the Bank of
Romania, and a technocrat rather than a party member).  A change in the Minister of Finance in October 1998
unsettled the markets, and financial problems remain in the wake of the 1998 Soviet default.

Figure 1 presents the main macroeconomic indicators for the post-transition period since 1991.
Romania's austerity policy of the 1980s had at least left a legacy of low foreign debt, but with the collapse of
COMECON, the trade balance deteriorated and remained stubbornly in deficit thereafter. Net foreign debt
rose from 7 percent in 1991 to 27 percent in 1997 and must be still rising steadily. The general government
balance moved into deficit in 1992 and has been steadily deteriorating since 1993. The ability of the
government to borrow abroad reduced the pressure to undertake serious macro and micro reforms, and
probably contributed to the rather leisurely approach to restructuring.

The EBRD Transition Report 1998 gave Romania an average transition score of about 2.6 - about in
the middle for the South-Eastern Europe group, below Moldova and Bulgaria, but above Albania and FYR
Macedonia. As such, it lagged behind all the countries in the Central and Eastern European group and the
Baltic States. In the Transition Report 1999, Romania had improved its score by the third largest amount of
the 26 countries reported, to 2.8, slightly above the middle of the South- Eastern Europe group. In the 1998
report, Romania scored the top score of 4 for both legal transition indicators (extensiveness and effectiveness)
in the three major areas of company law: pledge, bankruptcy and company law - ahead of Poland. In the 1999
report, Romania scores relatively poorly on competition policy (2, behind the leading transition countries
which mostly achieve 3) but again did relatively well on commercial law.

Whereas in 1998 the Transition Report was arguing that the pace of enterprise restructuring and
privatization would have to accelerate in order to strengthen market-based initiatives, in 1999 the report noted
that both small and large privatization had accelerated. However, the key reform challenges identified were
that:
• the legislative framework for bankruptcy must be strengthened to promote the restructuring or closure of

non-viable firms;
• the recent major advances in structural reforms must be complemented by sound fiscal policies,

including further reductions in public expenditures and subsidiaries, more transparent taxes and
improved revenue collection; and that the enforcement of prudential regulations, restructuring of the
financial sector and further privatization of state-owned banks remain central to macroeconomic
stabilization and a precondition for economic recovery.

                                                
     * Department of Applied Economics, University of Cambridge, England.
     4 The PSDR (Romanian Party for Social Democracy, i.e. the former communist party) was in office until 1996, when it was

replaced by a coalition made up of three independent groupings. The main group is the Democratic Convention, in which
PNTCD (the Peasant and Christian Democrat Party) is the main party (from which the Prime Minister comes), followed in size
by the Liberal Party, PNL. The second component is the Democratic Party, PD (supplying the transport and industry
ministers), and the third is the Hungarian Party, UDMR.
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Full current account convertibility was introduced in March 1998 though some restrictions on
capital account transactions remained. In November 1997 the Ministry of Privatization was established,
and the privatization minister Sorin Dimitriu left in October 1998, when his duties were assumed by the
Prime Minister. A new privatization law was approved by parliament in June 1999. It provides for the use
of investment banks as sales agents, and contains provisions for debt work-outs in an attempt to attract
strategic investors and address criticisms of a lack of transparency. The law contains provisions giving
minority shareholders the right to more information and control in an attempt to reduce the power of
enterprise insiders who have gained effective control of privatized enterprises in the majority of cases.

By mid 1998, inter-enterprise arrears had reached 13 percent of GDP respectively with little progress
in the restructuring of loss-making state-owned enterprises (SOEs) including the Regia Autonomas (R.A.s).
A successful rationalization program in the mining sector was implemented, but most plans for closing the
biggest loss-making SOEs agreed with the IMF and the World Bank in 1997 had not been realized. The fiscal
deficit was 3.6 percent of GDP in 1997 and tax arrears were around US $3 billion or 8 percent of GDP in
mid-1998, much owed by the state-owned utilities. Tax reforms in 1998 reduced profit and wage taxes but
increased VAT and excises with a net loss in revenue, reflecting a lack of commitment to serious macro-
economic reform.

In 1999 the Government increased social security contributions and excise taxes to increase fiscal
revenues. The Kosovo crisis harmed exports and the Government passed an austerity budget in February
1999. A default was avoided in May and June 1999 when Romania paid some $2 billion of external debt. The
temporary import surcharge of 6 percent introduced at the end of 1998 was cut to 4 percent in 1999 and
reduced to 2 percent from January 2000.  There are likely to be further reductions of tariffs and import duties
consequential on the move to free trade in the Balkans and as a member of the EU.

The main objectives of the current Government under the new Prime Minister for the remaining
period until elections in November 2000 are to halt the output decline, restrain inflation to 25-30 percent per
year, resume economic growth and limit the fiscal deficit to 3 percent of GDP. In January 2000, a major tax
reform replaced the wage tax by a global income tax, and reduced the rate of Corporation Tax from 38
percent to 25 percent. A major restructuring of VAT introduced a new rate of 19 percent, replacing the former
11 percent and 22 percent rates. Fuel, power and water, previously exempt for domestic users, become liable
to 19 percent from March 31, 2000. The reform was intended to be revenue neutral, by offsetting lower rates
with a broader base and taking various anti-evasion measures. Public expenditure and subsidies will need
tight control, as will tax collection and the elimination of tax arrears, if Romania’s macroeconomic position is
to support market reforms elsewhere in the economy.

Figure 2 shows the impact of the transition on GDP, industrial output, and primary energy supplies
(all in index numbers on a log scale). The initial fall in GDP of 20 percent in the first two years from 1990-92
was then followed by a gradual recovery to some 94 percent of its 1990 level before decreasing over the next
three years to its lowest post-transition level forecast to be 73 percent of 1989 value in 1999. Industrial output
fell even more sharply and is probably below 50 percent of its 1989 value. Romania’s cumulative decline in
real GDP since 1989 is similar to the Slovak Republic and Bulgaria, but considerably larger than the leading
transition countries (the Czech Republic, Slovenia, Hungary and Poland).

Romania had been one of the most energy intensive economies in Europe, and the fall in industrial
output has considerably reduced energy demand for all forms of energy. Figure 2 shows that primary energy
supply fell more steeply than GDP, though not as much as industrial output until 1997. The right hand scale
of Figure 2 shows the energy intensity of the economy (primary energy supply divided by GDP in constant
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1997 US$ in tons oil equivalent per $1000 of GDP). Measured relative to GDP, the energy intensity has
declined from 1.7 toe/$(1999)'000 in 1989 to 1 toe/$'000 in 1999, or a fall of 40 percent. On the other hand,
most (primary) energy is used in industry, and by that measure the energy efficiency of the economy has not
improved at all.

Romania has indigenous supplies of coal, oil and gas, but has increasingly had to import oil and gas
as domestic production has fallen and demand risen. The legacy of past oil and gas endowments is clearly
seen in its current energy mix, which, as Figure 3 shows, is dominated by gas. (Primary electricity supply
over this period is mainly hydro-electricity and a small amount of imported electricity, with nuclear power
only starting in 1996. Non-conventional fuel data is not available for the earlier period, and the reliability of
earlier data may not be as good as later data, and may over-estimate production because of the imperatives to
appear to fulfil plan targets.5

The impact of the transition on some of the key energy sectors reveals the same story. Figure 4
shows the consumption of coal (both hard coal and lignite, measured by heat content in tons oil equivalent).
The sharp fall in demand for power and heat, and for iron and steel in 1990 and 1991 is noticeable, though the
coal intensity of the economy (shown on the right hand scale of Figure 4) actually increased in 1992, as coal
substituted for oil and gas in electricity generation.

Figure 5 shows electricity demand collapsing for "other industry", though not for the heavily
subsidized residential sector. Figure 6 shows electricity generation by type of fuel. Hard coal and lignite use
collapse in 1990 but recover somewhat in 1992 at the expense of oil and gas. Nuclear power in 1997 further
displaces gas. The electric intensity of the economy (kWh per $GDP, shown on the right scale of figure 5)
falls somewhat as the economy rebounds in 1993, but then rises again as GDP falls, indicating that electricity
demand is less sensitive to GDP fluctuations than total primary energy.

The oil and gas intensity of the economy did fall quite sharply (as shown in Figures 7 and 8 below),
and as these both have import shares of about one-third, the substitution away from these expensive imports
to domestic production mitigated the adverse impact on the balance of payments, which was suffering both
with the collapse of COMECON and later with the Yugoslav wars. The oil and gas sectors are thus critical to
the economic performance of the Romanian economy, and are both subject to restructuring, liberalization,
and preparation for privatization, which, for oil has already begun.

Romania started preparing its energy strategy for the period up to 2020 in 1997 with a team of 30 (of
whom half were economists) holding no particular political preconceptions. They were hampered by a lack of
realistic forecasts for future GDP, but managed to produce a large document, a condensed version of which
was broadly accepted (with some minor qualifications) by the Prime Minister in June 1998. The two major
policy choices facing Romania were identified as:

1. Whether over the next 20 years to increase the share of gas in the energy balance or develop internal
energy resources such as coal, nuclear and hydro;

2. Whether the nuclear construction program should be pursued or scaled back? The first of five
planned units at the nuclear plant Cernovoda was commissioned in December 1996. The original plan was for
3 nuclear stations with 14 reactor units.

                                                
5 See Patterson, W. (1994) Rebuilding Romania: Energy Efficiency and the Economic Transition ,  p. 39, London: RIIA.
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The proposal was to abandon the earlier strategy of energy independence, and in particular to
further increase the already high gas share in total final energy supply as shown in Figure 3. Only unit 2 of
Cernovoda would be completed, thus ending the nuclear option. This was the first official document
recognizing that the share of lignite should be reduced and as a result 90,000 miners have been laid off over
the past two years. It clearly places gas at the center of energy policy, with its beneficial environmental
impact but increased dependence on Russian gas imports. It raises the central question of how to improve
efficiency in the industry without transferring a larger share of rents upstream to Russian gas exporters - a
problem faced by a number of Central European transition countries.

Romania and Bulgaria occupy a potentially critical transit route into Western Europe for mid-east gas
if pipelines can be laid either through Turkey or the Black Sea, confronting Gazprom with competition in the
Balkans as well as in North-West Europe (where Norwegian and North Sea gas are competitive). If so, the
dominant position of Gazprom will be weakened, and gas-on-gas competition may become a reality (as it has
in the US, the UK and increasingly in Western Europe). Until that (possibly distant) time, the main hope for
improved gas competition comes from links to the west (where the dominant player is also Gazprom, though
facing rather more competition through an increasingly integrated West European gas grid).

Oil
Romania was in the past a major oil producer and significant exporter, but as demand grew, the export
surplus was transformed into an import deficit.  In 1976, the same year that domestic oil production peaked at
14.7 million tons, Romania became a net importer of oil. Thereafter, production declined until 1991, when it
stabilized at slightly less than half its earlier peak. Existing fields were being depleted and not adequately
replaced by new discoveries (of roughly 2 m tons per year) in what was now a mature oil province. Petrom
estimated proven oil reserves in their own producing fields as 215 million tons in 1992, with 95 percent
located in four major geological units, particularly in the Eastern Carpathians and the Moesian Platform, with
the Black Sea shelf estimated to have about 3 percent of the total. Petrom had drilled some 30,000 wells by
1992 and may well have discovered most oil that was accessible.

Imports of crude steadily rose to 22 million tons in 1989, when exports of oil products were 6.4 Mtoe
(million tons oil equivalent). Consumption peaked in 1990, when oil and gas imports reached US$3.1 billion,
almost as large as the overall trade deficit.  In 1991, the oil and gas situation reached a crisis state due to
shortage of supply caused by declining domestic production and economic disarray following the 1989
revolution, combined with a considerable fall of imports due to an acute shortage of foreign exchange.

Nominal refinery capacity was some 34 million tons in 1992 but effective capacity had fallen to
23Mt/yr by 1995, with plans to reduce this further. Current production is in the range 8-12 million tons. The
five large refineries operate as main cracking units, though as Figure 7 shows, they have poor operating
performance with high fuel oil yields. The five smaller refineries are less complex, obsolete, and with poor
economic performance. Figure 7 graphs consumption of oil products and domestic crude production, showing
the dominance of heavy oil product consumption (typical of heat raising and heavy industry) and the very
small share of white products (primarily gasoline and gas oil, much of which is used in transport). Figure 7

shows on the right hand scale the oil intensity of the economy (oil consumed per $GDP at constant prices),
showing a steady improvement after 1992, reflecting the greater fall in industrial demand than in GDP.

Industrial structure and ownership
The oil industry now contains an increasing number of separate companies. The pipeline company, Conpet
S.A., was originally formed in 1905 with headquarters in Ploeisti and now owns and operates the entire 4500
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kilometers of pipeline (from 2 inch to 28 inch diameter) with a capacity of 32 million tons per year, as well
as several hundred railway cars. It was restructured in 1990 (under Laws 15 and 31) into a joint-stock
company.

Production and distribution companies
Petrom R.A. was also created by Law 15 in February 1991 as a Regia Autonoma (R.A.) to be responsible for
domestic exploration and production of oil, and given 51 percent ownership of Conpet. Although Petrom's
primary interest is in oil field development and production, it also produces associated gas and some non-
associated gas. It supplied one-third of Romania's total gas production in 1991, derived from fields outside
the Transylvania basin. In 1998, it sold 20 percent of its gas to Romgaz and the rest direct to final consumers.
Petrom was considered greatly over-staffed by the World Bank on its earlier mission in 1992, with about
73,470 employees, of whom 54,000 were involved in production.

Petrom is regulated by Petroleum Law 134 of 1995 which set up National Agency for Mineral
Resources (NAMR) with help from the World Bank as is presented in the Appendix. In October 1997, the
Romanian National Oil Company (SNP, Romanian for the National Society for Petroleum), was created out
of Petrom R.A. as an integrated oil company under Law 70, entirely owned by the Ministry of Industry and
Trade (and not by the State Ownership Fund or SOF, as with most other state-owned enterprises). The
upstream company was combined with two refineries - Arpechim at Pitesti (which in 1995 refined 2.7 million
tons of imported and no domestic crude) and Petrobrazi at Ploeisti (which refined 3 million tons of only local
crude in 1995). In addition it owns a product distribution network, and various maintenance units (which will
be spun off). Currently it only operates one line out of two in each refinery and may permanently close the
second lines. Petrom (as the larger company is still called) operates as a national company working on
commercial principles, and is not financed by the state. It invested $400 million from its own budget in 1998
and will invest $150 million in 1999. Like most integrated oil companies it makes most of its profits
upstream. The refinery margin averages 3.5 percent - the same as in Western Europe - though in some
months the margin may be negative.6

 Petrom is at a relatively advanced stage in preparation for privatization, and has started restructuring
- 14,000 workers have recently been laid off (out of 88,000 in 1999). Petrom was (in September 1999) 93
percent state owned, 7 percent private and was planning to privatize a further 35 percent. Petrom had already
selected a consultant (ABN-AMRO Rothschild) to advise on privatization. The proposed privatization will be
as a vertically integrated company and the first stage will increase the capital by selling to strategic investors
and financial investors. The submission to the Government was planned for by the end of October with
negotiations starting in November.  Offers were opened on December 15, 1999. The second stage of selling a
majority (i.e., proper privatization) is planned for December 31, 2000. The first tranche of privatization will
primarily benefit Petrom by producing revenue that can be used for refinery refurbishment, investment in
distribution or possibly investment upstream to develop new reserves.

Petrom's current articles of association (put in place by Law 70) require the State to be a major
shareholder. Petrom's Board of Administration acts as the Board of the Company (with MIT membership),
but it is controlled by the General Assembly where MIT acts as owner. This concerns investors who would
initially be minority partners of a company whose major shareholder may have other concerns, such as
holding down product prices and hence profits. The government therefore wants to sell more than 51 percent
and to keep a golden share, which will require a change in the articles of association.

                                                
     6 Romania imports crude and produces products with a lag of several months at a price which must lie between export and import

parity, so movements in oil prices and exchange rates may lead to apparent losses in some months.
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Lukoil (a Russian oil company) bought a majority of the Petrotel refinery at Ploeisti in 1997,
thereby saving it from closure. The refinery processes 3.5 million tons crude and produces all products
including low sulphur (0.05 percent) gas oil. Fifteen per cent of output is sold locally and 85 percent is
exported, and it sells only 5 percent of white products through its own small distribution network. The
company is currently in dispute with the government which promised that it would not charge VAT on
investment but has now revoked this concession.

Elsewhere privatization has been problematic. The State Ownership Fund (SOF) broke off
negotiations with Petromidia USA in November 1997 over the sale of a majority stake in the Petromidia
refinery at Navodari near Constanta on the Black Sea (1995 production 2.6 m tons). It then held a new tender
in which the Turkish company Akmaya purchased 65 percent in a $725m contract in January 1999 ($239
million up front and $226m in further investment over five years, as well as taking over local debts of
$260m).7 Akmaya then sued the Romanian Government after it withdrew investment incentives worth about
$100m, apparently under pressure from the IMF 8, even though the contract promising the incentives had
already been signed. The refinery remains closed until the issue is resolved.

In 1999 Petrom had a refinery output share of 75 percent of the market because two of the major
refineries are shut - one  planned for privatization while Petromidia was closed while under dispute.  In 1998
Petrom's share was only 35 percent of the total. Lukoil is the only other current large competitor in refining.
In addition there are five small refineries under private domestic ownership which collectively produce 7
percent of total output. Shell, MOL, and AGIP compete in distribution. Petrom has 40 percent of direct
distribution and 60 percent of the total wholesale market. It has 510 gasoline stations. Lukoil has only ten
small gasoline distribution stations. There are also 800 small independent operators selling in the gasoline
market.

Importing companies are free to buy products on the spot market and sometimes this falls below the
domestic price. Petrom was importing crude and exporting products profitably in July 1999. Export
opportunities were attractive because of recent events in the region: four refineries in Yugoslavia were
destroyed in the war, Izmit was shut down by earthquakes, two large refineries at Borgas and Odessa were
shut for repairs and privatization and two large refineries in Romania were also shut down. This caused high
prices on foreign markets making export attractive, but Petrom felt the need to sell on the domestic market
and maintain its market share as it views itself as a national company. Current gross margins are therefore
excellent, though there could be a problem if all refineries worked normally and squeezed margins.

Shell Gas has a joint venture with SNP (i.e., Petrom) for distributing LPG cylinders and bulk propane
(total volume 100,000 tons). Eighty percent comes from the Lukoil refinery and 20 percent is imported but in
cases of shortage up to 60 percent has been imported. They have a 33 percent market share and have invested
$100 million to date. There are three filling plants at Ploeisti, Timisoara and Constanta. SNP has 40 percent
of the LPG market and 15 percent is satisfied by butane.

Transport
The Petroleum Law 1995 declared that the network for crude transport was in the public domain (which is
inalienable as shown in the Appendix) and established the National Agency for Mineral Resources (NAMR)
as the regulator of oil transport. The transport fees are set by NAMR and the Competition Office and Conpet
has common carrier status. When Petrom R.A. was transformed into the SNP in 1997. it acquired two large
refineries. Combining these pipeline customers with a 51 percent ownership of the pipeline company Conpet

                                                
  7 EIU, February 1, 1999.
  8 EIU, August 2, 1999.
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prejudiced Conpet's common carrier status, raising fears that Conpet would allocate any scarcities in
capacity to favor its owners' refineries.

Late in 1999, the press reported that Rompetrol, the owner of a refinery processing Petrom's
domestic production, had tendered to SOF for and been awarded a contract for the administration of Conpet.
Petrom has over 300 billion lei (US$18 million) of accounts receivables with Conpet.  In order not to further
increase its arrears to Conpet, Petrom and Rompetrol have an arrangement whereby Rompetrol pays Conpet
for the crude oil it purchases rather than Petrom. The General Manager of Conpet was part of the winning
tender with Rompetrol for the Administration Contract of Conpet, in the expectation that he would become
the President of the Board of Administration while remaining the General Manager of the company. SOF
subsequently explained to the World Bank (which has covenants on the management of Conpet in its Loan
Agreement) that the person who conducted the tender for the administration contract had been sacked for not
following proper internal procedures. The SOF tried to cancel the results of the tender but Rompetrol
objected and took the SOF to court.  The court case is still proceeding.

The fact that Petrom is in the process of being privatized clearly exacerbates concerns that Conpet's
common carrier status will be prejudiced by this deal. The problem is further complicated by the contested
ownership status of Conpet. Petrom’s claimed 51 percent ownership of Conpet is disputed by Conpet, who
believes that its shareholder structure is 70 percent SOF, 12 percent by the former Private Ownership Fund
(POF, which has become the Society for Financial Investment, SIF), and 18 percent private persons resulting
from the mass privatization.

The Law 15 of 1990 that established Conpet and Petrom as R.A.s or S.A.s does not specify that an
R.A. cannot hold shares in Conpet, but when Petrom became SNP the original status of ownership became
unclear, raising two questions:

• Is it legal for SNP to retain its 51 percent share ownership in Conpet?
• Is it desirable?

The answer to the second question is clearly no, since Conpet must remain its common carrier status
if it is to meet its obligations to supply refineries by different owners equitably. Petrom has taken Conpet to
court to clarify the ownership status. The Minister of Industry and Trade, who is responsible for Petrom, was
anxious to see that Conpet’s independence be retained and was prepared to have Petrom’s claim of 51 percent
ownership removed. According to the management of Petrom, who also expressed an interest in seeing that
Conpet be independent, the only way it could drop the court case was if the Government reversed a previous
decision9 awarding it 51 percent of the shares of Conpet. As a result of a decision by the Court of Accounts,
Petrom includes its 51 percent holding in Conpet in its Romanian accounts, but apparently not in its IAS
accounts.

According to the Concession Law 1998, asset ownership has to be divided between social capital
(which must be transferred to the state) and private capital, which is alienable as shown in the Appendix. The
public domain status of assets can be changed by law provided the asset is not defined as public domain in the
Constitution. The state must compensate asset holders for assuming public domain ownership and would
therefore have to compensate the private owners, even though they received the shares in a mass
privatization, presumably essentially free. Once the inventory of public domain capital is complete it will be
submitted to NAMR for administration and concessions will be allocated to Conpet. At that moment Conpet
will become the pipeline operator and compensation will fall due.

                                                
9 Decision 23 issued in 1991.
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The rights of pipeline companies to rights of way and possible payment to landowners for rent has
not been clarified and will need to be dealt with in a revision of the Petroleum Law. Conpet needs a standard
transport contract to clarify the rights and obligations of the contracting parties. At present clients are
apparently content with the service and would not be happy with the typical model contracts offered from
other countries, presumably because they more tightly circumscribe their rights.

Recommendation 1. Conpet should be established as an independent company, with no
ownership links to or alliances with any companies with production, refining or distribution activities
within Romania. Its ownership status should be clarified as soon as possible and any ownership rights
then held by Petrom should be divested.

Storage
Oil storage comes under a completely different statute from the pipeline network and is placed in a totally
independent company, Oil Terminals S.A., with SOF owning 61 percent of shares. It is completely free to set
charges and operate in the market economy. It freely negotiates contracts under the Competition Law which
requires non-discrimination, though as circumstances change from moment to moment this is not an
operational constraint. There may be serious issues if Oil Terminals S.A. is privatized and sold to one of the
incumbent refinery owners, as it has an effective bottleneck on important services connected with importing
oil.  Any ownership change would raise important issues that should be addressed by the Competition Law
and/or one of the competition agencies. Clearly it would be desirable if any privatization required no
ownership stake by any company with an interest in the oil sector operating in Romania.

Recommendation 2. Oil Terminals S.A. should not be sold to any company with refining or
trading activities within Romania.

Licensing and exploration
The other major player in the oil industry is the National Agency for Mineral Resources (NAMR), which
among other activities allocates blocks and invites bids for exploration. Exploration and exploitation licenses
are bundled together. NAMR is the custodian of exploration results and sets the royalties after negotiation
with the company. The company makes a royalty proposal as part of its bid when bidding for blocks and
NAMR counterproposes. NAMR's aim is to split the rent between NAMR and the company. Very few areas
are, however, left for bidding. The royalty payment transforms oil from public to private property. Existing
fields have to transform their current administrative agreements into concession agreements. Royalties for all
existing oil fields need to be renegotiated and are translated into a dollar cost using a reference Mediterranean
crude oil price. This may impose heavy demands on the expertise of NAMR's staff, who may benefit from
technical assistance. Given the rapid creation of a variety of regulatory agencies dealing with electricity, gas,
oil transport, and petroleum licensing, it is important to ensure that these agencies are well-staffed, adequately
provided for financially, and with clear lines of responsibility.

Recommendation 3.  The Government of Romania should seek technical assistance to advise
on the proper resourcing of, and allocation of responsibilities between, the various regulatory
agencies dealing with the energy sector.

The royalty Petrom pays averages 5.6 percent for crude varying by field and 8.7 percent for gas. The
royalty varies with the level of production according to a formula agreed with NAMR. Corporation tax at 38
percent is payable by Petrom (the same as for all companies).
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Petrom has an agreement with Elf for future exploration (both shallow and deep). There has been no
past successful foreign exploration and many foreign companies have renounced the right to explore the
licenses allocated because of low oil prices and the high cost of drilling. Enterprise Oil has a Black Sea block
and it is possible that recent rises in oil prices will make exploration more attractive. Petrom already has a
small field in Turkey and three important fields in Kazakhstan which will start producing crude in January
2000. They also have other good prospects, including an agreement with India for offshore gas fields and an
agreement with Iraq if sanctions are lifted.

Pricing and taxation
Oil product prices were controlled until May/June 1997 under Law 21 and were set by the Ministry of
Finance (MOF). These controls were then formally abolished (though they can be reimposed in
emergencies). However, the Ministry of Industry and Trade (MIT), acting as the owner of Petrom, obviously
has the power to set Petrom's prices, and these have a powerful effect on all oil and product prices. MIT
claims that it has no influence on the prices that Petrom charges. In the past MIT has set the price of domestic
crude on the operational cost plus a small profit margin, rather than relating it to the international price. Now
by linking the crude price to the international price Petrom can make a considerable profit on upstream
activities (in stark contrast to Romgaz, as we shall see below). The price of oil pipeline transport is regulated
and discussed further below, and the domestic price of crude delivered to the refineries is now based on
import parity (quality adjusted), allowing for transport costs.  Petrom sells oil products ex-refinery at the same
prices to all companies and each company is free to choose the retail price. Shell and AGIP sell petroleum
products at 3-4 percent higher price than Petrom although they buy at the same ex-refinery price.

Petrom changes product prices periodically and undertakes some hedging on international futures
markets. Petrom prices its oil products in line with international prices and makes a profit margin less than 4
percent of final price, raising the question whether it would not be profitable to increase the final price by for
example, 1 percent, thereby raising profits by over 25 percent. Apparently Petrom is currently undertaking a
pricing study which may address such issues and at present they stated that they were “untroubled” by the
Competition Office. Prices are adjusted periodically in line with the CPI and exchange rate and
communicated to all branches, who are to free to vary the price up or down 5 percent according to local
competition, with Bucharest at the top end.  Prices are not differentiated to reflect differential transport costs.

The taxation of oil products is as follows: The excise tax for premium gasoline is 5.2m Lei/ton
($317/tonne); for unleaded gasoline 5.0m Lei/ton ($305/tonne); for diesel 2.25m Lei/ton ($137/tonne); and no
excises on other products; in addition a road tax for road fuel of 25 percent is levied on the ex-refinery price.
VAT (at 22 percent Until December 1999) on the ex-refinery plus excise plus margin, but excluding the 25
percent road fuel tax.  Ex-refinery domestic product prices in the first semester of 1999 were: gasoline: 2.06
million lei/ton ($125/tonne at the Sep 1999 exchange rate) while the export price was 1.38 million lei/ton
($84/tonne);10 gas oil: 1.54 million lei/ton ($94/tonne); HFO 0.73 million lei/ton ($45/tonne), suggesting that
excise taxes are 250 percent of ex-refinery prices for gasoline and 146 percent for gas oil. The total tax
(excluding VAT) for gasoline would be 275 percent of the ex-refinery price, and, ignoring transport and other
margins, the pump price (including VAT) would be 9.48 million lei/ton or 7021 lei/liter ($0.43/litre), rather
low by EU standards.

Competition policy
The Competition Commission has expressed concern with Petrom because of its dominant market position,
which is protected by the considerable margin between the import and export parity price for products. This
                                                
     10  This apparently large discrepancy between the CIF and FOB prices may reflect differences in the dates of import and exports,

with changes in the exchange rate and/or $ product prices between the dates.
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may change if enough refinery capacity is sold to a sufficient number of competing companies to provide
alternative sources of products to Petrom's downstream rivals. It might be unwise to rely on non-
discrimination conditions if Petrom with its refineries were sold to a more commercially minded and profit-
oriented company, who would might be able to raise downstream rivals' costs through raising ex-refinery
prices and earn profits for Petrom upstream rather than downstream. Government policy towards refineries
has fluctuated between wishing to close at least some, to privatize them, or allow them continue in operation.
This uncertainty is damaging as it makes it difficult to predict the intensity of the competition between
refineries and hence the profitability of those that are allowed to survive.

Recommendation 4. The Government of Romania should clarify its privatization strategy
for the oil refining sector, and in so doing aim to ensure adequate competition between refineries,
and in the downstream product market.

Pipeline tariff regulation
NAMR is the regulator of pipeline tariffs, as well as the custodian of exploration information, the authority
that auctions blocks and negotiates royalties. NAMR is technically a company which is independent of the
industry and directly under the Prime Minister. In the event of conflicts over setting tariffs the Competition
Council may adjudicate but there is no formal statement in the law for dispute resolution. NAMR claims that
because the methodology is specified this should not create problems. However, disputes about the allowable
rate of return certainly attract a lot of concern. In addition, Conpet has argued that it should keep efficiency
gains that it achieves through investment, but this is apparently not allowed. Conpet's pipeline system is at
present manually operated at high cost but under a rehabilitation project financed by a $64.7 million World
Bank loan, the operation will be modernized. The World Bank modernization program has been delayed, but
an extension has now been agreed and is expected to lower future pipeline operating costs. Changes in the
method of operation will complicate the calculation of allowable costs for setting tariffs and raise issues of
trade-offs between capital costs and operating costs in the regulatory formula.

The method of setting tariffs for transit is based on cost of service because there is no history of
prices or costs. MOF and the Competition Office apparently agree that the normal rate of return is 7 percent,
but this is not yet stated in the regulation and Conpet is not happy with the current profit rate. The Beicip-
Franlab study reported below uses a rate of interest of 12 percent, which is considerably higher. Conpet has
complained to the Competition Office and awaits their decision.

The pipeline tariff study
NAMR with World Bank assistance commissioned Beicip-Franlab to conduct a petroleum product pricing
and crude oil transport rate study for Romania. This was submitted in September 1997. Its objectives were to
discuss and establish principles for petroleum product pricing, to establish a tariffication system for crude oil
transport from domestic fields and import terminals to refineries, and to transfer the computer model to
NAMR and Conpet. It also discussed petroleum product taxation and presented a methodology for
calculating domestic crude oil prices.

The transport system has three components: the IPLS (imported pipeline sub system) the DPLS
(domestic pipeline sub system), and railway transport. The IPLS system comes from Constanta to Baraganu
and then to Onesti to the Rafo refinery and to Ploeisti (Petrobrazi and Petrotel refineries) and Pitesti
(Arpechim refinery). The DPLS system transports local crude to refineries at Ploeisti, Cimpina, Onesti and
Darmanesti. It also carries condensates, gasoline and ethane.

At the time of the report, transport tariffs were based on historic average cost and planned future
investment. In the past there was a uniform tariff independent of distance and the average domestic tariff
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from 1992-96 was US$3/tonne (SD $0.6) and for imported it was $2.24/tonne (SD $0.9). Tariffs were
planned to be sharply increased and unified to $4.62/ton.

The proposed methodology is standard, based on flow analysis, operating costs, and, more
problematic, an estimate of the asset value. The total gross fixed asset value was estimated at US $427
million but total net fixed assets were only valued at 5 percent of this at US $33 million as most pipelines
were completed more than 20 years ago. The gross asset values were computed according to replacement cost
assuming US $15,000 per inch diameter per kilometer length (i.e., in proportion to steel used). Transport
costs are assumed to be a linear function of distance for the asset component and based on the net fixed asset
value. The model looks forward 10 years but only considers costs over the next five years (because of future
uncertainty) and considers the investment and modernization required. Net fixed assets are assumed to earn
12 percent. It is not clear whether there is any attempt to measure long-run marginal costs of expansion or
whether the model is primarily one of cost attribution (which may be reasonable if most costs are required to
keep the system working adequately, and most of these are likely to be proportional to distance, as assumed).
The issue becomes important if there is a need for additional pipelines to be built, for then one might wish
these to be built by competitive suppliers. The market for transport services would be seriously distorted if
the incumbent were to be regulated to charge low prices based on written down value, while the entrant
would need to secure revenues adequate to pay for the full cost of a new pipeline. It is difficult to judge
whether this is a potential problem or not. If the pipeline system is adequate and will not need expansion,
replacement, or duplication, then it may remain as a natural monopoly whose tariffs need only be adequate to
finance operation and refurbishment (as computed in the study).

The results are that the IPLS has a tariff formula of 2.30 US $/ton + (0.0113 US $/ton kilometers) x
distance (in km.), and the DPLS has a tariff 1.74 US $/ton + (0.014 US $ per ton x kilometers) x distance.
The result for the beginning of 1997 is a slight reduction from US $4.62 per ton to US $3.84 per ton for the
DPLS and for the IPLS a small increase from $4.62 to $4.75 for representative hauls (reversing the ordering
of tariffs over the past levels). The results are 60 percent dependent on operating costs and 20 percent
dependent on the return on net fixed assets. Other components are relatively less important.

The report concludes that with the adjustment of tariffs proposed the tariffs can be justified on the
basis of standard cost modeling, giving some confidence in the ability of NAMR to set defensible pipeline
tariffs. The present oil transit tariff is high because of the high requirements for investment. It is not clear
whether costs would fall with the modernization program, or whether they are in line with costs of efficient
pipeline companies elsewhere.

Before the report can be translated into practice, a number of issues need to be addressed. Conpet
believes (perhaps incorrectly) that it would not be allowed to charge interest or depreciation on the pipeline as
it is a public domain assets, though NAMR (which sets the tariff) believes that such charges would be legal.
New pipelines are apparently public domain capital if they are major pipelines for petroleum transport but
NAMR has proposed changing the Petroleum Law to remove new pipelines from public domain. They would
need to be provided under BOOT contracts under the concession law (built, own, operate and transfer at the
end of the concession period). The law apparently allows other petrol companies to build pipelines to connect
to the system but it is not clear whether these are then common carrier status (in which case the tariffs would
be regulated). It is also not clear what happens if there is excess demand for pipeline use and how access
should be rationed in such cases.

Tariffs are set according to the tariff model described above, and if investment is deemed
“necessary” (on the basis of firm contracts) then NAMR will authorize a new pipeline and include the costs
in the tariffs to allow the investment to be paid off. The methodology for setting tariffs for gas and oil was
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approved in the week beginning September 1999, and is apparently adjusted 6 monthly on the basis of the
transport program and the price level, with the option of increasing tariffs more frequently if the inflation or
exchange rate leads to an increase in costs of more than 5 percent. Privatization plans for Conpet await a
clarification of the legal status of its ownership, and, presumably of the status of the pipeline assets, public
domain or private state capital.

The value of Conpet will depend on the level of tariffs it is allowed to charge, and on the credibility
of regulation. If tariffs are linked to written down replacement value based on an accounting life of 20 years,
the assets will be worth very little. If the tariffs are set at a level related to their remaining physical life and
based on a forward-looking assessment of future investment needs and operational cost reductions, and if the
potential buyers have confidence in the stability of these tariffs, then the assets will be worth more, but
transport tariffs will be higher. A compromise in which the current assets are recognized to have low value,
and buyers commit to an investment and modernization program that will be rewarded by the regulated
transport tariff may avoid problems of untested regulatory credibility.

Recommendation 5. If Conpet is to be privatized, then the principles on which transport
tariffs are to be regulated must be clear, along with the obligations of the new owner and the way in
which the tariffs are adjusted in response to modernization. Specifically, the status of the pipelines
needs to be clarified (whether they are to remain in the public domain, and what would be the case
of new pipelines, and how such capital is charged).

Elsewhere in the industry it is widely perceived that the system of regulation is overly complex. The
Ministry of Public Works now has regulatory powers, although MIT manages technical regulation. MPW has
no expertise but wants to be able to charge for regulation and as a result both regulators operate and duplicate.
There is a mentality of excessive regulation such that each installation must be regulated rather than
authorizing accredited operators. Even worse, regional bodies also need to charge to remain in business and
feel the need to require regulation as well.

Recommendation 6. As part of the recommended review of the whole structure of
regulation, the aim should be to reduce unnecessary and duplicative technical regulation, and
restrict the powers of lower levels of government to impose unnecessary or unjustified regulatory
burdens .

Assessment of liberalization in the oil industry
It is clearly critical to introducing competition that privatization proceeds with all due haste, and that Conpet
S.A. is separated from Petrom (Recommendations 1, 4). The sale of Oil Terminals S.A. needs to be to a
company with no other operational involvement in Romania, or, if this is possible, divided between
competing companies to avoid granting a monopoly of a bottleneck facility to one of the downstream
operators (Recommendation 2). Competition ought to be sufficiently intense given the excess refinery
capacity to avoid excessive regulation, provided market dominance is not permitted (Recommendation 4).
Excessive regulation needs to be curbed and restricted to genuinely safety related issues (Recommendations
3, 6). The pipelines will need regulated cost-reflective tariffs, and the legal status of their assets needs to be
clarified (Recommendation 3, 5). There would appear to be no case for any remaining state involvement in
the industry, which clearly needs modern commercial practices to improve its performance and modernize its
facilities.

Gas
Gas is Romania's most important fuel, accounting for about 40 percent of primary energy supply as shown in
Figure 3. Until 1978 Romania was self-sufficient, having been the first country in Europe to discover natural
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gas in 1909. It was also the first to exploit natural gas commercially, building a 50 km pipeline in 1914 to
transport the gas to its point of use. The Hungarian Company of Natural Gas was founded as the predecessor
of Romgaz in 1916. In the period after 1960 important gas reserves were discovered and output peaked in
1976 at 29.6 bcm.11 Total proven reserves of gas in Petrom's fields were estimated at 206 bcm in 1992, while
Romgaz estimated proven reserves of natural gas in their producing fields in Transylvania at 315 bcm in
1992. Since 1982, output has steadily declined and imported gas from the former Soviet Union has tended to
steadily increase.

Figure 8 shows the evolution of gas demand according to IEA statistics, with the larger part going to
industry, and the next largest part going to the electricity and thermal sector. The turbulence of 1990-92
caused gas rationing for industrial use, and the associated collapse in industrial production, as shown in
Figure 2, caused a fall in industrial gas use and allowed imports to be restrained at more modest levels. The
gas intensity of the economy (gas consumed per $GDP) has consequently fallen sharply since 1990.

Romgaz (1997) shows that in 1997 just over half of gas was consumed by industry, one-third by
households (compared to the rather small share in Figure 8), and the balance by the electricity sector, which
suggests that part at least of district heating has been allocated to the residential sector. Finding consistent
Figures on household gas consumption is difficult, and clearly important for establishing the constraints on
sensible gas pricing, an issue discussed further below.

The national transmission system (NTS) has over 11,000km of high pressure pipeline, typically
larger than 500mm, operating at 40-55 bar (atmospheres). It has 91 off-take points for large industrial
consumers and 461 off-takes to the LDZs (local distribution zones). The NTS is divided into 9 regional sub
systems interconnected by 15 nodes. There are 8 regional dispatch centres and a National Dispatch Centre in
Bucharest.

There are two 200 kilometer-long gas transit pipelines, one 40 inch (1000mm), 55 bar to Bulgaria,
the other 48 inch (1200mm), 55 bar to Turkey and other Balkan countries. It transited 8.5 bcm in 1996 to
Turkey, though this has fallen to 7.1 bcm in 1998, while Bulgarian transit peaked at 4.6 bcm in 1997 and fell
to 4.4 bcm in 1998. There are plans to interconnect the gas network with the West European network. At
present storage amounts to 8-9 percent of total consumption with a cycle length of 100-150 days. The local
distribution system has about 15,000km serving 500 towns and villages.

Industrial structure, ownership and restructuring plans
Romgaz R.A. was established under that name in 1991 out of the major units of the previously autonomous
Gas Central. Restructuring started in 1992 by separating support activities (drilling) which are now in
independent commercial societies. In 1998 corporatization started and the R.A. was transformed into a
commercial society fully owned by SOF under the authority of MIT. Exploration, production, and storage
activities were placed in three geographically defined companies. The Medias and T.G. Mures production
companies, which together supplied 95 percent of Romgaz production, operate the gas fields is the
Transylvanian basin, with the Ploeisti production company (primarily a storage operator with a small amount
of production) operating in Oltenia.

                                                
     11  bcm = billion cubic meters, kcm = 1000 cubic meters =  35.3 tcf (thousand cubic feet). 1 kcm of standard gas is equivalent to

0.932 tons oil equivalent, 39GJ, 9.32 GCal, 37 million BTU (mmBTU, the standard US unit for pricing gas,) 370 therms (the
old British unit), 10,800 kWh (the new British unit), or 10.8 MWh.  Russian gas has a lower calorific value of 0.81 toe/kcm
than standard gas (and Romanian gas).  Very roughly, 1 kcm ? 1 toe = 10 GCal ?  10 MWh; 1 tcf ?  1  mmBTU = 10 therms.
Gas units are enough to cause anyone to despair.
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Romgaz has a monopoly on the transmission and distribution of natural gas, although Petrom is
able to supply a small part of its gas production direct to industrial consumers where they are located close to
producing areas. Distribution was separated into two subsidiaries, DGN Bucuresti (serving the south) and
DGN Targu Mures (serving the north). They supply to just under 800,000 household connections serving 2.5
million households, and just under 40,000 other customers. These subsidiaries are 100 percent owned by
Romgaz. In the past the 41 counties plus Bucharest each had a distribution branch which before 1975
belonged to the local authorities. These have been consolidated into 23 regional branches each connected to
the high pressure NTS. Regional branches are subsidiaries with no legal status and are not profit or cost
centers. Romgaz HQ handles imports, gas transit and the national transmission system. Romgaz HQ will be
further restructured to create branches (not yet companies) to handle transport as a cost center, and research,
engineering etc. organized as cost and profit centers.

In the past the gas industry was heavily taxed upstream and its domestic production was underpriced
to hold down prices to final customers, effectively subsidizing imports. In addition, many of its large
industrial customers were essentially bankrupt and failed to pay their bills. The same was also true of the
electricity/thermal sector and the resulting arrears and heavy debts continue to complicate attempts at
financial restructuring. High taxes, low prices, and poor debt recovery starved Romgaz of investible funds,
despite the considerable need to refurbish the old pipeline system (much of which is more than 50 years old).
Renovation has started with assistance from the World Bank.

Romgaz had a turnover in 1997 of $US 1.127 billion (9,378 billion Lei) and in 1998 turnover was
12,542 billion Lei ($1.145 billion). It employed 181,000 personnel in 1998, down from 187,000 in 1996. It
claimed to be the biggest tax payer in the country paying 2,500 billion lei (or 20 percent of turnover). Gross
profit in 1997 was $73.7m (up from $41.5m in 1996), but net profit was down ($33.1m compared to
$40.8min 1996). A gross profit margin of 6 percent is clearly not a strong basis on which to mount the
required major modernization program.

Romgaz' administrative board has nine members: the general director of Romgaz is the President, the
CEOs of the five subsidiaries are board members and in addition there are three from MOF, MIT and the
Deputy General Manager of Romgaz. Under decision 491 of 1998 the President is named by MIT and Board
members are approved by MIT. Subsidiary boards have the general manager as Chairman and other board
members represent the operational side. Two subsidiaries have a Romgaz representative. The state as
shareholder is superior to the board.

The Concession Law 213, as presented in the Appendix, established that while the NTS is of national
interest, the local distribution grids are public domain of local interest. They therefore belong to the local
authorities and only concessions to use the grid can be sold. There are proposals to change the Concession
Law and the Public Property Law 219 to deal with the problems this would create for privatization. It is not
clear what the status of new distribution systems paid for by investors would be. Nor is it clear who owns
recently built distribution systems, though the law requires that investors should be reimbursed for the cost of
their investment in these cases.

Romgaz's current reorganization and restructuring is being assisted by World Bank and European
Investment Bank funds. Its objectives, set out in Romgaz (1999), include:

• de-monopolization, development of competition and liberalization of the domestic natural gas market;
attracting private investment;

• aligning gas prices to the efficient level and eliminating cross subsidies;
improving its exploration activities;
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• trebling gas storage to about 4.5 bcm/cycle by 2010, and to 2.7 bcm in 2000;
• rehabilitation and modernization of the transmission system (including adding SCADA, i.e. system

control and data acquisition, capability);
• developing the gas transit system;
• rehabilitating the gas distribution grids (replacing steel with polyethylene pipes, SCADA);
• diversifying gas sources through LPG (winter peaking) and interconnection with Hungary and the

Ukraine.

The Government is keen to privatize at least part of Romgas in the second stage of major utility
privatizations (after electricity), based on Decree 536. The first part of privatization would logically involve
the distribution companies, then possibly production, with the question of what to do with the national
transmission system (NTS) most problematic, given its current status as public domain property.

The restructuring strategy for the National Society of Gas (SNG, i.e. Romgaz) as a next step requires
fully separating distribution from SNG and restructuring the RDCs. The Government's plans have varied over
time, and in 1999 they were considering either 8, 10 or 14 companies that would be prepared for
privatization, possibly starting as soon as early 2000.  Depending on their geographical boundaries this may
require that the two present distribution companies be first merged and then subdivided.  By March 2000,
views seem to have changed, and MIT was then contemplating the creation of just two RDCs, presumably
following the present structure. The intention was to create four commercial companies by April 15, 2000:
one production company, one storage company, and two RDCs. Transport would remain in Romgaz.

It is not clear whether the two RDCs are to be further restructured before privatization, or whether
they are considered suitable as at present constituted. The advantage of increasing the number of companies
is that it would facilitate yardstick regulation, though Britain has just one single company responsible for both
high pressure and local distribution. The more important task is to separate the competitive supply business
from the natural monopoly distribution business, but that distinction remains to be drawn clearly.

Romgaz appears to have won the argument that it should consolidate its three production and
exploration companies to create a single large production company able to compete internationally. This
would seem to considerably reduce the prospects for a competitive wholesale market, particularly given the
power that Romgaz retains under the system of access to the NTS, discussed below.

Other players
Petrom is the only producer of associated gas, and also produces some free gas. It sells part (20 percent)
directly to Romgaz and part (80 percent) to final consumers. Romgaz no longer has a monopoly as 35 percent
of national production is produced by Petrom, with independent producers exploring but not yet producing.
Romgaz does not have dominance in imports – 65 percent of imports are bought directly by consumers or
specialized societies and 25-30 percent of final sales are by independent societies.

Wirom is a joint venture between Romgaz and WIEH (a subsidiary of Wintershall and Gazprom)
which imports and markets natural gas into a fully open market. At present access to transport is controlled
by Romgaz and has to be negotiated. It has a commercial agreement for transport and with the two gas
Regional Distribution Companies (RDCs). Romgaz also has its own trading arm and imports Russian gas,
apparently at higher prices than under the joint venture.

Regulation
NAMR is authorized under the Petroleum Law, as shown in the Appendix, to regulate gas, but the Law is
concerned only with production and transmission, so there was until recently no separate regulatory body to
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regulate distribution and final sales. By September 1999, the Government had decided to set up a new,
separate gas regulatory body: the National Regulatory Authority in the Natural Gas Field, ANRGN.
Discussions over the form of the two proposed Government Ordinances (one setting up ANRGN, the other,
the embryonic Gas Law, setting up the system of regulation) continued and appeared to be moving in a
satisfactory direction. On Sunday January 30, 2000, without any consultation on its final (and substantially
different) form, the two Ordinances (G.O. 41 on regulation, G.O. 60 on regulation) were passed, and come
into force three months after official publication.

They were immediately strongly criticized for their retrograde, inconsistent and illiberal form. The GOR
appears somewhat embarrassed by the strength of the criticisms, and is aware of the inconsistencies between
the Petroleum Law and G.O. 60, and it is to be hoped will revisit and redraft the ordinances before they take
effect.

The major unsatisfactory features of the two new Ordinances can be briefly listed. G.O. 41 sets up
ANRGN as “a public authority, with legal personality, under MIT co-ordination” (Article 1.1) with five
commissioners. The Chair and Vice-Chair are appointed by the Minister (and can be fired by him), and the
Minister can appoint three civil servants, ensuring, under majority voting, effectively complete day-to-day
ministerial control over the regulatory agency. It thus lacks any semblance of independence, and will be
viewed with considerable scepticism by any private investor, particularly given the opaque and unsatisfactory
nature of the provisional Gas Law, and the general instability of the legal framework in Romania. There are
further concerns that the salary levels will not be adequate to attract suitably qualified staff (though this
problem is not peculiar to ANRGN, and needs to be addressed for all regulatory agencies).  In contrast,
NAMR is a quasi-independent body with the vice president as a secretary of state under the PM and not as
part of MIT, and thus more independent that ANRGN.12

G.O. 60, which can be considered as the provisional Gas Law (and called for short the Gas Law in
what follows), shows signs of haste and carelessness in drafting. Previously, exploration, production and
storage of gas was covered by the Petroleum Law, but now this is also covered by the Gas Law. If anything,
the logical separation is for underground activities to be covered by the Petroleum Law (as oil and gas are
frequently found together), and above-ground activities (including gas storage) to be covered by the Gas Law.
Following that principle, oil pipeline tariffs should perhaps be covered by a revised Gas Law, to avoid
duplicating expertise.  NAMR has until now been responsible for both the oil and gas pipeline tariff studies,
and the latter function will need to be transferred to ANRGN in any case. Clarification and removal of
overlapping authorities will be required in further legal amendments (or, better, in a proper new Gas Law).

The objectives of the Gas Law include:
b) promotion and assurance of competition in the natural gas market;
c) assurance of conditions for the gradual liberalization of the natural gas market and the access to
the natural gas transmission and distribution systems;
k) stimulation of the participation of the private sector, of local and foreign investors, in the natural
gas sector activities.

Perhaps the most unsatisfactory feature of the Gas Law is that Romgaz is defined as “a company of
strategic interest, which together with its subsidiaries, carries out activities of exploration, production,

                                                
     12 The National Energy Regulatory Authority (NERA or ANRE) is described in Emergency Ordinance 29/1998 as an

autonomous public institution of national interest “totally provided from outside the budget revenues got out of the tariffs for
granting licenses and permits,... annually set by NERA under the law provisions and made public”. Presumably NAMR is
similar though the Petroleum Law is not specific (see Appendix for the Law).
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storage, transport, supervision, distribution, export-import and international transit of natural gas, as well as
public utilities services.” (Article 3 (b)). The objectives do not include any statements about the future
structure of Romgaz, and the Gas Law clearly allows the company to remain vertically integrated and
dominant in the sector. Even if its activities are functionally unbundled, restrictions on access to confidential
information is not adequately protected, increasing the commercial risks facing any competitors. Instead of
the law specifying the rights and obligations of anonymous agents (transporters, shippers, suppliers,
distributors, storage operators, etc.).

Romgaz is mentioned by name many times in the law, consolidating its present dominant position,
and making the law too inflexible to facilitate a competitive and liberal gas market. The fact that liberalization
is only to be gradually introduced reinforces the impression that the law has been written to protect Romgaz'
present structure while making minimal movements to meet the EU Gas Directive.

Romgaz is named as the operator of the NTS, which is defined as including all pipelines operating at
over 6 bars. This is a remarkably low limit (one might expect a limit of over 60 bars) and would include a
large fraction of what would normally be considered distribution networks. The combination of public
domain asset designation of pipelines, and designating Romgaz as the sole and strategic owner of these
pipelines would seem to foreclose and prejudge the possible future evolution of the industry. Romgaz is also
named as the sole supplier of storage (Article 28), even though it is recognized that more storage will need to
be built, and might then become a competitive activity. Storage and interruptible contracts (which are not
adequately defined in Article 38) are also substitutes which should be allowed to compete.

The next major obstacle to the stated objectives of encouraging competition and private participation
is that access to the NTS is under negotiated Third Party Access (nTPA). Where the incumbent has upstream
and downstream interests, as has Romgaz and its subsidiaries, nTPA is a recipe for entry deterrence, price
discrimination, and the distortion of competition.

The Gas Law does not license (or really recognize) suppliers as distinct from carriers, and carriers are
allowed to market as well as transport and store gas (Article 9). Romgaz as transporter is thereby specifically
allowed to market gas in competition with other suppliers. Distributors are not required to be non-
discriminatory, nor to avoid cross subsidies (Article 19), further weakening competitive access to eligible
consumers (i.e. those free to buy from any supplier or to import directly). Eligibility is made on the advice of
Romgaz, whose subsidiary RDCs may object to losing a profitable customer (Article 24 (2).)

The situation therefore has deteriorated considerably from 1999, when the Government appeared to
be considering a move to regulated tariffs (rTPA). Events were then outpacing the reform of regulation as
there was already a gas market and importers were free to sell directly to any customer. The new Gas Law
appears to allow Romgaz to reduce market opening from the present 50 percent share to 20 percent to prevent
the cherry picking that current market distortions create. With this lower level of eligibility only the top 50
consumers would be eligible. Clearly it would be preferable to deal with the price distortions and to continue
the present free market arrangements.

The law allows purchasers to terminate contracts with 30 days notice (Article 34 (5)), increasing the
risks to any competitor, who may find his purchase contract stranded as Romgaz bids away his customer.
Existing contracts between customers and suppliers are not recognized by the law. Suppliers face unlimited
liability for breach of contract (Article 39), and it is not clear whether the supplier would have redress against
Romgaz if the reason for the breach were the suspension of access to the pipeline. Again, this will act as an
entry deterrent to competitive suppliers.
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The system of price regulation is also unsatisfactory, for it does not set out a methodology, or
require one to be produced, and does not adequately distinguish between competitive and monopoly
elements, or captive and eligible customers. Instead gas prices are related to those of competing fuels, ruling
out gas-on-gas competition. There is no mention of the need to set regulated tariffs for monopoly activities in
relation to their cost, even though captive customers are not able to negotiate transport tariffs and must
therefore accept whatever is proposed. As is normal (and unsatisfactory) in Romania, tariff revisions are
subject to the approval of the Competition Office (Article 56). There is a curious limitation in that a tariff
increase of above 15 percent shall be considered a civil or possibly criminal offence (Article 87p), though
whether this could be avoided by successive tariff increases of 15 percent each week is not clarified.

The relationship between ANRGN and the government in defining and ensuring gas policy is
unclear.  Article 83 appears to involve ANRGN (not named as such but perhaps implied as a specialized
body) with the government in formulating policy for the approval of Parliament. Normally regulatory
agencies may be invited to comment on proposed government policy but not to be directly involved in its
design.  A lack of clarity here may be symptomatic of a reluctance by the Government to spell out its plans
for the sector in clear detail.

Recommendation 7. The two Government Ordinances 41 and 60 should be withdrawn and
redrafted after extensive consultation with the World Bank and other international agencies, and
other industry participants. The Government should specify clearly its policy towards the gas
sector, its plans for restructuring Romgaz.

Although in principle Romania has been operating negotiated TPA for some time, there are no
published tariffs for transport and distribution, and Wirom claims that Romgaz presents terms without
negotiation. The typical charge is $9.5/kcm for 185 kilometer average haul (see the discussion of the tariff
study below). Wirom would find it difficult to take Romgaz to court over access terms as they are partners in
the joint venture. Wirom would like access to storage but this has in the past been denied by Romgaz. Wirom
complains that Romgaz should not both be the owner of the NTS and storage and a competitor in the
downstream market, so it is important to fully legally separate the transmission company from upstream and
downstream activities as soon as possible. These concerns, expressed in 1999, have been amplified by the
provisions of the Gas Law, and strengthen the argument for a fundamental reconsideration of the future
structure of the industry.

Recommendation 8. Romgas should be unbundled and the high pressure pipeline system
placed in a separate company (TransCo), operating under regulated TPA in accordance with the
most liberal option specified in the EU Gas Directive. It is also desirable to anticipate unbundling
storage activities at some future date, even if it may need to be kept with TransCo in the early
stages of restructuring until new facilities are completed. Market opening to eligible customers
should be retained at least at its 1999 level, and RDCs should also be made eligible customers.
Eligibility is to be defined by the new Gas Law and managed by ANRGN, not Romgaz.

ANRGN requires a clear mandate without overlap with other agencies, adequate resources and
means of finance, and clear relationships with other bodies involved in the sector (NAMR, ANRE, MIT,
MOF). Whether it is desirable or necessary to have two separate regulatory agencies dealing with electricity
and gas is unclear - they are combined in Hungary and have been merged in Britain. The advantages of
separate agencies is that they can compete to demonstrate good regulatory practice and learn from each other,
as well as acquiring the specialized knowledge needed for their sector. The drawbacks are higher costs, a
dilution of the scarce economic, legal and regulatory talent, and a possibly greater risk of capture. Given that
there are at present two separate regulatory agencies, this issue can be now left for further consideration.
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ANRGN should be required to publish the methodology for setting transport and distribution tariffs,
and for regulating the final price of captive customers, and should be given the authority to impose these
tariffs, subject to appeal under a dispute resolution procedure (Article 60 sets out the procedure for resolving
disputes, which allows the company to appeal decisions to the relevant court). By now there is extensive
material available to guide regulators in the production of licenses, the development of tariff methodologies,
facilities for training regulatory staff, technical assistance through PHARE and the like, and a network of
(mostly newly appointed) regulators facing similar problems in the recently liberalized markets in the EU and
other potential accession countries. The new regulator should make sure that the agency is sufficiently well
resourced to take advantage of these opportunities for acquiring knowledge and contacts. All these steps are
needed before privatization, which itself is urgent.

Recommendation 9. The Government of Romania (GOR) should attach high priority to
ensuring that ANRGN is adequately resourced (and not vulnerable to unstable budgetary pressures),
and can recruit, train and retain professional staff. The agency should have the authority to set tariffs
subject to an approved methodology.

Taxation and pricing
NAMR negotiates gas royalties just as it does oil royalties, aiming to split the rent. The difference is that
while oil is priced with reference to the world price, well-head gas prices are not similarly determined, so the
remaining rent received by the gas producer is vulnerable to price controls on final sales. The gas royalty
itself is then indexed to a formula price of gas: gas oil 20 percent; HFO (3.5 percent S) 50 percent; HFO (1
percent S) 30 percent; based on the Mediterranean Plats price quotations and similar to the Gazprom formula.
It is a three-month average (Gazprom's contract price is a lagged 9 month average).

In addition to the royalty, there is a 3 percent exploration tax (like oil), which is paid into a fund that
is available “to be reinvested in the petroleum sector” upon requests from the companies in the sector.
NAMR claims that companies do not ask for it, which is surprising, given the acute financial straights that
Romgaz finds itself in. NAMR could reject proposals for proposed uses of this fund and complaints would
then have to go to the government. If accepted they are proposed to the budget and ought to be approved by
MOF. It would seem that as MIT is the owner of Romgaz such claims on the central budget would likely be
headed off, but privatization would alter this balance of interests, and would require some clarification before
investors had much confidence in the availability of the fund. Officials in MIT were considering the option of
abolishing the exploration tax, and this must be the simplest solution. The value of the gas in the ground is
directly lowered by the tax to the extent that it is not returned to the gas producing companies or to lower gas
production costs. The revenue equivalent of the tax would be realised even if it were abolished if the
production companies were to be sold, so little is gained from this ambiguous tax.

Royalty gas is taken in kind and used for fertilizer production but the exploration tax is taken in cash.
Romgaz wishes to convert the royalty gas into a financial tax. There is at present no charge for transporting
royalty gas but Romgaz is considering setting a tariff for its delivery. The production company pays VAT on
the value of gas rather than on the revenue received. Romgaz claims that 49 percent of the final sales prices is
paid in tax, though its accounts show that only 20 percent of total turnover is paid in tax.13 In addition to gas
royalties and the exploration tax of 3 percent, gas attracts VAT (at 22 percent until December 1999) except
for domestic consumption of gas, which is zero rated (and hence the VAT paid by the distribution company is
reclaimable) until March 31, 2000, at which time it will pay 19 percent VAT. Until 1997 it was explicitly
                                                
     13  The difference may be that if all the tax is attributed to production, the rate will be a higher proportion of the sales value of the

production companies. Alternatively, the tax may be expressed as a fraction of actual receipts rather than budgeted receipts.
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stated that households did not need to pay VAT on energy, but MOF argued that they should pay, and so
they shall.

Recommendation 10. The exploration tax should be abolished, and the royalty on gas
should be translated into a financial tax.

Before the Gas Law comes into effect, consumer prices are set by Romgaz making proposals to MIT
and MOF with the final decision taken by MIT, MOF and the Competition Office. There is a price indexing
formula to allow for changes in the price level and the exchange rate, but there is a tendency for real prices to
fall. Under this system, the government effectively sets the final prices to consumers and Romgaz is left with
the netback at the well, which in 1999 was at about $27/kcm. Petrom in contrast received $50/kcm as its
producer price (not having to cross-subsidise the import of more expensive gas from Russia). Petrom can sell
directly to final consumers and only sells 20 percent of its output to Romgaz at a price negotiated with
Romgaz. These different well-head prices are not related to differences in costs. Low gas producer prices
reduce Romgaz’s incentive to explore and there are commercially viable but unexploited fields at present.
Foreign gas companies have pulled out of exploration perhaps because the tracts offered were not very
attractive.

Recommendation 11. Well-head prices for gas should be set either competitively or
(equivalently) at the netback from the import price.  The rents are better captured either through
sensibly designed royalties or privatizing the production companies.

The system for setting prices under the new Gas Law are set out in Articles 51-56, and have many
unattractive features, specifically that they do not distinguish between the tariffs that need to be set for the
natural monopoly transport and distribution activities, nor the method for setting the final prices for captive
customers, nor do they exempt eligible customers from regulation of supply. It is not clear what supervision
or regulation there is over the negotiated transport charges, nor is it clear how the costs that the regulated
tariffs are allowed to recover are defined (in Article 51), and specifically whether they include interest on and
depreciation of the capital value of the assets. Prices to customers are to be related to those of competing fuels
(Article 51), ruling out gas-on-gas competition, and allowing a degree of discretion in specifying which fuels
are to be taken as competitive.

As before, companies (i.e., Romgaz) proposes regulated tariffs to ANRGN which are judged against
a set of principles (Article 55), none of which includes any reference to cost, though they rule out
discrimination, cross-subsidy, and decreases for anti-inflation or social policy reasons. Any “provision by the
state of a certain social protection level for certain clients shall be done by granting them by direct
subventions or assistance”, though it is not clear whether this might have to be funded from the profits of the
company or from the state budget. As before, ANRGN's decisions must be referred to the Competition
Office, though there is no formal requirement that it be submitted to MIT or MOF (nor would there be any
need, given that MIT dominates the decision-making process in ANRGN).

Recommendation 12.  As a matter of urgency, ANRGN should publish a methodology and
clear rules for setting and revising tariffs, which should be ratified by the Government and
approved by the Competition Office. If, as seems likely, satisfactory rules cannot be produced
within the framework of the current Gas Law, a draft revised Gas Law should be drawn up and
circulated for comment, with the intention of enacting it as soon as possible.

Gas prices to industry and commerce were nominally equal by September, 1999 (at 900,000 lei/kcm
or $55/kcm at September's exchange rate), which was less than the import price of $65/kcm. The import price
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in mid-1999 was likely to increase as it is indexed to oil product prices with a nine-month lag, and the latter
have been increasing sharply. Figure 9 shows the time series of Russian import prices14 into various countries
less favorably placed than Romania.15

Import is subject to a large swing with 1.5 bcm contracted but up to 7-8 bcm can be taken. If Romgaz
pays in advance then it can specify the volume it requires for the next month, though there may be limits
caused by pressure problems in winter. The overall swing is three (lower than countries like the UK which
have a larger share of households using gas heating, but still significant and rising). In winter all domestic
production supplies households and industry may be forced to cut back if there is inadequate gas - they
effectively have interruptible domestic contracts and can supplement these with imports, though of course at
the higher import price. The power sector uses domestic gas in the summer and imported gas in winter, so
there is effectively a differential price for such customers, though formally speaking the domestic price of gas
is constant through the year and the import price lags the oil product index by nine months.

Non-payment
Non-payment is a serious problem in Romania. It complicates any financial restructuring needed for
privatization, but is also potentially soluble by well-designed privatization. Industries frequently do not pay
for domestic gas and accumulate arrears, but they have to pay for imported gas and there is now (unlike in the
period 1990-92) no problem in exchanging lei for the dollars needed to pay for imports. This suggests that
non-payment arises because the pressures to pay or penalties for non-payment are inadequate, and would be
solved by private owners provided they had the legal authority to cut off customers. At present industries may
be cut off if their arrears reach unreasonable proportions. Conel also does not pay its bills but there is a
problem in threatening to cut them off given that both companies are owned by the same shareholder (again a
problem that would be resolved by privatization). Households with meters typically do pay their gas bills,
although they often do not pay their heating bills and district heating which buys gas is also bad at paying its
bills. Individuals living in apartment blocks without separate meters are more of a problem as it is difficult to
cut off an entire apartment.

Overall non-payment is about 35-40 percent and non-payment to the production companies is 33
percent. The distribution companies deduct taxes from their receipts which, because of non-payment, are less
than budgeted, and then pay what is left to the producer companies. The effect of non-payment is an inability
to finance needed modernization and, indirectly, as the state is the owner of Romgas, a direct loss of
government revenue. Romgaz has plans to develop additional storage facilities, to interconnect with Hungary
in the Northwest, and to strengthen certain pipelines, but has failed to do any of the required investment
through shortage of revenues.

Evidence from other countries suggests that privatization can solve this problem, but that
privatization should extend to the energy-intensive consuming industries and other major gas consumers to be
fully effective. Until the problem is solved (together with the required price rebalancing) the incentives to
improve energy efficiency will be muted, and gas imports unnecessarily encouraged. The new Gas Law
allows disconnection for non-payment (Article 38d) but does not require it, and does not avoid the problems
that Romgaz, as a state-owned enterprise, faces in dealing with other state-owned enterprises.

Recommendation 13. Non-payment problems should be vigorously addressed by
disconnecting for non-payment, and by accelerating the privatization of gas RDCs and energy
consuming companies.

                                                
     14 From IEA (1999) Energy Prices and Taxes, Paris: IEA.
     15 Note that the calorific value of Russian import gas is lower than the standard (see footnote 2) and has been used to convert data

given in $/toe.  The data from Germany does not specify the country of import, though much of it must come from Russia.
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A large part of moving the gas prices to efficient levels and relating them to import parity rests on
setting efficient tariffs for the use of the transmission system (both high pressure transport and low pressure
distribution. Before the Regional Gas Distribution companies can be privatized the system of setting and
regulating these tariffs must be clarified, as noted in Recommendation 12.

Tariff study
The World Bank financed the preparation of a gas pricing and tariffication study to assist NAMR set gas
transit and distribution tariffs. The study was prepared by Beicip-Franlab and the final report is dated
December 1998. The study developed a spreadsheet-based model for simulating gas flows and optimizing the
system to determine the costs of gas high pressure transport and low pressure distribution in each of the five
tariff zones.

The principals for pricing gas are that the producer price is set at parity with fuel oil price or with the
Russian gas import price (which is itself indexed with a nine-month average lag to a basket of Mediterranean
oil products, primarily heavy fuel oil). The costs of transport and distribution are then properly allocated to
different customers, including a 12 percent return on net fixed assets (note that the Government recognizes 7
percent as the fair return on capital, though this is almost certainly too low). The resulting transport tariffs are
claimed to be low by international standards at $14.04/kcm (though this is discussed below) and a very low
distribution cost ($5.76/kcm).

The issue of what rate of interest to be used in setting tariffs is critical. If the RDCs are to be
privatized, then the natural form of regulation in the long run would be a price cap set at a level that allowed
an appropriate real rate of return (or Weighted Average Cost of Capital, WACC) on the Regulatory Asset
Base (RAB) of the company sufficient to enable and induce the owner to invest in justified new capital. This
in turn will depend on how risky the investments are perceived to be, which will partly depend on the
credibility of the system of regulation and partly on commercial risks (particularly of stranding assets). The
latter should be low for RDCs, and fairly low for TransCo (as owner of the NTS), for gas demand is if
anything eventually likely to grow, while the pipelines are natural monopolies not exposed to competition.
Regulatory and country risk are therefore the main determinants of the required rate of return, and merchant
bankers will doubtless be able to advise on this. The return should be a real rate of return, which requires that
the RAB be uprated in line with inflation.

The Government as owner of Romgas should thus be directly concerned with the level of transport
tariffs, and specifically about the determination of the RAB and WACC. If the RAB is set at a low value to
keep final gas prices low, then the value of TransCo will be reduced - indeed, if the WACC chosen is equal to
the required rate of return of buyers, and if the price cap is set to recover efficient operating costs and the
return on capital, the company will be sold for the RAB.

Recommendation 14. The Government should decide on its priorities as between keeping
the final price of gas low by undervaluing the transport assets, or aiming at a reasonable sales price
with higher transport tariffs, before embarking on privatization.

It is not entirely clear on what basis the gas transmission and distribution costs have been determined.
They appear to involve depreciation of $15 million on a net fixed asset value of about $500 million and to
include 5 years' planned investment for which the depreciation varies between $5 and $8 million. Looking
ahead the total net fixed assets rise from $600 million up to $1080 million in 2001 with operating costs at $83
million and revenue from the tariff on the NTS of the proposed $14/kcm producing revenue of $253 million.
The cost of service calculation including the return on assets and depreciation and income tax amounts to
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$223 million, divided $171m for distance and $52m for non-distance capacity charges with usage charges
amounting to $30 million, of which only $1.3 million is non-distance related.

These data translate into an average capacity charge of $2446/kcm/peakday and usage charge of
$1.65/kcm. Thus if the load factor is 50 percent, the capacity required would be double the average daily
volume, and the resulting cost (2 x $2446/kcm/yr) is divided by 365 to give the average daily capacity charge
($13.4/kcm/day). If the usage charge is added then the resulting NTS tariff would be $15.05/kcm (suggesting
that the actual load factor is 54 percent). The “open access” formula is given as:

 ,0.07 + d 0.01 = U     , 569) + d (16.266 = C α
where C is the adjusted capacity charge in $/kcm/year, d is distance in km, and α is peak consumption
divided by average consumption, the inverse of the load factor. If the distance hauled is 100 km, the open-
access capacity charge would be $2196/kcm/peakday, and the usage charge would be $1.07/kcm. For a load
factor of 50 percent the tariff would be $13.84/kcm (averaged over the entire year), and at a load factor of 100
percent the charge would fall to $7.09/kcm/'00km. For Wirom's average haul of 185 km the charge at 100
percent load factor would therefore be $13.12/kcm, compared to their current charge of $9.5/kcm (at an
unspecified load factor), or 40 percent higher.

Without investigating the earlier methodological reports in detail, the cost allocation appears to be
based on sensible principles, and does include the interest on and depreciation of the fixed assets as well as
the operating costs. It is therefore aligned with practice in the private sector elsewhere and consistent with
privatization of Romgaz. The main question is whether the actual Figures for the costs and their allocation are
sound.

These transport Figures may be compared with evidence from other countries. Since 1993 the Czech
Republic has agreed to pay Slovakia a transit fee of US $1.3/kcm/'00 kilometers, comparable to the SNAM
transit fee for gas from Tunisia to Italy. Transit fees through Ukraine were increased in 1994 to
$0.31/mmbtu/500km = $2.6/kcm/'00km.  Of course, transit fees are likely to be well below the costs of using
the NTS, which is a more complex network with far more compressors and pipeline length per 100 km of
average haul, so a comparison with charges for comparable NTS is desirable. The formula used by British
Gas in 1992/93 for large loads using the UK NTS was:

Capacity: 60.3 + (0.535 x D) + 1256 Q-0.23 pence/peak day therm/year (p/pdt/y)
Commodity: 0.294 + (0.00212 x D) pence/therm (p/t)
Fixed: £269.14/yr,

where D is NTS effective distance in km and Q is peak day demand in therms. (See MMC, 1993, II, 5.23,
p116). The distance related element is then £0.535/pdt/y per 100 km. This needs to be uprated to 1998/9
prices. Transco was under a RPI-5 percent revenue/therm cap from October 1994, and subject to a sharp
downward adjustment from October 1997 of about 14 percent, leading to an overall reduction in nominal
terms of 21 percent. Thus at 1998/9 prices the charge would have been £0.42/pdt/y/100 km at 1998/99
prices). What is rather surprising is the relatively large commodity element in the total charge.  Expressed per
peakday therm for a load with a load factor of 80 percent the commodity element amounts to £0.62/pdt/y/100
km at 1992/3 prices or £0.49/pdt/y/100 km at 1998/99 prices. Adding capacity and commodity charges
together gives £0.91/pdt/y/100 km at 1998/99 prices, which is almost twice the distance element of the
LRMC estimated above.

The Romanian tariff study suggests that most of the NTS charge is capacity related, rather than
volume related, and this is consistent with most industry views (and increasingly with UK practice) so a fair
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estimate of the UK distance-related tariff (for 100 percent load factor) is £0.91/pdt/y/100 km or
$1.48/kcm/'00km (i.e., a capacity charge of $538/kcm/peakday/'00km). Similar results have been
subsequently derived using the LRMC cost model for the NTS.16

All of these Figures from other countries suggest that the Romanian tariffs for the NTS are on the
high side, though the Figures for the LDZs are certainly low. To put this in perspective, the 1999 UK Gas
Transportation Charges (Transco, 1999) allocate £485m to the NTS, £1,582m to the LDZ, and £932m to
customer handling. The NTS thus accounts for only 16 percent of the total, though the Romanian study
attributes 71 percent to the NTS. The suspicion arises that either Romgaz has not properly allocated costs
between its various activities sensibly, or that the NTS is excessively expensive (perhaps because of
overmanning, high maintenance, high upgrading costs), or that the distribution companies have not properly
identified their sustaining costs adequately (or some combination of these).

One possible explanation for the skewed allocation of costs to the NTS is that the NTS is defined in
the new Gas Law as all pipelines of above 6 bar pressure (whereas the normal operating pressure for an NTS,
as in the UK, would be 60-80 bar). The “NTS” may therefore contain a large fraction of what would normally
be considered part of the LDZ. This matters, because large customers will only make limited use of the low
pressure system, and may therefore be paying for parts of the system they do not use, and hence cross-
subsidizing lower pressure customers.

If the division of assets between the NTS and the LDZs were more sensibly drawn, and costs
appropriately allocated, this would alter the balance between costs attributable to large customers (especially
those connected directly to the NTS) and smaller customers, especially households.  It will also affect the
revenue streams of the RDCs, and hence their value when privatized (and possibly even the feasibility of
privatizing them, if their regulated revenues are set too low to cover their actual costs). Whether costs have
been misallocated should become clearer once consultants and advisors are hired to prepare the RDCs for
privatization, but it would be as well to be prepared for the consequences in advance.

Recommendation 15.  As part of the preparation of the RDCs for privatization, the definition
of the division and the associated balance in the allocation of assets between the high pressure and low
pressure pipeline and distribution activities should be revisited, with consequential adjustments to the
balance of redefined NTS and LDZ transport tariffs .

Impact of tariff rebalancing on consumers

The gas pricing scheme advocated for final consumers starts from the gas purchase cost, adds the transport
cost (average $14/kcm), the storage cost (which varies from zero for interruptible to $1.88/kcm for power up
to $3.3/kcm for residential customers), the distribution cost (varying from $2.75/kcm for large industry up to
$21.46/kcm for residential with an average of $5.76/kcm) to give the final tariff. In 1998 the existing
residential tariff was $28.4/kcm and the target tariff from the study was $130/kcm based on a gas purchase
cost of $93/kcm. Since then, the import price of gas has fallen to $60/kcm, and both household and industrial
tariffs were raised to 900,000 Lei/kcm ($55/kcm at the September 1999 exchange rate), though as oil product
prices were then rising in the Mediterranean area, and as the import tariff is based on the previous nine
months average, it was expected to rise in the near future, as shown in Figure 9. The tariff study cost Figure
of $93/kcm was based on a low sulphur heavy fuel oil price of FOB Mediterranean $100 per ton, CIF
Romania $113/ton. Lower prices can be achieved by reducing the well-head price and averaging in the ratio

                                                
16 Newbery, D. M. (1999) "Deriving Long- Run Marginal Cost Tariffs using Transcost", London: Ofgem.
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of roughly one import to two domestic. This amounts to rent sharing between the government as owner of
the gas wells and consumers. While that may be acceptable for domestic households, it is clearly inefficient
for non-household use.

The study has an impact analysis of the gas tariffs on households, dividing them into quartiles with
monthly average expenditure ranging from $69 for the poorest up to $563 for the top quartile. The percentage
of households using gas in each class rises from 25 percent for the poorest up to 85 percent for the richest,
while the volume of gas consumed per household increases from 1.06kcm/year to 1.53kcm/year. Table 1
reproduces the basic data used in the analysis.17 The table shows that there were 2.21 million households
using gas. Romgaz reports some 2.5 million gas-using households, but shows 789,000 residential
connections. The discrepancy here may be accounted for by households in multi-occupancy apartment blocks
with a single connection. The implied gas consumption shown in Table 1 is 2799 Mcm/yr or 2.8bcm. IEA
statistics show that in 1995 1.79 bcm were described as residential consumption out of a total consumption of
18.7 bcm. Romgaz (1999) claims that 25 percent of 1996 and 32 percent of 1997 consumption is for the
household sector, substantially more than twice the IEA Figures. It may include district heating used by the
domestic sector. There is therefore some margin of uncertainty in how important gas consumption and thus
gas prices are to the domestic sector.

Table 2 uses the data of Table 1 and the assumed price elasticities to calculate the expenditure on gas
of gas-using households, and the total expenditure on energy, assuming that all energy prices rise in line with
gas prices (which will be an overestimate). Four cases are considered: the first being the actual 1998 tariff
corresponding to the data used in the study. The first column shows that yearly  gas expenditure was $30 for
the poorest, corresponding to 3.6 percent of total expenditure, rising to $44 for the richest, corresponding to
0.6 percent of total expenditure, with the average gas expenditure share being 1.4 percent.  The lower part of
the table shows the total monthly  expenditure on energy, and its share in total expenditure (where the average
is 6.1 percent).

The next column shows the actual tariffs in 1999 at the September 1999 exchange rate, and an
estimate of expenditure, allowing for the price response indicated in the last column of Table 1. The average
gas expenditure share has risen to 2.4 percent, and for energy to 10.7 percent. The third column shows the
consequences of tariff rebalancing using the current import price of gas ($60/kcm) as the price into the NTS,
and then adding transmission and distribution charges.  The gas share varies from 8.2 percent for the poorest
to 2.1 percent for the richest, though if all energy prices went up in proportion the shares would vary from
nearly 20 percent down to 13 percent. Finally, the last column shows the results of the tariff study, assuming
a gas import price of $93/kcm.

Clearly the impact of liberalising all energy prices and setting them at cost-reflective levels would be
severe on the poorer households, where the expenditure share on energy might increase from between 6
percent and 16 percent of total expenditure, and the real purchasing power of given incomes would decrease
by between 6 percent and 16 percent (depending on how much non-gas fuel prices increased, and whether
there were any compensating increases in money incomes in line with increases in the cost of living). The
impacts might be worse if the cost allocation between the NTS and the LDZ has incorrectly attributed LDZ
costs to the NTS, as may be the case.

                                                
     17  The Romania Statistical Yearbook 1998 has summary household expenditure data by deciles for 1997. The expenditure per

household per month of the bottom decile was $108, of the fifth decile was $177, and of the top decile was $356. Table 1 may
therefore exaggerate the dispersion of expenditure but as its source is unclear, it is impossible to check its reliability.
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Privatization and Liberalization

The case for liberalizing the gas industry is that competition will both drive down costs and pass on those cost
reductions in lower final prices. A liberalized industry requires that the natural monopoly pipelines be
regulated. The combination of credible, stable price cap regulation and sufficiently intense competition
upstream and downstream should increase efficiency, and provide mechanisms to finance profitable
investments in exploration, production, transport, storage and distribution. More to the point, liberalization is
also required by the EU Gas Directive, which in turn is a precondition for Romanian accession to the EU.
The main worry is that if the Romanian market became highly competitive, but remained totally dependent
on Russia and Gazprom for imports, then Gazprom might choose to exercise market power in setting the
border price of gas, or the contract price to individual traders. This is far less likely in the case of Romania
than many other Central European countries, as Romania is less heavily dependent on gas imports than most,
and also acts as a transit country, giving it some countervailing power in its dealings with Gazprom. Planned
future pipelines might reduce its dependence somewhat, though primarily in dealing with short-term
disruption, rather than long-term exercise of price discrimination, at least as long as alternative pipeline links
only give access to Russian gas.

If Gazprom's market power emerged as a serious threat, then there might be a case for bilateral
negotiation by a buying cartel for imported gas, with sales within the country at prices determined in this
contract. If this were for short-term contracts in variable amounts, there would be no problem in allowing
importers freedom to negotiate directly for additional or alternative imports, as at present. If the only
contracts were take-or-pay, then managing the interface with imports would be more difficult, as there would
be a risk of stranding such contracts with the cartel in the event that buyers traded directly with Gazprom.
Doubtless contract conditions could be put in place to allow any direct sales to be matched by reductions in
the amount of the minimum take of the original contract, but it would require careful forethought. It may be
possible to index Gazprom contracts with West European gas import tariffs, suitably adjusted for the closer
proximity of Romania to Russia. The more rapidly an active spot market emerges in Central and Western
Europe, and the more rapidly the European Commission is able to press for rTPA in Western Europe, the
more likely this problem of price discrimination is to be solved.  Meanwhile the main danger to avoid is any
overhasty signing of long-term contracts with Gazprom. New private owners for the RDCs, facing yardstick
competition on the gas supply part of their final tariff, are more likely to negotiate commercially acceptable
contracts with Gazprom that Romgas (which may feel that it would benefit as a gas owner from higher import
prices).

Recommendation 16. Romgas should not be allowed to sign long-term contracts with
Gazprom while it retains ownership of domestic gas production. Any long-term contracts that are
signed should have suitable re-openers in the event of changes in market structure and/or
ownership.

Liberalized markets require private owners if they are to avoid distortions. At present private traders
and oil and gas companies are free to enter the market, but the pricing structure is highly distorted.
Privatization would force prices to be aligned with costs, and would solve the problems of distortion. The
important issues to address before privatization can be relied upon to deliver its full benefits are to create a
satisfactory system of regulation, to unbundle and restructure the industry, and to align tariffs and prices with
efficient costs. These issues are closely related, as transport tariffs will be set by regulation, while unbundling
creates market-determined prices for the competitive elements, together aligning prices with costs. Romania
is familiar with Hungary’s experience of a failed attempt to privatize its gas companies before the system of
regulation had been put in place, and recognizes the importance of that as an essential precondition for
privatization. The problem is that Romania's Gas Law specifically requires only gradual liberalization
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(Article 2.1.c), and this may then either delay privatization or occur after privatization, both of which would
be seriously damaging to the long-term competitiveness of the gas market and the economy.

Romania is committed to a minimal restructuring of Romgaz to fully separate exploration and
production (E&P) companies (though it has regrettably decided to merge these into a single E&P company),
the NTS, and the two regional distribution companies (RDCs). There is a case for further separating out the
seasonal storage companies, though it may be desirable to leave them with the NTS for the time being until a
competitive spot and balancing market have been established, and seasonal price patterns have stabilized. The
Government has passed a new Gas Law and created a new regulatory agency for gas (ANRGN), both of
which are preconditions for privatization. The Government is committed to privatizing the RDCs in the near
future, though there is less agreement whether to privatize the remainder of the industry. Foreign gas
companies are already free to explore and produce, so there is little obvious objection to privatizing E&P
companies, but the NTS is currently viewed as a national asset, only available for leasing under a concession.

Privatizing the gas distribution companies first is sound on theoretical grounds, and in any case
largely pre-determined by the practicalities of restructuring the remainder of the gas industry. The production
interests of Romgaz are good candidates for future privatization, but the pricing of well-head gas will need to
be clarified before that is a sensible option. The NTS needs to be legally separated from production and
trading activities to act as an independent common carrier with rTPA, and denied the right to produce or
supply gas. It should not be the legal owner of the subsidiary companies, which should be transferred to SOF.
The boundaries between the NTS and the RDCs needs to be redrawn at a more sensible and appreciably
higher pressure level, ideally before the legal separation is completed, otherwise by further asset transfers.

The NTS requires an ambitious program of modernization and investment, and the current tariff
study is not necessarily a reliable guide to the tariffs that would be needed for an efficiently operating system.
The present status of the NTS is that it is a public domain asset that cannot be privatized, unless that status is
changed in a revised Gas Law and Concession Law. In any case, there is less urgency to proceed with
privatizing the NTS until some of these issues have been clarified. Once they have been resolved, the most
powerful argument for privatization is the need to modernize and invest, and to encourage further
interconnection with Western Europe and to provide commercially attractive storage options for the Balkans.
Privatizing the RDCs should improve payment to Romgaz for transport, and allow it to borrow and finance
these needed investments.

The argument for privatizing distribution companies as soon as possible is that they are relatively
more straightforward to regulate and value than other parts of the business. The regulation will need to
establish the tariff for using the local distribution system, and will then need to make sure that captive
customers pay no more than the wholesale price of gas delivered to the LDZ, plus the local distribution costs.
It is not therefore necessary to correct all the distortions in the wholesale price of gas before the RDCs are
privatized, though it is certainly desirable as an indication of a commitment to liberalization and restructuring.
It is, however, desirable to redefine the boundaries between the NTS and RDCs at a proper pressure level.

The main benefit from privatizing the RDCs is that there will be much greater emphasis on ensuring
that bills are paid and that an adequate cash flow capable of financing the modernization and refurbishment of
the distribution system is put in place. The RDCs will require the legal authority to disconnect customers for
non-payment, and this legal right must be extended to include state-owned enterprises and government
institutions. Once Renel is privatized part of the problem on non-payment may be alleviated, but it is clearly
necessary to privatize the other large energy consumers in heavy industry to ensure that they pay their gas
bills.
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One of the issues that will need to be resolved in the course of restructuring the RDCs is their
financial structure, and that requires resolving the issue of outstanding debts.18 It is an interesting question
whether to leave the debts with the RDCs in the hope that the new buyers will be able to carefully assess the
likelihood of repayment, and will be in the best position by threatening to cut off gas supplies to ensure
repayment, or whether they should be transferred to a separate financial company or even to the holding
company of the residual gas industry assets. These other cases probably amount to writing off the debts as
unrecoverable. This may not be so serious if all the debts are owed by state-owned companies, since in effect
the whose state sector would then be (partially) financially restructured. This question can usefully be left to
the advice of the consultants hired to prepare the RDCs for privatization. Part of their due diligence will be to
examine the financial structure and liabilities facing these companies.

It goes without saying that the new regulatory body dealing with gas regulation will need to have
published its tariff methodology before privatization is realistic. Again, the simplicity of regulating the
distribution companies should make this a manageable task (though whether this can be done within the
current Gas Law is problematic), and provide the regulatory agency with experience and a track record that
will become important if the remainder of the industry is subsequently privatized. The main task facing the
regulator will be to require the companies to produce adequate and justified accounts for their operating costs,
to perform benchmarking studies to determine the efficient operating costs of such companies, and to prepare
itself for the setting of the price caps at the first periodic review. With only two RDCs, benchmarking will be
more difficult than with seven to eight, but foreign companies can also be used for reference.

The initial tariffs for the use of the RDC are less critical than the re-setting of these tariffs at the first
periodic review, as the published tariffs will be used by investors in determining their willingness to pay for
the companies. In that sense a lower tariff results in lower privatization proceeds but lower gas prices to the
benefit of consumers, and conversely, higher tariffs will produce a higher privatization sales value but higher
prices to consumers.

The regulatory regime needs to be in place and the methodology for setting the next periodic review
tariffs needs to be clear before privatization to enable investors to properly value the assets. The magnitude of
this task should not be underestimated, as there is no track record of any regulatory agency in Romania
setting out clearly how it intends to set future prices, nor how it would reassure investors of the credibility of
such pledges, nor how it would resolve disputes satisfactorily. Dispute resolution is through the courts
(Article 60) but has not yet been tested.

While investors may have some confidence in the enforceability of the license contracts for the
period until they are reviewed (though the dispute over Petromidia is a salutary warning even on this score),
the future terms of the license will inevitably need to be adjusted in the light of information about achievable
costs and performance. The more carefully the regulator can spell out the basis on which he will assess the
asset base and allowable operating costs, determine the allowed rate of return, and deal with such issues as
disputes over asset ownership, rights of way, unpaid debts, additional metering costs, etc, the more
confidence investors will have in the value of the right to own and operate the RDCs.

Recommendation 17. A revised Gas Law should clarify the status of assets, the regulatory
system, and set out plans to unbundle production, transport, distribution and supply, which will need
to be in accordance with the EU Gas Directive. The RDCs should be placed on a fast track to

                                                
     18  Present proposals to exempt the RDCs from debt on the grounds that they have little private state capital (as opposed to public

state capital, i.e. inalienable capital of public interest) is exactly the wrong solution.  Resolving this question is likely to be
time-consuming, acrimonious and inefficient, though the principles are simple and clear (but not necessarily well understood).
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privatization, after resolving their financial structure, asset valuation, asset status, and the regulatory
system.

The next issue to resolve is how rapidly the wholesale price should be raised to import parity and
what to do with subsidies to households. First, it is important to note that although prices need to be sharply
increased, such increases are not uncommon in Romania. In March 1997, the price of gas to households was
increased by 133.3 percent (i.e.,  more than doubled), and by December 1997 its index stood at 365 relative to
100 in December 1996, 45 percent higher in real terms than at the end of the previous year.19 Periodic sharp
adjustments in fuel prices, while not welcome, are at least not uncommon.

There is a strong case on efficiency grounds for aligning the wholesale price with import parity for
all non-household users to ensure they make efficient fuel choices and efficient energy conservation
investments. This will require establishing the transport tariff for use of the NTS, the basis for which has been
established by the Beicip-Franlab study. The details of that study are not entirely satisfactory, and the
allocation of costs between distribution and transport appear unsound. In the course of preparing the
distribution companies for privatization the cost allocation should become clearer and the transport tariff
costs can then be recalculated and the tariffs reset.

One immediate benefit of aligning the wholesale price with the import price is that it becomes
possible to maintain the current degree of market liberalization with a genuine rTPA  regime. Storage and
other ancillary services will need to be properly priced and supplied, either by the owner of the NTS or a
company independent of trade and import to ensure equitable access to the service - a situation that is not in
effect at the moment.

The most difficult task facing the government is to determine whether it needs to subsidise household
gas consumption, and if so, how. Politically, the projected increases in gas prices are likely to lead to severe
impacts on almost all households and particularly the poorest groups. If district heating prices are also raised
to reflect import parity fuel pricing, the impact will be magnified. The problem of targeting subsidies is
complicated by the lack of metering of multi-occupancy apartments, where much of the poverty is probably
concentrated.

There are positive advantages in making cash transfers, possibly weather related,20 to targeted
households in vulnerable positions who are dependent on expensive heating, but requiring them to pay the
market price for the heating. This will provide adequate incentives to economize on gas use (at least where
there are meters in individual households) and remove the process of subsidy from the privatized distribution
companies. Experience in the Czech Republic shows that such targeted cash transfers can ease the transition
to market prices. They may only be required temporarily as they will almost certainly be reviewed in the
annual budget round and compared with other methods of redistributing income, as is proper. The Gas Law
requires (Article 55.2) that an concessional tariffs must be financed by direct subvention, so the onus is now
upon the Government to spell out how this will be done.

Subsidizing gas to domestic consumers by exempting them from VAT already happens, and maybe a
desirable continued form of subsidy at least for the next few years. There are certainly precedents in Western
Europe for lower rates of taxation on domestic fuel use, even though this conflicts with energy efficiency.
Providing explicit and additional subsidies to lower the price of gas to households below the efficient level
will achieve less accurate targeting than the cash transfers suggested above, and will therefore be more

                                                
  19 Romania (1999) Romanian Statistical Yearbook 1998, Bucharest, Comisia Nationala Pentru Statistica ,p.395.
  20 In Britain, cash grants are made to pensioner households if the average temperature falls below a pre-determined level for more

than a specified number of days.
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expensive to the budget. It can be achieved by covert means through cross-subsidizing domestic gas use in
the winter by underpricing domestic gas production. This, however, has several undesirable consequences. It
distorts the wholesale market, and it also distorts the temporal pattern of prices which give signals for storage
decisions. It would be better to realize the value of the hidden subsidy in this cross-subsidy by capturing the
rents on selling domestic gas at the international price and transferring this cash value through explicit
targeted subsidies.21 The value of the rent can be captured through profits taxation and dividend payments of
the E&P companies to the state as owner while they remain in state ownership. If the E&P companies are
sold, the rents can then be captured through the sales receipts.

Recommendation 18. If domestic gas prices are to be subsidized, this should be done by
explicit fiscal measures, such as exempting households from (the full rate of) VAT, and targeted
cash subsidies financed from the central budget.

What are the advantages of privatizing gas production? Apart from realizing their value through
properly pricing their output, it should improve their efficiency, especially in exploration and production, as
large multi-national oil and gas companies will be able to transfer modern techniques. However, privatization
is only sensible once well-head prices are liberalized, so that the producers are free to compete with imports
and Petrom. If the E&P companies are to be privatized to foreign companies, there is no advantage to
Romania in consolidating them, and the obvious drawback that they would then face fewer competitors in
selling their gas, and would have more market power. As the objective is to reduce regulatory intervention as
far as possible, the gas wholesale market should be made as competitive as possible. With over 3000 wells
and 120 gas fields there is considerable scope for increasing the number of competing producers, and
considerable advantages in moving towards a more fragmented upstream industry rather than a more
consolidated one. If Romgaz production were at the cutting edge of current technology, lean, efficient and
well managed, then there might be a case for consolidation if this created a base for exploiting these skills
outside the country.  As this seems unlikely, competition is a more attractive route, and one that alleviates the
problem of ensuring efficient pricing at the well-head without regulation.

Recommendation 19. The upstream industry should be divided into enough separate
companies to ensure a competitive wholesale market before it is privatized, with clearly specified
restrictions on post-sale horizontal and vertical integration.

The other task that must be completed before privatizing the E&P companies is to clarify the tax
regime, and to eliminate the 3 percent exploration tax, as proposed in recommendation 9. The value of the
fields will be captured by the sales price, and a profits tax is a less distortionary tax than a field-specific fixed
percentage of gross output royalty. Distortionary taxes will reduce the sales value by more than the present
value of the tax receipts.

Should the NTS be privatized (assuming the Gas Law changes its status from a public domain asset,
or that it is privatized under a concession)? Arguably it should, again to increase efficiency and attract the
necessary funds for investment.  Again, this requires the regulatory regime to be in place, but that is already
required for the privatization of the RDCs. There are many suitable bidders who could be potential operators
of the pipeline system, though they should not have any trading or production interests in either Romania or
the supplying countries (specifically, Gazprom should be ineligible to bid). Privatizing the NTS has the

                                                
     21 An equal lump-sum cash grant to all gas-consuming households set equal to the value of the subsidy of the poorest quintile

would be cheaper than subsidies to gas, which would increase in proportion to consumption and benefit the richer households
more than the poorest.
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lowest priority and a decision on that can be deferred until the regulatory system has demonstrated its
effectiveness.

Recommendation 20. The NTS (TransCo) should be prepared for future privatization after
tariff structure has been satisfactorily tested, with restrictions on ownership by neighboring
pipeline companies and either upstream gas companies (including Gazprom and its affiliates) or
downstream Romanian gas companies.

Conclusions

There are grounds for both optimism and pessimism with current progress in restructuring, liberalizing and
privatizing the energy sector. The main grounds for optimism are that the present Government is persuaded of
the benefits of so doing, that the preparations for accession to the EU require these steps to be taken, and
provide additional support and motivation for these policies. The restructuring to date, though proceeding
slowly, is moving in the right direction, as are steps to create suitable regulatory frameworks. Some markets
like the gas wholesale market have been liberalized and appear to be working quite well.

The main grounds for caution are that progress has been slow, liberalization is specifically required
in the Gas Law to be gradual, the legal framework is unstable, non-payment, debts and arrears create difficult
financial problems, public domain property status may complicate the setting of cost-reflective tariffs and
certainly complicates privatizations, and the economy has a history of overly-intrusive regulation, state
control over prices, and little experience or expertise in the kind of effective but market-friendly regulation
needed for privatized utilities. The new Gas Law is flawed, and has set the process of reform back, appearing
to consolidate Romgaz' unsatisfactory and dominant position. Distorted prices, the lack of clear terms of
access to pipelines, and the social problems that would attend tariff rebalancing are reasons for reform and
impediments to current progress. It will take purposeful action by the Government and strong support from
international agencies (World Bank, EU, EBRD, etc) to capitalize on the advantages and overcome the
problems.
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APPENDIX: RELEVANT ROMANIAN LEGISLATION

The Law on Public Property. 21/November 1998 refers to goods which are of public interest or use. The
public domain shall consist of goods provided under Article 135 para (4) of the Constitution, those listed in
the appendix to the Law, and other goods legally acquired by the state or other territorial-administrative units.
Articles 7 and 8 state that public property can be acquired by expropriation “for cause of public utility”, but
only with payment and either with consent or under the procedure of expropriation. Article 11 states that
“goods from the public domain shall be inalienable, not distrainable and inprescriptable”, but they can be
given in administration, conceded or leased. Article 14 states that leasing public property requires the
approval of the government, of the County Council or municipality. It can be concluded with foreign or
Romania juristic or natural persons. Conceding or leasing shall be made by public auction (Article 15) and
the revenue from the conceding or leasing is revenue for the budget (Article 16).

The list in the appendix includes electric power transport networks, natural gas, crude oil and
petroleum products transport pipelines, reservoirs and their dams connected to the electricity system, while
the public domain at the county level includes district heating and gas supply networks, as well as many other
categories.

The Law on Concession.  219/November 1998 has as its object “the regulation and organization of the
granting of concessions for: private or public property goods of the state, county, town or commune; ..”.
Concessions are made on contracts of not more than 49 years to the holder, the concessionaire (Article 1) and
include the construction of new hydro-electric power plants and their exploitation, thermal electric energy
distribution and transport networks, gas and petroleum distribution and transport pipeline networks. Article 4
states that the dues obtained by the granting of the concessions are revenues of the budget, and the method of
calculation and mode of payment shall be established by the competent ministries or local public
administration. Article 35 states that concession contract may end with expiry by unilateral denouncement by
the conceder with payment of just and preliminary damages or for non observance of the contractual
obligations with payment of damages charged to the concessionaire and for non observance of the contract by
the conceder with payment of damages by the conceder. Article 40 states that in the case of privatization of
national companies the conceder may request that renegotiation of the concession.

The Petroleum Law. 134/December 1995 establishes the National Agency for Mineral Resources as the
competent authority and declares in article 8 that the national system for transportation of petroleum is part of
the public domain of national interest and has a strategic importance. Petroleum means “the combustible
mineral substances consisting of mixtures of natural hydrocarbons .... which under surface conditions appear
in gaseous state as natural gases, or in a liquid state as crude oil and condensate” (Article 1).

Article 27 sets out the rights and obligations of the title holder of a petroleum agreement;
f) to have access, upon payment of taxes and tariffs, .. to the petroleum pipelines, harbors, docks, and
other state-owned installations;
g)  to lay its own pipelines and installations for the transportation of its petroleum products to the
stations of separation and treatment, to the lifting terminals, and to the national system of transportation..

Article 29 requires title holders to pay 3 percent of the value of the gross production to the state
budget, which funds shall be reinvested in the petroleum sector. Article 30 states that the petroleum royalty is
in the form of a percentage quota of the gross production agreed with NAMR at the time of execution of the
petroleum agreement. Article 34 states that the title holder is exempt from profits tax for one year from the
start of petroleum production and pays profit taxes at rates in effect at the date of the agreement and is exempt
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from duties on imports of assets required for production and is entitled to hard currency payments for its
share of export.

The powers of the competent authority (NAMR) are set out in article 36. It is authorized to negotiate
the provisions and terms of petroleum agreements, to confirm reserves and organize geological and
production data, and to conduct studies on whose basis it substantiates and determines together with the
Ministry of Finance the price of petroleum produced in Romania as well as the tariffs provided in Article 8
para 3 and Article 33 para 1.

Emergency Ordinance 29/. October 1998 established the National Energy Regulatory Regulating Authority,
NERA. In Article 3 NERA shall draw up and implement the compulsory national regulating system required
for the operation of the electric and thermal power sector and market in terms of efficiency, competition,
transparency and consumer protection. In Article 5 NERA shall have (inter alia) the following competence:

a) issue, grant, suspend or withdraw authorizations and licenses
b) establish the criteria and methods of calculating the tariffs and prices in the electric and thermal

power sector; ...
d) establish the eligibility criteria of the electric power consumers; ..
g) solve disputes related to the conclusion of electric and thermal power supply contract...

Under Article 6 c) NERA shall have the competence to establish the tariff and price calculation
methodology applicable to natural monopoly activities in the respective sector of activity, with the approval
of the Competition Office, observing protection of the electric and thermal power consumers’ interests.

Article 9 establishes that the president of NERA is appointed for five years through the order of the
Minister of Industries and Trade. Article 10 states that the president is assisted by a consulting council
consisting of 7 members appointed by MIT on proposals from professional associations in the electric and
thermal power field or from electric and thermal power consuming organizations and may also consist of
specialists appointed from MIT. Note that this explicitly does not mention the industry.
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Table 1 Analysis of energy and gas expenditure by household class

Number HHsExpend. US$/month no. HHsGas use per using HH Total Assumed
Income class '000 Total Energy using gas Mcf/yr kcm/yr gas Mcm/yr price elast
poor 1025 69 6 256 37 1.06 271 -0.1
mid income 1 1066 134 10 480 35 1.00 480 -0.07
mid income 2 1148 244 15 746 44 1.24 928 -0.05
high income 861 563 23 732 54 1.53 1121 -0.02
Total or average 4100 221 13 2214 40 1.26 2799

Source: Beicip/Franlab Study

Table 2 Expenditure on gas and energy under various price scenarios

98 Tariff Tariff 99 Efficient Study 98 Tariff Tariff 98 Efficient Study
Price $/kcm: 28.4 55 98 131 28.4 55 98 131

Yearly cost per hh US$/year  Percent expenditure
Income class Gas only Gas only
poor 30 47 68 75 3.6 5.6 8.2 9.0
mid income 1 28 47 74 89 1.8 3.0 4.6 5.5
mid income 2 35 62 101 125 1.2 2.1 3.4 4.3
high income 44 81 140 182 0.6 1.2 2.1 2.7
Average 36 63 104 130 1.4 2.4 3.9 4.9

Total monthly energy cost assuming same price increase
Income class all energy US$/month All energy Percent expenditure
poor 6 9 14 15 8.7 13.6 19.7 21.6
mid income 1 10 17 26 31 7.5 12.5 19.5 23.3
mid income 2 15 26 43 53 6.1 10.7 17.6 21.8
high income 23 43 74 96 4.1 7.6 13.1 17.1
Average 14 24 39 49 6.1 10.7 17.7 22.1
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Figure 1. Romania Macro Statistics
1991-98
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Figure 3. Total Primary Energy Supply
Romania 1988-1995
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Figure 5. Romania Electricity
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Figure 7.  Romania Oil
Production and Consumption
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Figure 9. Import gas prices from Russia
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Report on Electricity Industry Restructuring in Romania

Frank A. Wolak*

Introduction

Many aspects of the Romanian electricity supply industry (RESI) make it a potentially attractive
candidate for privatization. In order to realize this potential substantial restructuring of the industry must
take place. To manage this process and regulate the resulting industry, a credible and transparent
regulatory oversight process must be in place from the start. This report describes the necessary features
of a successful  restructuring process for the RESI in light of  the structure of the industry, its present
economic health and industry oversight process. The report then describes the regulatory process that is
currently in place to manage the restructuring process and regulate the industry. An assessment will be
provided of the ability of this regulatory process to manage the transition process and credibly regulate
the final entity. Recommendations will then be made for overhauling the regulatory process to best meet
the challenges it will face in restructuring the industry and in regulating the entity that results in a manner
that maximizes the likelihood of a successful privatization of all components of the RESI.

The report proceeds as follows. It provides background on the Romanian economy and the
structure of its electricity supply industry; it describes the current state (as of the Autumn of 1999) of the
electricity industry re-structuring process and the regulatory process that governs it; compares the costs
and benefits of electricity industry restructuring in Romania. After concluding that restructuring offers
significant potential benefits, describes the essential requirements of a regulatory process that maximizes
the likelihood these potential benefits will be achieved; compares the current regulatory process to this
desired regulatory process and recommends changes in the current process which makes it consistent with
the desired process; recommends a multi-step procedure for managing the transition to a privatized
industry; describes a process for introducing competition into various aspects of the RESI in manner
consistent with the European Union directives.

Background on Romanian Economy and Electricity Supply Industry

Historically, the vast majority of Romania’s electricity was consumed by industrial and commercial users.
The economy was dominated by energy-intensive heavy industry during the  Communist regime. Many of
these industries scaled back production or shut down during the transition from the  Communist regime.
As a result, annual electricity consumption began a steady decline from roughly 65,000 Gigawatt-hours
(GWh) in 1989 to approximately 40,000 GWh in 1998. The major decline in sales has come from the
high-voltage, large industrial customers. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate this phenomenon. Figure 1 shows a
steady decline in annual electricity consumption from 1989 to 1994, with a slight upward trend from 1994
to 1996. This trend peaked at 45,000 GWh in 1996 and has since declined. The yearly distribution of
electricity sales across voltage classes from 1989 to 1998 is given in Figure 2. In 1989 almost two-thirds
of all energy consumed was sold to high voltage customers. By 1998, this number had declined to less
than one-third. Table 1 illustrates the trends in the composition of electricity demand in more detail for
the period 1997 to 1998. Total industrial demand fell by 9.28 percent, with the largest declines in the non-
ferrous metals, paper and paper processing, and chemical and allied industries. Although total services
sector demand fell by 2.2 8 percent, electricity demand in the banking and insurance sector, hotels,
restaurants and theaters sector and the communications sector grew. Household demand experienced only
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a slight 0.54 percent increase over this one-year period. Agricultural demand for electricity increased by
3.34 percent. 

For 1998, the industrial and commercial versus residential demand split for electricity was
approximately 73 percent industrial and commercial and 20 percent residential, although the industrial
share was as high as 80 percent of total demand during the late 1980s and early 1990s. For the United
States in 1998, these two numbers are: industrial and commercial 65 percent, and residential 33 percent.
Because the level of industrial energy demand is more dependent on the level aggregate economic activity
than is residential demand, aggregate electricity demand in Romania is more dependent on the level of
economic activity in economy than it is in the countries of Western European and the United States.

Figure 3 plots an index of real gross domestic product (GDP) for Romania for the period 1990 to
1998. The index is normalized to 100 in 1995. The pattern of decline from 1990 to 1994, increase from
1994 to 1996, and subsequent decline from 1996 onward shown in Figure 1 that occurs for total
electricity consumption, also occurs for real GDP. Over this same time period, Romania has experienced
rapid price inflation. Figure 4 plots the Consumer Price Index (CPI) from November 1996 to March 1999.
The value of the CPI is normalized to 100 in October 1990. Over this same time period, the lei/$
exchange rate rose steadily. This pattern is shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 plots the (real lei)/(nominal $)
exchange rate over this time period. This graph shows that domestic prices have increased more rapidly
than the rate of increase in the lei/$ exchange rate over this same time period.

If input fuels are priced at their internationally traded US dollar values for each year, delivered
electricity prices for the period 1989 to the present have implied extremely low returns to capital invested
in the RESI. Although there appears to be some disagreement among sources on the value of the $/MWh
delivered price of electricity during the early 1990's, $24/MWh is the best estimate available.22 Taking the
example of steam coal with a typical heat content of 26.67 million BTU/metric ton (MBTU/ton) as an
input fuel and the European price in 1990 of $43.50/ton 23 yields a price of $1.63/MBTU. Taking the heat
rate for a typical coal-fired unit in Romania of 10 MBTU/MWh 24 yields a variable fuel cost of $16/MWh.
Performing this same calculation with an assumed price of lignite of $20/ton, a typical heat content of
13.33 MBTU/ton and typical heat rate for Romanian lignite generating facilities of 12 MBTU/MWH
yields a similar number for the variable fuel cost for these units25. Even a very conservative per unit total
transmission, system operation, distribution and retail supply cost of $20/MWh yields an average
delivered cost of $36/MWh, which is significantly above the average 1990 delivered price of electricity of
$24/MWh.

Another artifact of the former Communist regime is the cross-subsidy in the pricing of delivered
electricity from industrial to residential consumers. In 1990, the average retail industrial tariff was more
than twice the average retail residential tariff, with $25/MWh for industrial customers and $11/MWh for
residential customers26. This disparity in pricing has persisted throughout the 1990s, and has only been
eliminated very recently. As of September 1999, the average residential price and average industrial price
are roughly equal at approximately $42/MWh. According to the National Electricity and Heat Regulatory
Authority (ANRE), cross-subsidies from industrial to residential electricity customers were removed with
the prices set in October of 1999.
                                                
22 See Annex 1.2, "Staff Appraisal Report: Romania, Power Sector Rehabilitation and Modernization Project", World Bank,
August, 1995.
23 "BP Amoco Statistical Review of World Energy 1999," BP Amoco, June 1999.
24 "Annual Report 1998- 1999" CONEL- S.C. Termoelectric, S.A., p. 26, Bucharest, Romania, 1999.
25 Id.
26 See Annex 1.2, "Staff Appraisal Report: Romania, Power Sector Rehabilitation and Modernization Project", World Bank,
August, 1995.
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It is also unclear if the current average delivered price of electricity covers the going-forward
costs of delivered electricity. For comparison, Table 2 lists the average delivered price of electricity for all
US states in 1998. The overall average delivered price for the US is $67/MWh, which is $25/MWh higher
than the dollar denominated Romanian price. Comparing the average delivered price of $42/MWh to the
average delivered price for all sectors of from various US states yields several insights. First, the only
places in the US with comparable delivered prices are Washington, Oregon and Idaho, all of which
receive a large fraction of their power from hydroelectric sources. Comparing the Romanian figure to the
figure from states with similar fuel mixes such as Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri and Iowa, yields a
$10 to $20 gap between the US average delivered price and the average delivered price in Romania. Some
of this difference can be explained by the fact that a large fraction of US demand is consumed by
households. However, this cannot explain the entire gap between average prices in the West North
Central states and the average dollar price in Romania. This extremely low delivered price in Romania
may explain why many of the Romanian generation, transmission and distribution facilities are in need of
repair. All but the most necessary maintenance expenditures have been delayed due to insufficient funds.

Another important aspect of the Romania electricity supply industry is its dependence on co-
generation facilities to serve residential and industrial thermal heat demand. Termoelectrica  provides
approximately 50 percent of Romania’s demand for steam heat, with the vast majority of the remaining
heat provided by local municipalities. As a consequence of this large heat demand particularly during the
winter months, a large fraction of aggregate electricity demand must be served by co-generation facilities
despite the existence of unloaded lower cost electricity generating facilities. Because the typical
Romanian 200 MW co-generation facility operates at 160 MW of its electricity generating capacity when
it produces its maximum thermal heat output, even when all co-generation facilities are operating at their
maximum steam output level, there is still a significant amount of electricity being supplied to the
electricity grid. In addition, CONEL staff estimate that the average incremental cost of producing steam
from co-generation facilities is approximately $16/gigacalorie (Gcal), whereas the average cost of
producing heat from steam-only units is approximately $20/Gcal. On this basis, the economics of
producing steam still favors maximum supply from co-generation units.

The pricing of thermal energy historically had cross-subsidies from industrial to residential
customers. Managers from the National Electricity Company (CONEL) claim that there is also a cross-
subsidy from heat to electricity production in co-generation facilities. The fact that thermal energy is sold
to local distribution systems at approximately $12/Gcal and directly to large industrial customers at close
to $20/Gcal is evidence in favor of the existence of this cross-subsidy. This two to one price ratio has
persisted at least since1990, when the household price was $3.7/Gcal and the industry price was $7.8/Gcal
27. ANRE states that cross-subsidies from electricity to heat were also substantially reduced in October of
1999. ANRE also states that there currently are no cross-subsidies between industrial and residential hot
water customers and price is set at 14.3 $/Gcal for both types of customers.

This uniform price throughout of the country did not previously present significant difficulties for
CONEL because of its monopoly supplier status. Emergency Ordinance 63 also allows large industrial
customers to build their own heat and electricity facilities. The desire of many large demanders of heat
and electricity to be supplied by cheaper dedicated plants has made maintaining this nationwide uniform
price more difficult. ANRE has plans to consider the establishment of local heat tariffs.

Further constraints are placed on the electricity dispatch process by the significant domestic
lignite and hard coal consumption requirements imposed on the CONEL. Given the declining demand for

                                                
27 Id.
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electricity caused by the significantly reduced demand for the output of Romania’s electricity consuming
industries, meeting these lignite and coal consumption targets has become increasingly difficult. As a
result, these targets have been reduced, resulting in a significant number of layoffs in the lignite and hard
coal mining industries. In addition, because of these consumption requirements, it is often the case that
there are generating units not operating that have a lower marginal cost of production than many of the
lignite and hard coal plants forced to run because of these consumption requirements. Finally, because of
a desire for energy self-sufficiency in the former Communist regime, historically lignite was transported
large distances along the Romanian railways and burned in plants far from where it was mined. This
process resulted in implied delivered prices of lignite to these plants that were more than double the price
of lignite delivered to mine-mouth generating facilities. Currently, transportation of lignite over
uneconomically long-distances is being phased out.

Table 3 gives the sources and use of all electricity produced in Romania for 1996 to 1998.
Consistent with the desire to reduce production from lignite and other fossil generating stations, annual
production from thermal facilities has declined from 42,750 GWh to 27,266 GWh from 1996 to 1998,
whereas the amount of hydroelectric production has increased from 15,684 GWh to 18,798 GWh. Over
this same time period, the amount of electricity produced by other suppliers in Romania increased from
110 GWh to 3,288 GWh. This increased production is primarily by facilities owned by local governments
and other government agencies. Line losses in the Romanian electricity network as a percentage of
CONEL’s net-of-own-use electricity production are comparable to US levels. Annual imports and exports
into Romania are a small fraction of total electricity consumption during all years. Given that Romania
shares a border with Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Hungary, Moldova, and Ukraine, this small amount of imports
and exports is particularly surprising. One explanation is that many of these countries also currently have
significant excess generating capacity. Figure 7 plots the average hourly capacity used by fuel type from
1989 to 1998. This figure shows the trends across fuel types illustrated in Table 3 for 1996 to 1998 have
been ongoing since 1989.

Table 4 gives the installed capacity available to serve the Romania electricity supply industry as
of December 31, 1998. There is a total of 20,447 MW. This should be contrasted with a 1998 peak
electricity demand of 9,014 MW which occurred on January 29, 1998. This is slightly below the peak
figure for 1997 of 9,505 MW. This table also lists capacity not in use. As of this date, out of the total
capacity not in use 1,140 MW is under rehabilitation and 2,752 MW is currently mothballed28. Most of
this capacity is coal-fired. The remaining one-third is oil-fired. Of the capacity in use, some it was
unavailable because of lack of availability of certain generating facilities due to equipment failure. Even
with these technical problems, the reserve margin for 1998 defined as the difference between Operational
Capacity and Peak Demand divided by Peak demand was 40 percent, which is double the historical levels
in the US. This large amount of excess capacity in the Romania electricity supply industry is borne out by
the extremely low capacity factors from 1996 to 1998 given in Table 5. The only fuel type with a capacity
factor close to US levels is nuclear during 1997 and 1998. However, both the hydroelectric and thermal
facilities are operating at extremely low capacity factors, which is indicative of the large amount of excess
generating capacity in Romania. As a result of this excess capacity, CONEL is currently initiating even
more rehabilitation and mothballing efforts. It also plans to retire and dismantle some extremely high-cost
generating facilities. Despite these low capacity factors, S.C. Termoelectrica, S.A. managed to obtain
availability factors that compare favorably with US facilities.29 Figure 8 plots availability factors for 1998
                                                
28 See  Consolidated Financial Statements Prepared in Accordance with International Accounting Standards as of December 31,
1998 and December 31, 1997, National Electricity Company, 1999.
29An availability factor for a generating unit is defined as the fraction of annual energy that the unit can potentially produce that it
is actually available to produce. For example, a unit with 100 MW of capacity has the potential to produce 8760 hr*100 MW =
876,000 MWh in one year. However, because of partial and complete outages of the unit, it may only be available to produce
750,000 MWh. Therefore, its availability factor would be 750,000/876,000 = 0.856. If a unit can only experience complete
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and 1997 for coal, lignite and natural gas/fuel oil facilities. These availability factors are generally only
slightly smaller than comparable values reported by fuel type and plant size by the National Electricity
Reliability Council for the US. 30

Despite these efforts to shutdown and mothball generating units, the age distribution of thermal
facilities in Romania compares very favorably with the age distribution in various regions of the US. For
example, 6 percent of thermal plants are between 0 and 5 years old, 10 percent are between 6 and 10 years
old and 37 percent are between 11 and 20 years old, and 47percent are over 21 years old.31 According to
data from the US Energy Information Administration’s Electric Generating Unit Inventory for 1998, in
the New England region of the US, these fractions are 1percent, 6percent, 12 percent and 81 percent. For
California these fractions are 2 percent, 2 percent, 25 percent and 71 percent. Consequently, the
tremendous need for rehabilitation of thermal power plants in Romania does not appear to be due to their
unusually old age, but a lack of regular maintenance and repair. Combined with the low dollar
denominated delivered price of electricity discussed above, the case for inadequate maintenance and
repair expenditures becomes even stronger.

The thermal heat sector shares many of problems with the electricity supply industry. Table 6
illustrates that a significant amount of thermal heat production capacity is not operational. This is
particularly true for hot water production where almost 30 percent of the capacity is not operational.
Figure 9 plots the average hourly capacity used in heat production from1989 to 1998. This figure shows a
steady decline in heat production across all sources since 1989. This decline is caused by the general
decline in industrial steam requirements due to the economic reform process which has reduced the output
of many heavy industries. In addition, some end users have also began constructing their own high
efficiency heat sources.

Figure 10 plots the load shapes for a typical winter day and typical summer day. The daily peak
period in Romania is not nearly as pronounced as it is in the US and UK. This is indicative of the larger
component of industrial electricity demand in Romania relative these two developed countries. Electricity
demand during both the typical winter and summer peak hours is virtually flat and coincides with the
daytime working hours. Figure 11 plots the load shape for maximum and minimum peak days during
1998. Even during the maximum peak demand day, the highest demand period is not appreciably
different from demand during the remaining daytime working hours. During the minimum peak day on
July 5, demand is virtually the same during all hours of the day.

The desire for energy self-sufficiency in the former Communist regime led to the initiation of
many hydroelectric projects and one large nuclear project that remain largely unfinished. Only the first
706 MW unit of the Cernavoda nuclear facility has been completed and is operational. The short-run
marginal cost of producing energy from this plant is approximately $13/MWH. However, the fixed costs
associated with constructing this plant and the up-front costs of producing the heavy water necessary to
operate the plant, result in a long-run average cost for the facility that is more than triple this amount. This
estimate does not account for the anticipated decommissioning costs for this unit. A total of five 706 MW
units were planned at Cernavoda, but only the second unit is anywhere close to completion. Currently, it
is 48 percent complete, with an estimated $780 million necessary for completion, including heavy water
costs of $130 million. The anticipated opening of this facility has also led to the continued production of
the vast quantity of heavy water necessary for it to begin production. In addition, in order to reduce the

                                                                                                                                                            
outages, then the availability factor reduces to the fraction of hours during the year the unit is available to produce electricity.
30 Generating Availability Report 1991- 1995, NERC, Princeton, NJ, July 1996.
31 "Annual Report 1998- 1999" CONEL- S.C. Termoelectric, S.A., p. 13, Bucharest, Romania, 1999.
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direct cost of opening Unit 2 and continue operating the heavy water production facility, heavy water is
currently priced at $265/kg, relative to its estimated cost of $400/kg.

This continued production of heavy water is at significant expense. Although Unit 1 at Cernavoda
consumes some heavy water, this is roughly at a rate of 5 tons per year. However, in order to commission
Unit 2, approximately 540 tons of heavy water will be necessary. Consequently, the only reason to
continue producing heavy water at the current rate of 135 tons/year is to commission Unit 2. This desire
to commission Unit 2 should be viewed in light of the fact the peak demand in Romania during 1998 year
was 9,014 MW, and Romania’s installed generation capacity as of the end of 1998 is 20,447 MW. In
addition, there is also excess capacity in the domestic coal and lignite industries.

Because of the production of many negative value-added electricity-intensive goods in the
Romanian economy throughout the 1990s, many firms were unable to pay some or all of their electricity
bills. Because cutting off electricity to an industrial customer virtually guarantees that the firm will no
longer be financially viable, CONEL must strike a delicate balance in its attempts to collect unpaid bills
from these industrial customers. Delinquent payment problems also arise with local municipalities that
distribute thermal heat purchased from CONEL. An article by Ilie Sebanescu in Nine O’Clock
(Romania’s English Language Daily Newspaper) characterized this problem as follows: “Bluntly put,
RENEL has become Romania’s most profitable bank for credit-seekers who may borrow massively from
it without ever repaying the loans."32 As a result of requirements to reduce these arrears put on loans and
other aid from international funding agencies, payments from industrial customers are currently
sufficiently high to be begin to pay down the accumulated bills outstanding. For example, management at
Termoelectrica estimates that ratio of total payments received from industrial customers during the month
is currently between 105 percent to 148 percent of the current month’s total  electricity sales. However,
this is an very recent phenomenon. Termoelectrica management estimates the total arrears obligation to
be on the order of 8,000 billion lei or approximately $480 million (at an exchange rate of 16,400 lei/$).
Approximately 60 percent of these arrears are owed by the Romanian steel industry.

Residential customers in Romania create an even more difficult arrears problem. Rapid price
inflation in Romania throughout the 1990s makes it increasingly difficult for a large fraction of the retired
population to pay their heat and electricity bills. The management of Termoelectrica estimates that ratio
of total payments received from residential customers during the month is currently 85 percent to 95
percent of the current month’s total residential electricity sales. To mitigate the impact of nominal price
inflation on the retired population, Termoelectrica has set a “Social Tariff” for up to 50 Kwh of electricity
per month at price of approximately 3 cents/Kwh. The average residential electricity bill is 82 Kwh per
month, which is not significantly above the maximum feasible consumption of a household on the Social
Tariff. Termoelectrica management estimates that approximately 37 percent of households choose the
Social Tariff. The average monthly pension in Romania is estimated to be 800,000 lei, which converts to
$49 at an exchange rate of 16,400 lei/$. Consequently, approximately 3 percent of the average monthly
pension is necessary to pay for 50 Kwh of electricity at the Social Tariff rate. Even at a subsidized rate
and for a small quantity of energy, electricity expenditures are a noticeable fraction of a typical retiree’s
monthly income. Both the average price paid and total quantity of electricity consumed increases for
households not on the Social Tariff, so that electricity expenditures are a noticeable fraction of monthly
income for other households in the lower tail of the income distribution.

Significant governmental pressure to restructure and privatize CONEL can be traced to its
substantial foreign debt obligations of  $673 million. Of this total debt obligation, $135 million was
                                                
32    Serbanescu, Ilie (1998) "Restructuring RENEL Will Require a Different Manner of Governing (II)", Nine O' Clock, June 16,

1998.
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issued privately to the former national electricity company, RENEL, by Merrill-Lynch with the provision
that the terms of the loan can be re-negotiated if RENEL ceases to be “the principal generator and
distributor of electricity in the Republic of Romania.” The re-structuring of the RENEL into CONEL in
July of 1988 caused this option to be exercised, which resulted in the Ministry of Industry and Trade
signing a guarantee to make payments on the loan to prevent re-negotiation of the terms of the loan.
Further changes in the structure of CONEL contain the risk that Merrill-Lynch may demand re-structuring
of these bonds obligations to reflect the increased default risk.

A final aspect of the RESI that complicates the restructuring process is the distinction between
public state-owned assets and private state-owned assets. The bulk transmission grid in Romania is an
example of a public state-owned asset. This means that although CONEL maintains and operates the bulk
transmission grid, it does not in fact own the transmission grid, so it is unclear if it can recover
depreciation expenses associated with the bulk transmission grid in its tariffs. On the other hand,
generation assets and the local distribution grid are private state-owned assets. CONEL owns these assets
and is allowed to recover a reasonable depreciation charge associated with these assets as a business
expense. The value of these assets and the associated rate of depreciation allowed is determined by the
Ministry of Finance. As a result of the very rapid rate of price inflation in Romania, these assets have
been re-valued several times by the Ministry of Finance, with the most recent re-valuation taking place in
June of 1999.

Current Re-structuring Process in Romanian Electricity Supply Industry

RENEL, the Romania Electricity Authority was established by Government Decision No. 1199 in 1990
and is the successor to the Ministry of Electricity. RENEL was a state-owned “regie autonome,” with
electricity and heat supply being its primary activities. As shown in Table 3, RENEL accounted for
virtually all electricity and approximately half the thermal energy produced in Romania. RENEL was
divided into five groups. Group for Electricity and Heat Generation (GPEET) had 26 coal-fired
generation branches and 10 hydroelectric plant generation branches. Group for Electricity Distribution
and Transmission (GTDEE) had 42 local distribution agencies, of which 18 also operated transmission
facilities, including a number of small hydroelectric generating units. Group for Nuclear Energy (GEN)
operated the Cernavoda nuclear facility, the heavy water production facility, the nuclear fuel production
plant, and two nuclear research institutes–Group for Studies and Engineering Research (GSCI) and Group
for Development and Rehabilitation (GDR).

The electricity industry re-structuring process in Romania began as of June 30,1998 with
Government Decision No. 365. This process is broadly consistent with the European Union directives.
Government Decision No.365 separated RENEL, into the National Electricity Company, S.A. – CONEL
a state-owned, commercial corporate entity which performs the tasks of transmission, system and market
operator and owns 100 percent of the shares in three affiliates: (1) S.C. Termoelectrica, S.A., the thermal
electricity generation and thermal heat production provider; (2) S.C. Hidroelectrica, S.A., the
hydroelectric generation provider, and (3) S.C. Electrica, S.A., the power distribution and supply
company. The nuclear operations were separated into the state-owned commercial company S.N.
Nuclearelectrica, S.A., which operates all nuclear facilities in Romania. The Regie Automone for Nuclear
Activities (RAAN) was formed to take over heavy water production for nuclear facilities.

The former GPEET was split up and distributed to these new entities.  S.C. Termoelectrica took
over 24 thermoelectric generation branches. S.C. Hidroelectrica took over the ten hydroelectric generation
branches. RAAN tool over the thermoelectric generation plant, Halanga, which is connected to the
Romag Drobeta heavy water production plant. The 42 local distribution branches of the former GTDEE
were taken over by S.C. Electrica. CONEL took over all eight branches of the transmission network, five
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of which also manage the national electricity dispatch process. In addition to thermoelectric capacity,
Termoelectrica also operates 106 MW of capacity in micro hydroelectric facilities. The transmission
network is comprised of 220, 440 and 750 kilovolt lines, with a total length of 8,150 kilometers and 69
transformer stations.

The National Electricity and Heat Regulatory Authority (ANRE) was established through
Emergency Ordinance No. 29 in October of 1998 and enhanced through The Electrical and Thermal
Energy Law, Emergency Ordinance No. 63 later than year. ANRE became operational in March 1, 1999.
It is charged with creating and implementing a national electricity and heat regulatory structure to manage
the transition to a competitive electricity market consistent with, among other requirements, the EU
directives. It has the power to enact regulations on the behavior of market participants, penalize market
participants for any breach of their contractual obligations, and to arbitrate the disputes among sector
participants. As of September 1999, ANRE had two regulatory departments–Licenses and Technical
Regulations Department and Trade Settlement and Tariffs Department.

ANRE issues licenses and authorizations for generators and energy service providers. It also
writes the general technical requirements for generators and loads to connect to the grid, metering
requirements for each market participants, and performance standards for energy and ancillary services
provision. ANRE is also charged with specifying commercial regulations for each market participant.
This has been interpreted by the current President of ANRE, Dr. Jean Constantinescu, as specifying the
mechanism for compensating generators for the energy and ancillary services they provide to the system
operator. ANRE is also charged with setting the prices and tariffs for all monopoly activities with the
consent of the Office of Competition. Any disagreements between the Office of Competition, the
regulated entity and ANRE must be settled by the Government’s Cabinet of Ministers.

The current President of ANRE has a plan for setting the contractual obligations for generating
facilities to supply energy and ancillary services to the system operator and for the establishment of a
real-time spot market for the supply of electricity beyond these contractual obligations. The wholesale
market will have two components: (1) a regulated trade arrangements market with power purchase
agreement contracts between incumbent producers and suppliers for 90 percent of total electricity
consumption, and (2) a competitive market for negotiated bilateral contracts with eligible customers for
up to 10 percent of total consumption. There are also plans to develop a day-ahead spot market.  ANRE
plans a gradual process to increase the share of the competitive market, with an initial share of the spot
market on the order of 1-2 percent of total consumption, functioning primarily as a balancing market.
Transmission and system operation will remain monopoly activities.

The amount of metering and information technology infrastructure currently in the Romanian
transmission and distribution grid will make it very difficult to operate a real-time spot market for even a
small amount of electricity without very significant up-front investments and a time delay sufficient to
implement this new technology. Implementing such a scheme would require real-time metering
technology throughout the transmission grid to verify whether or not generators and loads actually
honored their spot market obligations in real-time. A sophisticated settlement software is necessary to
determine the hourly amounts paid to each market participants for fulfilling their real-time obligations and
collected from each major load serving entity for their real-time electricity consumption. In addition, this
settlement mechanism must give all market participants very strong incentives to honor their
commitments in real-time because the amount of electricity supplied to the grid must equal the amount
consumed at each instant in time.

The operation of the electricity spot market proposed by the President of ANRE would also
require the construction of bidding protocols and market-making software, as well as the ability of all
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generation-owning and load-serving entities to communicate with the system operator in real-time in
order to translate commitments won in the spot market into the physical supply and consumption of
electricity as rapidly as possible. In this regard, it is useful to note that the start-up costs associated with
establishing the California electricity market was $250 million. Start-up costs for the establishment of a
competitive electricity market in Romania should be lower because of its smaller geographic area and
significantly lower peak electricity demand. However, significantly more up-to-date metering and
information technology existed in the California transmission grid at the time of the transition to
competition than what currently exists in the Romanian transmission grid. In addition, much of the costs
of establishing a competitive electricity supply industry are independent of the size of the market.
Consequently, a very conservative estimate of the start-up costs of putting in place the necessary metering
equipment, information technology, and market-making and settlement software to establish an electricity
spot market  is on the order of $100-$50 million. Given the initial conditions in the Romanian electricity
supply industry, it is difficult to see how immediately setting up such a spot market will produce the gains
in economic efficiency sufficient to justify this very large up-front investment.

It is important to emphasize that putting in place any sort of bid-based real-time or near-real-time
market for energy and/or ancillary services, no matter how small, will still require a significant fraction of
these up-front costs. For example, an imbalance energy market where generators and loads buy and sell
energy to make up deviations from their day-ahead or long-term contractual obligations will require
similar levels of start-up costs. Even if less than 5 percent of all energy consumed will be traded in this
market, significant start-up costs must still be incurred. Real-time metering technology is necessary to
monitor real-time consumption and production of energy for compliance with the independent system
operator’s (ISO’s) dispatch instructions. Market-making software is needed to take bids to supply
imbalance energy from available generating units in real-time in order to set the price  imbalance energy
during each time interval. Settlement software will also be necessary to determine payments and charges
to generators and load-serving entities for their purchase and sales of real-time deviations from their
contractual obligations. Price-based or non-price-based mechanisms must be in place to allocate in real-
time scarce transmission capacity to generators wishing to supply more or less energy or load-serving
entities wishing to consume more or less energy. Finally, the balance between electricity supply and
demand must be maintained at all times and the ISO must carry sufficient reserve capacity to respond to
unforeseen contingencies within the bulk transmission grid and unexpected generating unit outages. The
only way to avoid these up-front costs is not to establish a real-time spot market for energy.

The initial conditions in the Romanian electricity supply industry differ in many important
dimensions from those in the electricity supply industries of other countries around the world at the time
they began the restructuring process. As a general rule, in all of these countries, the price of retail
electricity was thought to be high as a result of prices set to recover the embedded cost of poor past
investment decisions made by the government-owned monopoly supplier. Inefficiencies in the dispatch
process were also thought to increase the price of retail electricity further. Policymakers felt that
privatization and the introduction of competition would impose market discipline on the investment
behavior of the electricity generation sector. The prevailing view was that political concerns such as
energy independence, support for a domestic coal industry, or promotion of renewable energy sources had
led to these very costly investment decisions in the past. Given the growing demand for electricity in
these countries, providing clear economic signals for new investment in generating capacity was an
important policy goal. A major concern expressed in a 1981 study by the United Kingdom Monopolies
and Mergers Commission (MMC) was that the pre-privatization market structure did not provide the
proper signals for constructing the optimal amount and type of new generation capacity in a timely
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manner.33  In California, a traditionally high-price electricity state, the promise of lower prices for all
consumers was the major impetus for the state’s recent re-structuring efforts. These high electricity prices
are also thought by many observers to be the direct result of past poor investment decisions by the state’s
regulated utilities.

In all countries, competition to supply electricity from existing plants was seen as way to provide
strong incentives for minimum cost operation of existing facilities. Consequently, restructuring efforts in
all developed countries were aimed at reducing the retail price of electricity and stimulating the
appropriate technology mix and quantity of new investment in generating capacity. Romania, in contrast,
faces what appears to be, from the discussion in Section 2, very low delivered prices for electricity and
tremendous excess generating capacity. Consequently, many of the reasons for introducing any sort of
spot market for electricity (day-ahead, hour-ahead or real-time) are not as relevant to Romania as they
were for the other countries of the world that have restructured their ESI. Nevertheless, as we discuss in
Section 5,  there are many benefits from privatization and a selective introduction of competition in the
RESI that can lead to substantial benefits to Romanian consumers without establishing a spot market for
electricity as it exists in the US, Western Europe, and Asia-Pacific region. This strategy avoids the
significant up-front costs of a spot market, but does not give up the opportunity to capture a large fraction
of the potential benefits from privatization and the introduction of competition in the RESI.

Recommendation 1. Given the current state of the Romanian economy and electricity supply
industry, the establishing a real-time or day-ahead spot market for electricity should be a low priority
relative to other less costly approaches to introducing competition into Romanian electricity supply
industry.

The management of CONEL has a plan for making the transition to a more competitive electricity
market in Romania. They would like to implement a single buyer scheme for procuring electricity from
the generation units owned by Termoelectrica, Hidroelectrica and the other independent power producers
for the next 6 months. The major restructuring effort during this time will focus on consolidating the 42
distribution companies into between 8 and 14 geographically distinct distribution and supply companies.
Because of pressing foreign debt obligations discussed above,  there is an budgetary urgency to privatize
several of these new distribution companies as soon as possible. Two regions have been selected as the
most likely candidates for privatization–Timisoara on the far west of Romania and Constanta on the far
east. ANRE has issued regulations in line with Emergency Ordinance 63 establishing regulated third-
party access to the bulk transmission grid and plans to privatize the regional distribution companies under
this form of access.

Even this goal of consolidating the 42 distribution companies will require significant commitment
by CONEL and the Romanian government. The potential benefits from such a consolidation are  unclear.
Currently, each of the 42 regional distribution and supply companies has its own local management
structure. The process of combining these entities will require deciding which of these local positions will
be eliminated when several local distribution companies are combined into a larger entity. Private buyers
should be better able to decide the most efficient combination of these 42 distribution companies. In
addition, the process of forming financially viable independent distribution companies will also require
breaking down the current average retail price of $42/MWh into components that results in prices for
distribution and retail supply that allows the resulting local distribution and supply companies to be
financially viable. As of February 2000, ANRE has established distinct tariffs for generation,
transmission, ancillary services, distribution and retailing. For generation the prices set are: (1)
                                                
33    Armstrong, Mark, Cowan, Simon,  and Vickers, John,  Regulatory Reform: Economic Analysis and British Experience, p.

291,  MIT Press: Cambridge, MA, 1994.
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Termoelectrica (36.5 $/MWh), Hidroelectrica (7 $/MWh), Nuclearelectrica (26.8 $/MWh) and for
independent producers (36.5 $/MWh). The tariffs for other services are: (1) distribution (8 $/MWh),
transmission (3.2 $/MWh), retail (2 $/MWh), and for ancillary services (2 $/MWh). All prices were based
on methodologies drawn up by ANRE in consultation with CONEL, consumer groups, national employer
and labor unions, and interested state authorities.

A  vertically integrated monopoly supplier must only be concerned with covering the total cost of
supplying electricity to all electricity customers. Consequently, setting separate prices for transmission,
distribution, supply and wholesale electricity has been largely unnecessary. Under the current structure,
Electrica, the distribution company bills and collects for the electricity that it sells. From this revenue, it
pays all of its operating expenses, and then distributes the remaining net revenue to CONEL to pay for
operating the system and the transmission grid as well to pay the generators in Termoelectrica and
Hidroelectrica for producing electricity. Termoelectrica receives payments for its sales of thermal heat to
municipal heat distribution companies for the remainder of its revenues. A necessary condition for
making the local distribution companies financially viable is a mechanism for compensating the
combined distribution and supply companies for the services they provide. This will require setting a
wholesale price for electricity, a price for transmission services, and a price local distribution services, as
well as a component for the supply of electricity.

The primary difficulty in setting a single wholesale price of electricity, to which is added
separate transmission, distribution and supply charges, is that different generating facilities are paid
different prices under the current regime. According to staff at CONEL, the average wholesale revenue
paid to electricity generating facilities is roughly $28/MWh. However, different generating technologies
are paid different prices for producing electricity. Hydroelectric energy is paid $7/MWh and nuclear
$13/MWh. Fossil-fuel facilities receive an average revenue of approximately $44/MWh. This average
revenue is paid to thermal facilities because they also produce heat and it generally agreed that thermal
heat production is priced below its average incremental cost. An additional reason for higher payments to
thermal facilities is because of the domestic coal and lignite consumption requirements necessary to
maintain the viability of the domestic coal and lignite industry. This differential pricing of electricity
depending on how it is produced creates a significant barrier to establishing a single wholesale price of
electricity given the current separation between hydroelectric, nuclear and fossil facilities. Unless the
cross-subsidy between thermal heat and electricity prices and the implicit subsidies to domestic coal and
lignite consumption are eliminated, paying a single price to all electricity generated within a given hour
will dramatically increase the total cost of supplying electricity, because hydro and nuclear energy will
have to be paid the same rate as thermal energy during all times that some thermal sources are necessary
to serve demand.  In addition, the constraint to operate many high-cost thermal units to supply minimum
levels of heat creates an additional difficulty with paying a single price for wholesale electricity. There
may be time when these thermal units are not required to provide electricity but must operate at minimum
levels to provide heat. During these times, it makes no economic sense to pay all generators the variable
cost of the highest cost thermal facility operating, because an unconstrained electricity system would not
operate these high cost heat production facilities.

According to managers at CONEL, the average cost per MWh of distribution and supply is
between $10/MWh and $12/MWh. The average cost of transmission is $4/MWh and there is an additional
$4/MWh Development Tax imposed. This Development Tax goes into a fund that is used to finance new
investments by CONEL. This yields a total transmission, distribution and supply cost of approximately
$20/MWh, which is consistent with our conservative estimate of this magnitude used in Section 2 to show
the underpricing of retail electricity in Romania.
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A final difficulty with the current re-structuring process is the lack of credibility caused by  the
current regulatory process. The regulatory agency and its responsibilities were established under
Emergency Orders issued by the Cabinet of Ministers. Although Emergency Orders are in force from the
time they are issued, they do not become law until they are approved by both houses of the Parliament.
They can also be can be rejected or modified during this process. Consequently, if any entity believes that
the political winds are likely to shift, there is an incentive to delay implementing the secondary legislation
(written by the regulator) describing how the industry will operate. One can also imagine that any
potential private investor in the Romanian ESI will demand a risk premium or simply be unwilling to
purchase until the emergency order is approved by both houses of the Parliament in its final form. The
experience described above of RENEL and the Romanian government with international companies
providing loans to the former RENEL demonstrates that these concerns are in fact real and can impose
significant costs on RESI and government.

Even if these Emergency Orders are approved in their present form there is still a problem with
the credibility of the current regulatory process because any disputes between CONEL, ANRE, and the
Office of Competition must be settled by the Cabinet of Ministers, which is likely to make the regulatory
price-setting process highly politicized. The high rate of domestic price inflation and the tremendous
political pressure to reduce the rate of increase in the retail price of electricity and heat to final residential
and industrial consumers makes this outcome even more likely. There is ample evidence that the
government will be unable to resist the temptation not to carry out its promises in this regard. For
example, several provisions were written into the recent electricity industry restructuring law in order
increase CONEL’s ability to repay its international loans. The government agreed to increase the average
retail price of electricity to $50/MWh and to exempt from the Value-Added Tax (VAT) and other import
taxes all equipment used to modernize generating facilities. However, the government honored neither of
these provisions, and more recently there is pressure to further reduce the $/MWh average retail price of
electricity, rather than increase it.

Table 7 provides further evidence of the difficulty the Romanian government has in maintaining
established electricity and heat prices during very high rates of inflation. The first two columns under the
Electricity and Heating headings give the established average retail price approved by the Ministry of
Industry jointly with Office of Competition in Romanian Lei and US dollars, respectively. The third
column under each heading is the actual average dollar price received by RENEL over the time period for
which the established price was valid. The first column of the table gives the time interval each
established price was valid. There are two reasons for the actual average price to be less than the
established price. First, is that actual inflation during the period the retail price was valid is more rapid
than anticipated. Second, the Ministry of Industry  delays the implementation of the approved rate
increase so that the average revenues collected by RENEL during that time period are insufficient to
achieve the established average revenue level. Both of these outcomes lead to an under-recovery of
revenues by the RESI.

Requirements for a Successful Electricity Industry Restructuring Process in Romania

Successful privatization and restructuring of an infrastructure industry requires a clearly articulated
ultimate goal for the process and a detailed plan of action for attaining this goal. This section will first
discuss the costs and benefits of electricity industry restructuring in Romania. This discussion motivates
Section 5 which characterizes of the essential features of the regulatory process necessary for a successful
restructuring of the RESI.

The ultimate goal of the current Romanian electricity industry restructuring process appears to be
consistent with European Union directives and the development of a privately-owned competitive
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electricity supply industry  in Romania. However, the major challenge is how to get to this end point with
the least amount of distortion to Romanian economy. Different countries around the world have started
this process from different initial conditions. Most countries began in the government-owned, monopoly
supplier regime. England and Wales, Australia, New Zealand, Norway and Sweden, and Spain, the
developed countries furthest along in this process, all began from the government-owned monopoly
regime. Among the developed world, the United States is unique in starting electricity industry
restructuring from a regime with many privately-owned regional monopolies. As result, there a many
willing and able competitors to any of the regional monopolies that are also regional monopolies in other
parts of the US.  There are also merchant power producers operating throughout the US that construct and
operate plants purely to serve wholesale electricity demand. In addition, because of the long history of the
privately-owned regional monopoly market structure, in most US states a regulatory price-setting process
has been in place for close to 100 years. Currently, every state in the United States has a public utilities
commission which regulates retail electricity supply. In addition, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission regulates wholesale electricity for the entire country. Both because of the availability of
numerous competitors to the incumbent monopoly and the long history of economic regulation
throughout the industry, US restructuring process is unique even when compared to the countries listed
above, all which had little history of economic regulation and few nearby competitors to the incumbent
monopolist.

Because the Romanian electricity supply industry is a government-owned monopoly, one might
think that the restructuring process in Romania should be patterned after those in England and Wales,
Australia, New Zealand, Norway and Sweden and Spain. However, Romania differs from these countries
in two ways which considerably complicates any restructuring process. First, all of these countries have
developed economies with long-standing political and legal regimes. Despite the limited experience of
these countries with economic regulation of privately-owned firms, the legal and institutional framework
necessary to establish a credible regulatory process has existed for a very long time. Second, the citizens
and businesses of these countries have had considerable experience with prices determined through
market mechanisms. Both of these characteristics of the Romanian economy argue in favor of a more
gradual transition to the privately-owned, multiple supplier regime than occurred in the countries
described above.

Recommendation 2. Given the initial conditions in the Romania economy and RESI, the
transition to the privately-owned, multiple supplier regime in RESI should be gradual to ensure that a
stable, credible and transparent regulatory regime is established to manage the restructuring process.

The necessity of establishing a credible and transparent regulatory regime that is perceived as fair
to both the firms in the industry as well as final consumers, argues for an extended period of time when
all aspects of the industry are regulated. This regulatory regime must also establish that electricity prices
will be set to cover going-forward  production costs and that all electricity bills will be paid in a timely
manner. If the regulatory process does not have these features, the Romanian government will find it
extremely difficult to attract domestic and foreign investors when it decides to sell of the assets of the
electricity supply industry.

Costs of Current Government-Owned Monopoly Supplier Regime

Before deciding to begin a restructuring process, a determination should be made of whether the costs
associated with the transition outweigh the ultimate benefits expected from this process. This
determination will also provide valuable input into the design of a restructuring process that best serves
the long-term interest of Romania. Initial conditions in the Romanian electricity supply industry are
particularly favorable to restructuring. Sufficient generation and transmission capacity is available to
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serve Romania’s electricity demand for at least the next 5 years under the most favorable assumptions
about the rate of economic recovery. Because of the very energy-intensive nature of Romanian industry
during the Communist regime, as shown in Section 2, there is a considerable amount of generation
capacity in excess of the current peak system demand.

According to the CONEL management, congestion in the bulk transmission grid is extremely
infrequent given these reduced levels of demand. Developing countries attempting to restructure their
electricity industry typically face a looming shortage of generation capacity which implies an urgent need
to attract foreign capital for new plant construction. Clearly, this is not the case for Romania. However,
foreign capital is still necessary to assist in the Romania restructuring process. Foreign capital is most
needed to repair and modernize existing generation and transmission facilities throughout Romania.
Under its former status as RENEL, the national electricity company received foreign funding from the
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) to support rehabilitation and modernization of its generation,
transmission and distribution facilities. However, if several aspects of the current operation of the
Romanian electricity industry can be appropriately modified, even an influx of foreign capital for this
purpose may be unnecessary.

Most of the economic problems faced by the Romania electricity supply industry can be traced to
its government-owned status. This is the major cost of continuing with the current market structure. There
is a large academic literature documenting the incentive problems associated with government ownership
of infrastructure industries.34 Some are unique to developing countries, but others are common to
government ownership in general. For example, a recent U.S. Congressional Budget Office study35 noted
the following four incentives for inefficient provision of electricity associated with government
ownership:

1) Separation between revenues and costs
2) Reduced cost of capital to government-owned businesses
3) No independent oversight of rates
4) Inadequate maintenance of facilities

All four of these problems appear in the Romanian electricity supply industry.

Separation between revenues and costs means that the revenues from the sales of electricity
accrue to the government, whereas the costs of production are appropriated as part of the budgetary
process. In contrast, a privately-owned firm must earn revenues that at least cover its production costs or
it will be unable to attract the capital necessary to undertake investment to maintain or expand its  plant
and equipment. More generally, this separation between revenues and costs implies that a government-
owned electricity industry can be used as a source of funds for the government  almost indefinitely. The
government’s failure to honor several provisions that were written into the recent electricity industry
restructuring law in order increase CONEL’s ability to repay its international loans described in Section 2
is an example of this phenomenon.

Reduced cost of capital to government-owned businesses implies that other factors besides
economics determine whether or not investments are made by a government owned entity. Political
factors can and do play a major role in type of technology employed, the timing and size of new
construction. This is certainly the case in Romania where the government has recently approved

                                                
34 See Vickers, John and Yarrow, George (1988) Privatization: An Economic Analysis , The MIT Press: Cambridge, MA.
35  CBO, (1997) Should the Federal Government Sell Electricity? The Congress of the United States, Congressional Budget

Office, November.
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continued funding for Unit 2 of the Cernavoda nuclear power plant and continued financing for heavy
water production despite the very large amount of excess electricity generating capacity in Romania.

No independent oversight of rates implies that the government has considerable freedom in using
electricity prices to pursue non-economic ends, because it has no requirement to cover production costs
and a market-determined rate-of-return on the initial investment with the electricity prices set. In
particular, the government can set electricity prices sufficiently low to attract electricity intensive
industries to certain locations. For example, in the Pacific Northwest of the US, large government-owned
hydroelectricity facilities producing very low-priced electricity resulted in the location of a number of
electricity intensive industries nearby. Romania faced a similar problem because industrial customers are
usually thought to be the lowest-cost customers to serve. However, in Romania they have traditionally
paid significantly higher electricity prices so that RENEL could provide electricity and heat to residential
customers at reduced rates.

Inadequate maintenance of facilities means that relative to privately-owned electricity generation
facilities, the government-owned facilities spent considerably less on maintenance than did investor-
owned facilities. For example, over the ten-year period from 1986 to 1996, US investor-owned utilities
averaged maintenance expenditures that were approximately 7.2 percent of their revenues from electricity
sales, whereas the federal government-owned facilities averaged maintenance expenditures that were
approximately 4.5 percent of their revenues from electricity sales. These relatively lower maintenance
expenditures led to a lower operating efficiency for the federal government-owned facilities. The CBO
report compared the ratio of production to operable generating capacity for federal government and non-
federal government hydropower producers from 1991 to 1995. For the year 1995, this ratio for all federal
capacity was 38.7 percent, whereas the average for non-federal capacity was 51.4 percent. The US
government appears to be  better able to find funds for new construction rather than for undertaking the
level of maintenance necessary for efficient operation of their existing facilities. In light of its decision to
continue construction on Cernavoda Unit 2 given the pressing need for updating much of CONEL’s
existing generation and transmission facilities, the Romanian government appears to have the same desire
favor new construction over the level of maintenance expenditures necessary efficient operation of
existing facilities. Given this tremendous amount of excess generating capacity in the Romanian
electricity supply industry, this bias towards new construction rather than maintenance expenditures is
particularly costly.

Romania faces one final problem with government ownership that plagues infrastructure
industries in most developing countries. Customers do not pay their bills on time, or sometimes at all.
This arrears problem is particularly acute for CONEL’s sales of wholesale steam for domestic heat. A
number of industrial customers of electricity and heat have been and continue to be  unable to pay their
bills in a timely manner. As the economy begins to improve more firms are beginning to pay a portion of
their arrears in addition to their current bill. Given the low levels of disposable income, particularly
among the elderly population, and the rapidly increasing nominal prices of electricity and heat due to the
high levels of domestic price inflation, it is understandable why consumers are unable to pay their
electricity and heat bills. However, electricity and heat continues to flow to these customers.

Recommendation 3. CONEL should be able to disconnect industrial customers who do not
pay their bills. Residential customers unable to pay at current prices should be offered subsidized
rates that are financed either from general governmental revenues or through higher prices paid by
CONEL’s sales of electricity to other customers.

All US state regulatory bodies require the utilities they regulate to offer “lifeline” electricity rates
to low-income customers for their essential electricity needs. These rates are typically financed by slightly
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higher rates to other customers served by these utilities. Qualification for these lifeline rates is need-
based. Customer on these rates are usually subject to a maximum monthly consumption. CONEL’s
current “Social Tariff” is a lifeline rate. CONEL should implement more formal means testing of
households in order to reduce the fraction on the Social Tariff to those who truly cannot afford to pay the
unsubsidized price.

The Benefits of Privatization and a Gradual Introduction of Competition

Privatization of the existing government-owned, monopoly supplier has the potential to eliminate many of
the incentives for inefficient operation described above. However, crucial to a successful privatization are
several initial conditions in the industry. By privatizing too early, the Romanian government will be
selling off valuable assets at an extremely low price. For example, selling off the assets of an industry
where a substantial number of customers do not pay their bills on time or at all, will not fetch the same
price as one where the ANRE has put in a place a mechanism for providing explicit subsidies to those
households unable to pay their electricity bills because of financial hardship.

By selling off the electricity supply industry without a well-formulated and credible plan for
industry restructuring, the government may be putting in place a market structure that is not in the long-
term interest of Romanian consumers. For instance, one way to increase the sale price of government-
owned assets is to allow a market structure where the resulting privately-owned firms can set very high
prices and therefore earn monopoly profits. Prospective buyers will be willing pay high prices for these
assets, but Romanian consumers will subsequently pay for these very high sales prices in the form of
higher electricity prices than is necessary due to the exercise of market power by the resulting privately-
owned firms. A privately-owned monopoly regime will eliminate the explicit exercise of market power,
because the regulatory process and not the market will set retail electricity prices. However, a large
privately-owned monopolist will instead attempt to raise prices through the regulatory price-setting
process or its management may attempt to collect rents through inefficient production. This possibility
argues in favor of establishing a credible and independent regulatory body early on in the restructuring
process.

If this regulatory body is not perceived by both the Romanian government and potential investors
as independent and balancing the long-term interests of consumers and the electricity supply industry,
either or both of two things can happen. It may be very difficult to sell the electricity supply industry’s
assets at a reasonable (from the government’s perspective) price because potential investors fear the
Romanian government may attempt to lower electricity prices if the new owners manage to reduce costs
and increase profits during the post-privatization regime. On the other hand, if the regulator is unable to
set prices that reflect the actual costs of the privatized firm because of pressure from either the
government or the privatized industry, the resulting electricity prices paid by Romanian consumers may
be higher than necessary.

If the transition to a competitive market proceeds without a credible and independent regulatory
body executing a coherent long-term plan for the structure of the industry, excessive market power may
arise in the market ultimately created. For example, in the United Kingdom the rush to privatize the
former government monopoly, National Power, lead to adoption of a market price-setting process that
was a slight modification of the dispatch algorithm used by the former government monopoly.36 This rush
to privatize produced an industry with considerable market power that has persisted for almost 10 years.
The impetus for the reforms currently underway in the UK electricity industry can be traced to the defects
                                                
36    Henney, Alex (1999) The Alternative Trading Arrangements: A Response to Ofgem's New Electricity Trading Arrangements,

September 1999.
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in the initial market design. By rushing the transition to a multiple-supplier competitive regime, the
Romanian government faces substantial risk of selling its electricity industry assets at very low prices in
order to create a restructured industry that sets high prices of electricity for Romanian consumers. As is
increasing clear from the experience of virtually all electricity industry restructuring processes in the US
and abroad, market power due to a poor initial market design is the major hurdle that must be cleared in
order for final consumers to receive the full benefits of wholesale and retail electricity competition.

Perhaps the strongest argument in favor of a gradual transition to a competitive market is
Romania’s recent history as a Communist country. The experience of other developed countries that have
privatized and introduced competitive electricity markets–the UK, Australia, New Zealand, Norway and
Sweden, and many regions throughout the US–is that the initial market structure and market rules require
substantial changes to achieve the desired outcome of the restructuring process. For example, in the UK a
significant amount of generating plant owned by the two companies formed from the original government
monopoly has been sold off to third parties since the wholesale electricity market began operation. In
New Zealand the original government monopoly has been divested into an ever larger number of firms
over time. In Australia and many regions of the US–California, New England and PJM (Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, Maryland, Delaware, and Washington, D.C.), there have been many rounds of market rules
changes since wholesale competition was introduced. The administrative processes required to make
market structure and market rules charges are extremely time-consuming and financially burdensome to
the parties involved. In addition, because these market structure and market rule changes are usually
attempting to mitigate the exercise of  market power, they involve decisions which reduce the amount of
economic rents going to some market participants. The formal and informal attempts by the affected
parties to avoid the loss of their economic rents puts significant stress on the enabling legislation and
regulatory processes that underlie these administrative procedures. Consequently, these processes often
end up in a judicial review of the regulatory body’s initial decision. For example, in the US some of the
market rule changes implemented in the newly formed regional wholesale electricity market are the
subject of litigation. This aspect of the process of introducing a competitive wholesale market makes it
essential that the government have in place a well-defined process for implementing changes in the
market structure and market rules. Given that Romania is currently in the initial stages of democracy, it
may be too much to ask for it to implement immediately the legal procedures and regulatory structures
that have evolved over many years in the long-standing democracies of the world.

Another issue that argues in favor of a gradual transition is the very large fixed cost associated
with setting up a wholesale electricity market. Setting up a market with hourly or half-hourly prices
requires, at a minimum, all generation supply points and load take-out points in the bulk transmission grid
to have metering technology that will allow the production and consumption of electricity at all of these
points to be measured on an hourly or half-hourly basis. Market-making software must be designed and
put in place to run, at a minimum, a day-ahead market for energy, a market for transmission capacity, and
a real-time market for energy. There must be an extremely robust communications infrastructure in place
for the market participants to communicate with the independent system operator (ISO) of the electricity
grid so that commitments made through the market-making process are implemented in the transmission
grid as rapidly as possible. Settlement software must also be written to compile all of the information
recorded at the various meters throughout the grid, in order to determine the amount paid to generators for
the services that they provide and the amounts owed by loads for the electricity they consume during each
time interval. The software also needs to take into account any time period-level (hour or half-hour)
transmission charges that are the result of congestion in the bulk transmission grid. An extremely
sophisticated and expensive software system must be put in place. For this reason, the costs associated
with starting-up a wholesale spot  market are extremely large. As discussed in Section 3, the start-up costs
associated with the current California wholesale market structure is $250 million, which serves a peak
electricity demand of approximately 45,000 MW and population of approximately 30 million. These start-
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up costs are higher than those for markets in other regions of the United States, because of the necessity
of forming a single control area from the three control areas managed by the original three investor-
owned utilities–Pacific Gas and Electric, Southern California Edison and San Diego Gas and Electric. US
regional markets in PJM area and the New England area were formed out of pre-existing tight power
pools, so the start-up costs were lower, but still significant. Their history as a tight power pools composed
of vertically-integrated regional monopolies, considerably reduced by the legal and institutional costs
associated with forming a wholesale market in these areas. For reasons discussed in Sections 5 and 6, the
Romanian government may wish to pursue this sort of gradual transition to a competitive wholesale
market.

An important lesson from all competitive electricity markets around the world is that generators
and loads will pursue their own financial interest often to the detriment of system reliability. Market
participants must therefore be provided with financial incentives to maintain rather than reduce system
reliability. However, the ability to provide these financial incentives is limited by the ability of the ISO to
monitor the real-time output of each generating unit and the real-time consumption of each load point.
Consequently, the type of power flow monitoring technology in both the bulk transmission grid and at the
generating stations and load take-out points imposes technological constraints on the sorts of price signals
that can be provided to market participants. It is also important to emphasize that in all competitive
electricity markets currently operating there are often significant differences between physical flows in
the bulk transmission grid and those determined by the real-time electricity market-making process. If
market participants profit from differences between physical and financial flows of electricity, then these
differences are likely to persist until the market rules are changed to provide financial incentives for the
physical flows to match the financial flows as closely as possible.

A simple example of this phenomenon occurs if existing meters only make it possible to measure
a generator’s daily electricity output. In this case, it is impossible to verify if that generator is following
instructions given by the system operator or honoring its contractual obligations on an hourly basis.
Therefore it makes little sense to attempt to set prices at a finer interval of time than a day, if meters are
read on a daily basis. Deviations from hourly contracted quantities within the day cannot be determined
from a daily meter reading, if the total amount of energy supplied in the day is equal to the sum of the 24
hourly contract quantities. However, when this energy is supplied during the day can exert a tremendous
influence on system reliability and the demand for automatic generation control and other ancillary
services.

Attempting to run a wholesale electricity market even for a small fraction of total energy
consumption using only daily price signals would be virtually impossible without a significant amount of
generating capacity excluded from this market and used by the ISO to maintain the minute-by-minute
balance between supply and demand in the electricity grid. The ISO must have sufficient number of price
signals to provide the incentives for generators and loads to maintain the real-time balance between the
supply and demand for electricity necessary for reliable grid operation. Consequently, as the competition
to supply electricity is move closed to real time, more sophisticated grid monitoring and market-making
and settlement software is necessary to operate this market. This more sophisticated technology is also
very expensive, so that clear benefits should apparent before introducing more of this sort of competition
into the market. This tradeoff between technological sophistication of the transmission and distribution
grid and the degree of spot market competition that it can support is a very important factor to be
considered in the Romanian electricity supply industry restructuring process. Many of the benefits of
privatization and a competition can be achieved without having to pay for significant amounts of this
technological sophistication. Bilateral or multilateral contractual supply relationships between generators
and retail suppliers for a large fraction of the total electricity consumption is still possible without the
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sophisticated market-making, metering, congestion management and settlement technology necessary to
run a day-ahead or real-time spot market for even small fraction of total electricity consumption.

Staging the Transition to a Competitive Market

This section will describe the optimal sequencing of the transition to a privately-owned competitive
electricity market. Because the key to the success of this transition process is a stable regulatory process
which balances the competing interests of the industry participants and Romanian consumers, this section
also describes the essential features of this regulatory process.

Although the factors mentioned in the previous section argue in favor of a gradual transition to
privatization and the introduction of competition into the Romanian electricity supply, the evidence to
date around the world show clear benefits from electricity industry restructuring, particularly from
privatization of former government-owned industries. Even in the UK, which is sometimes held out an
example of an unsuccessful industry restructuring, average real retail electricity prices have declined 26
percent since restructuring took place in 1990. 37 However, the major benefit from restructuring in the UK
is the tremendous improvement in productive efficiency. The UK electricity industry has continued to
serve a growing amount of electricity demand with a significantly smaller labor force.

The first goal of the Romania electricity industry restructuring process should be to create an
initial industry structure that is conducive to a successful restructuring process. This requires an industry
structure and regulatory process that sets electricity prices which result in the highest possible value for
Romania’s generation, transmission and distribution assets that is consistent with the ultimate goal of
restructured electricity industry with robust competition for the generation and supply of electricity.
Although a wholesale spot market for all Romanian electricity is the ultimate goal of the restructuring
process, it may be extremely difficult to justify on a cost/benefit basis for a very long time, if at all, given
the current state of the Romanian economy and ESI.

Establish the Regulatory Process Early On

An essential feature of any successful restructuring process is an independent regulatory body that is able
to regulate prices and service quality for the entities that result, and make the necessary market rule
changes along the way to adapt the industry to changing market conditions.

Recommendation 4. The regulatory body should be permanently established as early as
possible in the restructuring process. It should be at least be permanently established along with the
legislation that initiates the industry restructuring process.

Each step of the restructuring process creates vested-interests, which can make further change extremely
difficult to implement. By introducing the regulatory agency early on, the powerful vested interests which
can significantly slow the restructuring process and introduce unnecessary market inefficiencies can be
managed from the start. A regulatory body established at the beginning of the process also serves the role
of an impartial recorder of the history of the restructuring process. This source of impartial information
about the early stages of the process can become extremely valuable later in the restructuring process.
Any inappropriate behavior by a market participant during the transition process can be noted and dealt
with at a later time.

                                                
37 UK Electricity Association, (1999) "Prices Latest," at http://www.electricity.org.uk/srch_fr.html.
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Romania has attempted to establish a regulatory body before it embarked on its electricity
industry restructuring process. ANRE (National Electricity and Heat Regulatory Authority) was
established through Emergency Ordinance 29 and enhanced in Emergency Ordinance 63, and became
operational on March 1, 1999. However, as noted above, Emergency Ordinances are subject to review
and approval by the Parliament before they become binding law. This aspect of the enabling legislation
undermines the credibly of ANRE, because the current or a future Parliament could significantly alter or
even abolish ANRE. Consequently, the first order of business to begin the restructuring process is to
establish ANRE as a permanent legal entity.  Without a credible regulatory body in place, it is extremely
difficult to solve the regulatory commitment problem necessary begin the process of privatization and
eventual introduction of competition.

Nature of Commitment Problem in Regulatory Process

The regulatory process governing the restructuring process must trade off two competing goals.
Specifically, it must have sufficient flexibility to adapt to the changing conditions in the industry, while at
the same time having features which allow it to credibly commit to honoring previous commitments. The
electricity industry requires extremely long-lived investments in generation, transmission and distribution
assets. Privately-owned firms will not make the investments necessary for the long-term viability of the
industry unless they believe that the regulator and government are willing to commit to allowing the firm
the opportunity to earn a return on this investment commensurate with the level of risk it takes on. For
example, if prospective investors feel that the regulatory environment is unstable, they are very unlikely
to make investments that may be profitable under a more stable regulatory regime. They may also be
willing to pay less for same asset under an unstable regulatory regime than a stable regulatory regime. For
example, establishing the ANRE under an emergency ordinance builds instability into the regulatory
process that reduces the value of CONEL generation, transmission and distribution assets to prospective
investors.

There are variety of ways for the regulatory process to solve this commitment problem. For
example, under the US regulatory process, firms are, by law, allowed the opportunity to recover their
production costs as well as a “fair rate-of-return” on their current “used and useful” capital stock. Under
the US regulatory process the firm’s current “used and useful” capital stock is referred to as its rate-base.
There are well-defined administrative processes for determining the regulated firm’s rate base as function
of its past investments. All of the firm’s investment decisions are subject to a “reasonableness or prudence
review” by the regulatory body. This review determines whether these investment expenses were
reasonable in light of the best forecast of future level of demand in the industry. If these investment
expenditures are prudently incurred they then enter into the firms rate base, and the firm is allowed the
opportunity to earn the regulated rate of return on its rate base in the current period so long as these assets
remain “used and useful.” This requirement means that the assets are actually used by the firm to produce
its output and they are useful for this activity, meaning that it is reasonable to employ them in this manner
given the current technology for electricity production. This commits future regulatory commissions to
honor the investment decisions deemed prudent by previous regulatory commissions that are actually
employed in the production process. The current regulatory body is charged with setting the “fair rate of
return” on these investment expenditures. This rate of return must, by law, then be applied to the firm’s
rate base which depends on all prudently incurred past and present investment expenditures currently used
in production. Because the regulated rate of return must be applied to the entire rate base in determining
the firm’s revenue requirements, the regulatory body commits to allowing the firm to earn this return on
all previous used and useful investment expenditures. The US regulatory process is one example how to
build commitment into the regulatory process.
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Recommendation 5. The Romanian regulatory process should establish a rate base value for
all capital equipment owned or operated by CONEL, and the regulatory process should allow
CONEL the opportunity to earn a “fair rate of return” on all “used and useful” capital stock.

It is important to emphasize that the rate base value of a piece of capital equipment need not equal its
historical cost or its replacement cost. Given the current state of RESI, much of its capital stock is neither
used, nor is it useful, because of the current level of demand for electricity. These facts must be taken into
account in setting a rate base value for these assets.

Characteristics of Regulatory Process Necessary to Solve Commitment Problem

There are several rules governing the regulatory process which make solving this commitment problem
much more straightforward. The first is a requirement of due process, that the regulatory process  must be
carried out according to some set of established rules and principles. One of the most important
established principles is the respect for precedent, that the logic of past decisions will be respected in
making  future decisions unless there is significant evidence this logic was faulty. The US regulatory
process has a long history of honoring precedence. Because of this, market participants can be confident
in that past decisions will be respected and that future decisions will be made in a manner consistent with
prior logic, unless there is significant evidence that the previous logic was flawed or inconsistent with
current laws.

In order to determine if the prior logic is invalid, and that precedence should be given a lower
weight, the regulatory body must have the ability to gather information from market participants. The
regulator should therefore be able to compel market participants to provide the information it requires to
make this determination. A minimum requirement in this regard is annual financial balance sheet
information. The regulatory body should also be able to request and receive periodically other
information it determines is necessary to a reach decision. It is important that that supplemental data
requests be subject to a regulatory burden test. Compliance with the regulatory process should not be
excessively burdensome to the firms involved, in the sense that the expected benefits associated with
requiring the regulated entity to compile and submit data should be commensurate with the benefits
expected to accrue to the regulatory process from having this information available.

The commitment problem may also be difficult for a regulatory body to solve because of the
external pressures it faces from market participants or the government. This implies that the agency’s
budget should be determined independently of any actions it might take, and all of its decision-makers
should be immune to influence by the government or market participants for a pre-determined terms of
office. The requirement for a budget sufficient to accomplish its duties should be contained in enabling
legislation to prevent the government from cutting the agency’s budget in the future if makes decisions
contrary to the government’s wishes. Crucial to guaranteeing independence is the fact that the regulatory
agency’s budget cannot be affected by the current decisions that it makes and that the government cannot
overturn the regulatory commission’s decision except through legislative action or by judicial review. For
cases under judicial review, the law should give significant weight to the regulatory process, and only
overturn a decision in those circumstances where due process was not followed or the resulting regulatory
process is inconsistent with existing laws. Another way to reduce the opportunities for the government to
compromise the independence of the regulatory body is to stagger the terms that members serve. For
example, in the US, members of regulatory decision-making bodies are appointed to staggered finite
terms in office so that regulatory body always has the same distribution of experienced and inexperienced
members.
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An additional way to ensure an independent process is to establish decision-making power within
a committee or commission rather than with a single person. Although there are well-known problems
with decision-making by committee, one of its advantages in the present context is its aversion to extreme
changes in policy. For example, if members are appointed to 5-year staggered terms, then it unlikely that
the sorts of decisions emerging from the regulatory body will dramatically change if one member of a 5-
member committee is replaced. This also provides the opportunity to put restrictions on the composition
of the regulatory body. For example, a majority of the members of the decisionmaking body cannot be
members of the same political party.

The option for judicial review of decisions made by the regulatory body is particularly important,
because another major requirement for solving the regulatory commitment problem is accountability of
the regulatory body for the implications of its decisions. Endowing a regulatory body with the ability to
set prices and service quality standards and to make market rule changes,  gives it an enormous amount of
discretion. Without an accompanying obligation to do this is in a responsible manner that respects the
legal rights of all parties involved and the precedents that exist from previous decisions, there is
considerable leeway for opportunistic behavior by the regulatory body. By requiring the regulatory body
to be accountable, in the sense of providing market participants with the opportunity to request a judicial
review of regulatory decisions, the likelihood that the regulatory body will implement policies which
violate previous regulatory commitments will be limited. The enabling legislation for the regulatory body
should therefore provide it with a  mission statement and general guidelines for its operation. This
enabling legislation then forms the legal foundation for any attempt to overturn or modify a decision
made by a regulatory body through judicial review. The early experience of the US regulatory process is
instructive in this regard.  During the early stages of regulation of electric utilities, natural gas pipelines
and other network industries, there were a large number of judicial reviews of decisions make by the
newly created regulatory bodies. However, as a large body of legal precedent from these judicial reviews
and from previous regulatory decisions developed, the number of major judicial reviews declined
significantly.

A final aspect of the regulatory process that further increases its ability to balance the competing
goals of honoring previous regulatory commitments against the flexibility to respond changing industry
conditions is transparency. A regulatory process is transparent if there is a single entity which makes the
final decision and there is a clear record of how this decision is arrived at. It is essential that the
regulatory body have the right to make the final decision on pricing, service quality and market rule
changes. A process where the regulatory body makes recommendations that must then be ultimately
decided by another decision-making body, introduces unnecessary uncertainty into the regulatory process
and creates additional incentives for market participants or the government to attempt to influence the
regulatory process.  The full responsibility for decision-making should reside with a single entity, subject
to the opportunity for judicial review of its decisions as discussed below.

Transparency has several dimensions. The first is that a written record of all information provided
by market participants to the regulatory body must be provided to all other market participants. Next is
that all decisions made by the regulatory body must be issued in written form and in light of the written
evidence or oral evidence (that is subsequently transcribed) entered into the regulatory proceedings. These
decisions must address the issues presented by market participants by weighting the relative merits of the
arguments made for and against the decision under consideration. Because of the risk of judicial review, it
is unacceptable for the regulatory body to disregard sound economic or legal analysis of an issue in favor
a position with no explanation of the reasons for it. This is simply the due process requirement. The
credibility of the regulatory body would also be severely undermined if market participant thought that it
was possible to influence the regulatory outcome through secret meetings with members of the regulatory
body or other non-public forms of interaction. For example, in the US many regulatory bodies prohibit
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non-public meetings between its members and staff and market participants that involve discussions of
the details of issues currently under consideration by the regulatory body within a certain time period of
the initiation of the formal decision-making process. This ex parte communication requirement increases
the perceived transparency of the regulatory process, because market participants can be confident that
from a certain time forward all information conveyed to the regulatory body relevant to the decision-
making process must be made in a public forum. To ensure transparency ANRE issued in December of
1999, a document, Procedural Norms to Issuing Regulations, which requires public consultation and
public meetings with all parties involved throughout regulatory process.

Another important aspect of an accountable and transparent regulatory process is open access to
the proceedings. A very low standard should be applied to the process of determining whether or not an
individual, firm or government agency is permitted to submit evidence to a regulatory proceeding. If an
individual is sufficiently interested in the issue to the take the time to submit written evidence or an oral
argument on an issue, then this level of interest should be sufficient to allow participation in the
regulatory proceeding. The process of soliciting input from all interested parties is extremely valuable
when the regulatory body is attempting to formulate a new policy to adapt to changing circumstances in
the industry. For example, in many regulatory proceedings in the US and abroad, the regulatory body will
post what is referred to as a notice of proposed rule-making (NOPR). This document will lay out the
specific issues that the regulatory body plans to make a decision on and solicit input from all interested
parties on how it should formulate these proposed rules for regulating the industry. Interveners will then
file comments on the regulatory body’s initial NOPR after some time lag. Then the regulatory body will
analyze these comments and issue its final ruling. This decision addresses comments it has received on its
NOPR and provides a foundation for the final decision which respects past legal precedence and
regulatory decisions. This information gathering process is an essential aspect of the “due process”
associated with any major regulatory decision. Strict adherence to this information solicitation and
information processing function before in any major regulatory policy change limits the ability of a
subsequent judicial review to overturn the regulatory body’s initial decision for failure to adhere to the
standards of due process.

Recommendation 6. The following eight essential characteristics of the regulatory process
should be put in place as soon as possible:

1. Legislation Defining Mission and Guiding Principles: The enabling legislation should state
the defining mission and guiding principles governing actions of regulatory body.

2. Respect for Precedent and Due Process: Regulatory decisions should be made based on the
maximum amount of information available following due process which respects the enabling
legislation, existing legal precedent, previous decisions by the regulatory body.

3. Ability to Request and Receive Information: Regulatory body should have the ability to
request all information from market participants that is necessary for it to perform its functions so
long as these requests for information can be justified as not being excessively burdensome to that
market participant.

4. Open and Non-Discriminatory Process: All interested parties should be allowed to
participate in the regulatory process, although past a certain point in time the regulatory decision-
making process all communication between the regulatory body and the market participants
relating to the issue under consideration within the context of the formal regulatory proceeding.
Regulatory process should favor no market participant or group of market participants.
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5. Solicitation of Public Comment Before Major Policy Changes: For all policy issues
requiring changes in established principles of operation, the regulatory body should solicit public
comment on proposed changes in how the regulatory body and industry should function.

6. Independence from Government and Industry: Regulatory body should be provided with
budget and permanent staff necessary to accomplish its duties. Members should be appointed to
fixed terms. The recommend generic organizational structure would be a five-member committee
appointed to staggered five year terms.

7. Single Decision making Body: A regulatory body rather than a single individual should
be the sole decision-making entity on issues relating to pricing, service quality standards and
market rule changes for the industry.

8. Accountability Through Risk of Judicial Review of Decisions: In exchange for sole
decision-making authority, the regulatory body should be subject to judicial review based on
violations of due process. However, the judicial review process should set a high standard for
overturning decisions by the regulatory body.

Implementing Desired Regulatory Structure in Romania

A reading of the English translations of Emergency Ordinances 29 and 63 reveals that the regulatory
process outlined in these documents has a several of the eight desirable characteristics mentioned above.
However, based discussions with the CONEL staff, Ministry of Industry staff and other interested parties,
the reality of how the regulatory process actually operates is quite different. Consequently, this section
will first describe which of these features are written into the Emergency Orders. It then provides
recommendations for integrating the remaining features into the regulatory process so that a privatization
process which serves the long-term interests of Romania can be initiated as rapidly as possible.

 The defining legislation for the ANRE states that its budget is to be collected from license and
authorization granting tariffs. This is consistent with the goal of an independent ANRE. However,
Emergency Order 29 also states that ANRE can collect penalties for non-compliance with market rules
that are assessed on individual market participants. These penalties go to the Romanian government. Thus
far ANRE has not levied a penalty. Although assessing penalties may enhance the efficiency of a stable,
long-standing regulatory process, during the initial stages of a  restructuring process, this may be
counterproductive to establishing a credible, stable and transparent regulatory regime. This scheme
immediately puts ANRE in an unnecessarily adversarial relationship with the entities it must regulate.

Recommendation 7. During the early stages of restructuring process the regulatory agency’s
budget should be set based on its expected duties and resources necessary to accomplish them.

Emergency Order 29 defines various duties for ANRE. However, it contains no defining mission
and guiding principles for ANRE. For example, ANRE is given the authority to set tariffs for natural
monopoly services, but it is given no guidance as to how these tariffs are to be determined. Specifically,
there is no discussion of what constitutes a reasonable price. Emergency Order 63 attempts to solve this
problem. Article 36 does describe what costs can be included in the prices set. However, it is extremely
difficult to determine the empirical content of this article. Article 37 states that tariffs for electricity
should be same for all captive customers all over the country. Article 38 requires that firms adhere to
proper accounting principles. Article 39 sets out governing principles for the prices that result from the
regulatory process. Article 40 requires that no cross-subsidies exist between the pricing of electrical and
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thermal energy. Consequently, Order 63 puts significant structure on the outcome of the regulatory price-
setting process, although ARNE still appears to have considerable discretion in setting rates because
many of terms used in various articles of Emergency Order 63 have no clear legal definition. Further
clarification of all of these definitions is called for before they can be used in an actual regulatory
proceeding. This is example of a set of issue where ANRE should issue a NOPR and solicit comment
before arriving at a final decision in order to build consensus for what are sure to be very controversial
decisions.

Article 6 of Order 29 contains an enormous list of responsibilities for ANRE, all of which can
exert an enormous influence on the value of CONEL’s generation, transmission and distribution assets.
However, the order contains no discussion of the process ANRE should use to carry out its
responsibilities. For example, there is no discussion of how precedent will be established and what
constitutes due process in a regulatory proceeding. There appear to be no provisions which attempt to
guarantee that if presented with same set of facts ANRE will produce the same decision, which is a
minimal requirement of a transparent and credible regulatory process. Order 63 is largely silent on these
issues as well. It provides very little guidance as to how decision-making will take place within ANRE.
This is another example of a set issues where a NOPR would help to build consensus and avoid the risk of
a decision being overturned by judicial review.

Article 14 of Order 29 requires that all market participants provide the information required for
ANRE to perform its duties adequately. ANRE also has the ability to assess penalties for incorrect,
incomplete and wrong information. Once again this ability to assess penalties seems contrary to the goal
of establishing a stable and credible regulatory process. Article 14 is bound to create unnecessary tension
between ANRE and market participants, with few accompanying benefits. Article 14 also does not
specify any sort of cost/benefit criterion for data requests by ANRE. There is nothing to prevent ANRE
from making an impossible-to-fulfill data request and then penalizing  the market participant for failing to
comply.

Although Order 63 does describe some features of the regulatory outcomes desired, there little
discussion in it or Order 29 about how to ensure that the regulatory decision-making process is open and
non-discriminatory. For instance, there appears to be no discussion of which entities can participate and
under what conditions. The enabling ordinances are also silent on the necessity of soliciting public
comment on proposed rule-making decisions. Given the large number of duties given in Article 6 of
Order 29 and in Article 46 of Order 63 that must carried by the regulatory body and the complete lack of
experience with economic regulation in Romania, the process could benefit considerably from a notice of
proposed rule-making solicitation followed by an invitation to provide public comment, followed by final
decision based on public comment. Particularly, during the early stages of the regulatory process, ANRE
must attempt to build a consensus between it and all market participants concerning the direction of the
restructuring process. For example, CONEL can be a very effective impediment to the restructuring
process, and the incentives for it to slow the restructuring process are substantial. By allowing a
significant amount of public comment early on in the process, a greater consensus for ANRE’s proposed
market rules can be built. It is important to bear in mind that successful regulation requires a tremendous
amount of cooperation from the regulated firm. Clearly, the threat of financial penalties is one way to
cause regulated firms to follow the instructions of the regulatory body. However, a far superior strategy
that has worked very successfully in most all developing countries and particularly in the US, is to allow
the regulated entity considerable input into the regulatory decision-making process.

The goal of regulation is to serve the greater interests of the citizens of the country or state in
their role as consumers. Although the regulated firm will certainly disagree with regulatory decisions that
adversely impact its financial interests, if they can be convinced that the decision serves the best interests
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of consumers, they will be less likely to attempt to undermine the implementation of a regulatory
decision.

Recommendation 8. Particularly during the early stages of the restructuring process, the
regulatory body must be a consensus builder that oversees the operation of the firms it regulates,
rather than an additional layer of managerial oversight for the day-to-day operation of the firms.

There are far too many contingencies in the day-to-day operation of the firm that the regulatory
body cannot anticipate, so it must instead my rely on the self-interest of the regulated firm to make the
appropriate decisions when these contingencies occur. The firm’s self-interest is more likely to be
consistent with that of the regulatory body if it understands the logic underlying the regulatory decision
and it feels that it has contributed significant input that has been accounted for in the final decision. The
recently approved Procedural Norms to Issuing Regulations should help increase the perception among
market participants that ANRE is a consensus builder.

Another shortcoming of Orders 29 and 63 is designation of the President of ANRE as the single
decision-making entity, rather than a multi-person decision-making body. Many countries throughout the
world have also established president-ruled regulatory authorities. However, for the reasons discussed
below, particularly the early stages of the re-structuring process, a commission-ruled regulatory body
seems preferable. Article 10 of Order 29 states that the President of ANRE should be assisted by a
consulting council of 7 members, appointed by the Minister of Industry and Trade from proposals
received from professional and consumer associations as well as experts from  the Ministry of Industry
and Trade.  Article 9 implies that the President of ANRE is the sole decision-making entity. Discussions
with, Dr. Jean Constantinescu, the current President of ANRE, confirmed that this was his understanding
as well. ANRE has a staff and its own regulatory committee made up of the President, Vice-President and
the heads of the two regulatory departments. The draft regulations are discussed in this committee before
they are issued.

Decision-making by a committee gives the perception of a greater degree of autonomy from the
government and the industry, relative to assigning decision-making power to single individual. There is a
greater likelihood that market participants will perceive that a single individual is biased and unable to
make impartial decisions. Based on discussions with market participants, this appears to be the case with
the current President of ANRE. Several of the market participants and members of the Ministry of Trade
felt that the current President of ANRE may not be impartial towards the current management of CONEL.
Given the information made available to me, it is not possible to determine whether these perceptions are
in fact true. However, these perceptions, even if they are false, undermine the effectiveness of the
regulatory process and would be less likely to happen with a regulatory decision-making body supported
by a permanent of staff of experts in their respective areas.

The regulatory process is far too complex for single individual or even a small number of
individuals appointed to fixed terms to understand all of the details. There should instead be a permanent
staff of experts at ANRE in power systems engineering, economics, and law to assist the regulatory
decision-making body. This staff would provide an institutional memory and expertise that is not possible
in a regulatory process which relies very heavily on the President and  members of the decision-making
body appointed to fixed terms for all of its expertise and institutional memory. Having a permanent staff
with an institutional memory also increases the likelihood the regulatory process will respect due process
and precedence.

Recommendation 9. The regulatory body should have a permanent professional staff of
lawyers, engineers and regulatory economists. Depending on their workload, members of the
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regulatory decision-making body may require their own self-appointed assistants to interact with the
permanent staff of regulatory body.

All successful regulatory bodies in the US at both state and federal level have the structure of a
permanent staff of experts and decision-making body composed of elected or appointed commissioners
serving fixed terms. This staff will have a strong interest in preserving the value of its expertise and will
therefore be a strong force for respecting historical precedence and formal process. Members of the
decision-making body often have a budget to hire a small staff, but the major administrative work of the
regulatory body is done by the staff. Consequently, a superior strategy to the current decision-making
structure of ANRE would be take four members of the consulting council and make them members of the
decision-making body along with the President of ANRE. The remaining three members of the consulting
council could then be made permanent staff and charged with hiring and managing permanent staff in the
broad areas of power systems, legal institutions, and regulatory economics.

Article 6 of Order 29 notes that the tariff-setting methodology and resulting tariffs for regulated
services will be subject to the approval of the Competition Office. This requirement is contrary to the
goals of a successful regulatory process for a number of reasons. First, it opens up the price-setting
process to external influences that will undermine its perceived independence. Based on discussions with
relevant parties in Romania, it does not appear that the Competition Office has an explicit legal mandate
to be independent of political or other external influences. For this reason, the Competition Office may be
less likely to respect precedent and due process in the regulatory process. A very skeptical interpretation
of Article 6 of Order 29 is that the traditional regulatory price-setting processes can be suspended if it
becomes politically attractive to do so. A second argument against Article 6 is that it would require
unnecessary duplication of engineering, legal and economic expertise relating to the electricity and heat
industry on the staff of ANRE and on the staff of the Competition Council. Without the necessary
expertise at both entities, the decision-making process at the entity with the inferior expertise will be
perceived as less independent. This will attract more effort by interested parties to influence the
regulatory outcome. A superior strategy is to concentrate this expertise in one agency, ANRE, and give all
decision-making authority to that agency subject to the possibility for external judicial review.

Article 9 of Order 29 also states that decisions made by the President of ANRE may be appealed
at the Bucharest Court of Appeals. The possibility of judicial review of ANRE decisions is essential to
guarantee that ANRE is accountable for its decisions. However, Article 9 provides no criterion for the
court to use to evaluate whether or not an appeal has any merit. Examples of criterion would be whether
the tariffs set by ANRE are not “just and reasonable” in the sense that they do not compensate the firm for
a “fair rate of return on its used and useful past and present investments” commensurate with the level of
risk borne by the firm. Another example would be whether a decision make by ANRE was consistent with
due process in the sense that the decision was based only on the evidence presented in the regulatory
hearing and not on private communications between ANRE and market participants. A final missing
ingredient is a discussion of how the costs of such legal appeals processes are to be recovered by the
regulated firm. For example, one scheme might require the loser to pay. Article 9 should be expanded to
elaborate on the criteria to be used to determine if an appeal of a decision by ANRE has violated the
intended goal of the regulatory process. By leaving these criteria vague, the possibility exists that any
decision by ANRE could be appealed, which could render the regulatory process unworkable. If Order 29
contained specific goals for the regulatory process then Article 9 could be written to include a section
which allowed appeals of decisions that were inconsistent with the stated goals of Order 29. Section 40 of
Order 63 gives one example of a stated goal for the regulatory process. It prohibits cross-subsidization
between the heat-producing and electricity producing activities of firms supplying these two products.
However, both Orders 63 and 29 are silent on the guiding principles for determining the prices for
regulated services or products.  Article 36 of Order 63 notes that justified costs should be covered by the
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prices and tariffs. However, neither article provides a definition of justified costs, particularly what capital
investments made by the regulated firm are included. Without a definition of justified costs and what is
and is not included in this magnitude, the regulatory process will be unworkable.

Establishing Regulatory Credibility

Without a credible regulatory process the likelihood that the privatization process will yield the
appropriate level of asset sales revenues to the government will be significantly reduced. If private
investors, particularly those from abroad, perceive that the commitments made at the time the assets are
sold will not be honored, they are unlikely to pay as much for the assets as they would otherwise.
Consequently, before CONEL’s assets are offered for sale, credibility of the regulatory process should be
established to greatest extent possible.

There are two possible routes to regulatory credibility. The first is to begin the regulatory process
as soon as possible with the entities to be sold still owned by the government. Then require the formation
of separate corporatized entities with their own separate management and employees. Legal title to assets
formerly owned by CONEL should be assigned to each entity. These entities should then be allowed the
opportunity to earn the appropriate regulated rate-of-return on these assets. By operating in this manner
and accumulating experience with the operation of the regulatory process, the Romania government,
ANRE and the regulated entities can establish the credibility of the regulatory process and its ability to
respond to changing conditions in the industry. In this case credibility, comes primarily from the
demonstration effect of showing that the industry can function according to the rules set out by regulatory
process without external government intervention.

The second route to establishing regulatory credibility can be employed jointly with the first
approach. This entails making commitments to external entities that prevent future governments or
regulatory bodies from not honoring previous commitments. For example, ANRE and the Romanian
government could consent to have regulatory decisions periodically reviewed by an external oversight
body for coherence with standard regulatory practice. The primary role of this oversight body would be to
provide information to interested parties. It should have no explicit powers to overturn decisions. The
Romanian government’s desire to attract foreign investors and the resulting bad publicly from an
unfavorable review by the oversight body is the mechanism that would lead  to establishing regulatory
credibility.

Necessity of Establishing the Bills will be Paid

Regulatory credibility also implies that customers must pay their bills in a timely manner. Uncertainty
about whether payment will occur reduces the value that a prospective buyer places on the asset that
provides the service. The Romanian government should therefore put in place programs that compel all
customers to pay their bills for electricity and heat in a timely manner. For those who are unable to pay,
the government may want to establish a program to provide the appropriate level of financial assistance to
customers unable to pay their electricity and heating bills. All providers should have the right to stop
service for non-payment. Private investors will be unwilling to purchase assets whose income streams are
highly uncertain because customers have little or no incentive to pay their bills.

In this dimension, external entities such as the World Bank can provide strong incentives for bills
to be paid. Conditioning future funding of World Bank loans or aid to the Romanian government on the
levels of non-payment to the electricity and heat industries will provide strong incentives for the Romania
government to determine which customers truly cannot pay and which can pay, and establish aid
programs for the former and ensure payment by the latter.
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For industrial and commercial customers this non-payment problem should solve itself under a
private ownership structure. Those industries unable to pay will no longer receive service and will
therefore exit the industry. However, the more serious problem concerns the residential customers who
are unable to pay because they have fixed nominal incomes. The social tariff established by ANRE should
be continued in some form even after  the local distribution companies are privatized.

Recommendation 10. The local distribution companies should be privatized early in the
process to provide strong incentives to solve the arrears problems. Privately-owned firms will feel less
political pressure to continue to serve non-paying or delinquent customers. Government-owned
entities are less credible in their appeals that non-payment impacts their own ability to remain in
business than are privately-owned firms.

Separate Prices for Each Service

The current re-organization of the RENEL into CONEL and the creation of separate subsidiaries owned
by CONEL is a very important first step in the restructuring process. The next step in the process is
financial separation between the various subsidiaries. This will require establishing separate prices for the
final product sold by each company. For example, ANRE should establish a price paid for wholesale
electricity provided by each company. Although the ultimate goal of this process is to establish a single
wholesale price of electricity for the entire country, as discussed earlier, initial conditions in the industry
prevent this from happening. Consequently, ANRE should first set a price for wholesale electricity
supplied by Hidroelectrica, a price for wholesale electricity and a price for wholesale heat supplied by
Termoelectrica, and a price for electricity supplied by Nuclearelectrica. ANRE should then set separate
distribution and supply charges for each of the regional electricity companies. Economic logic dictates
that distribution costs should vary with the geography and population density of the customers served.
However, given the requirement of a single delivered price for all captive customers in Romania in Order
63, it may be necessary to set a single average distribution rate for the entire country. The costs of retail
supply could also vary geographically, although the argument for this seems less clear.

Recommendation 11: ANRE should set the regulated prices for all individual services so that
the retail price paid by each customer is equal to:

P (retail) = P (wholesale) + P (Transmission & System Operation)
+ P (Distribution) + P (supply),

where P(x) is the price of service x. Separate regulated prices for generation, transmission and grid
operation, distribution and electricity supply is essential to begin the restructuring process.

This has been accomplished by ANRE in its tariff revision of February 2000. Potential purchasers of
generation assets owned by Termoelectrica or Hidroelectrica must know the price that they will receive
for electricity produced from these facilities as well as the regulatory mechanism that will be used to set
these output prices. Similar logic applies to the prices that are set for grid operation and transmission
services and the prices set for local distribution and electricity supply. The resulting retail electricity price
will then be determined according to the equation given above. This equation allows sufficient flexibility
to have different retail prices for different customers classes depending on the across-customer variation
in any of the component prices. For example, the price in one region way be higher because the local
distribution price is higher in that region. By setting separate prices for each component of the retail
electricity price and requiring that each entity recover its going-forward production costs from sales at
these prices will begin the process of establishing a credible and transparent regulatory process. Not until
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there is significant evidence that each of the newly formed firms is financially viable at the regulated
prices set by ANRE should further steps in the restructuring process begin.

The significant financial hardship that the current retail price of electricity causes for a large
number of Romanian consumers is a major challenge to setting separate prices for each service.
Consequently, to the extent that the sum of the initial service-specific regulated prices set by ANRE
exceeds the current retail electricity price, a plan should be implemented to move all of these component
prices up to their regulated level as rapidly as possible. In determining which prices to increase first, the
top priority should be given to setting all prices to cover the variable operating costs and the going-
forward fixed costs associated with providing each service for the current year. Because the Romanian
electricity supply industry currently has a tremendous excess generating capacity it is important that the
regulatory process does not set the wholesale price of electricity for power supplied by either
Hidroelectrica or Termoelectrica equal to the embedded cost of either of these companies. These prices
should be set equal to the going-forward cost of producing electricity. For example, in the case of fossil
fuel generation, this would include all fuel costs, labor costs, any associated operation and maintenance
costs, and any investment expenditures necessary to keep the plant operating in the current year. At the
present time there is little need to attract new capital into the industry. Consequently, there is little reason
to set wholesale electricity prices at a level necessary to attract new capacity into the market. It would
only make sense to increase the regulated price above this level if there were a scarcity of generating
capacity in the Romanian market and it was therefore necessary to attract more generating capacity into
Romania.

Similar logic should be employed in the price-setting process of the other aspects of electricity
supply process. The prices should be set to recover the variable costs of production plus any going
forward fixed costs necessary to keep the capital stock operable in the current year. Prices set to recover
higher levels of return to the capital will unnecessarily burden Romanian consumers during the initial
stages of the transition process. Although there is not nearly as much excess capacity in the transmission
and distribution sectors as there is in the generation sector, at the present time there is still little need for
expansion of capacity in these sectors as well.

The pricing scheme described above separates the pricing of what are usually considered
monopoly services–transmission, system operation and distribution–from what are usually considered
potentially competitive services–generation and supply. This scheme will make it easier to introduce
competition into the segments of the industry where it is considered feasible. As the transition to
competition begins it may be necessary to raise the prices paid for monopoly services to attract new
investment into these segments of the industry in order improve the efficiency of the competitive
generation market. Credibility to honor commitments to pay for new investment could be handled through
a rate base mechanism similar to the one described earlier. Under this scheme, all investment would be
allowed to earn a “fair” rate of return throughout its useful economic life. At this time, the existing capital
stock of each of the separate companies of CONEL could then be valued and put into the rate base of the
firm that operates this capital equipment. For example, the transmission and system operation assets
owned and operated by CONEL could be valued and put into the rate base of the firm that performs these
functions. The regulatory process would then determine the price paid for transmission services and
system operation by including an appropriate rate of return on this rate base. In this same way, the
distribution company’s assets could be valued and placed in the rate base to determine its revenue
requirements in the regulatory price-setting process. The prices that result from the regulatory process are
likely to be higher than the current price of these services implied by the current retail electricity price and
the average cost of producing wholesale electricity.
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Given the need for repair of existing fossil fuel facilities described in the S.C. Termoelectrica S.A.
Annual Report 1998-1999 38(CONEL-Termoelectrica, 1999), it is difficult to see how spending scarce
government funds on the construction of new generation capacity is in the long-term interests of
Romanian consumers. Consequently, the recent Romanian government decision to continue spending on
the construction on Unit 2 of the Cernavoda Nuclear Power Station and the continued production of the
heavy water necessary for it to begin operation (Nine O’Clock, January 28, 2000) does not seem to be in
the long-term interest of Romanian consumers. Using these funds either in the form of subsidies to
customers unable to pay their electricity bill or to rehabilitate existing generating, transmission and
distribution facilities would further the goal of electricity industry restructuring, which should provide
greater long-term benefits to Romanian consumers. If the construction of Unit 2 of the Cernavoda Nuclear
Power Station is halted then it is also no longer necessary to continue operating the heavy water
production facility, because the rate at which heavy water is consumed by Unit 1 of the Cernavoda
Nuclear Power Station is orders of magnitude less than the rate at which heavy water is manufactured by
the Romag facility.

Introducing Competition into the Romanian Electricity Supply Industry

Once the retail price for electricity has seen set equal to the sum of regulated component prices which
recover the variable costs and going-forward fixed costs associated with providing each service, then it is
possible to introduce competition into the RESI. However, before introducing competition it important to
remember that competition creates very strong financial incentives to eliminate cross-subsidies in the
provision of any set of services. Consequently, introducing competition before setting regulated prices
that recover going-forward costs risks creating perverse incentives for new entry into the RESI.
Competitors will enter into the markets for the services providing subsidies and eliminate the excess
profits earned by these services. This process can have adverse impacts for the development of long-term
competition in the RESI. Instead of focusing on investment that enhances the long-term efficiency of the
industry, new entrants will focus on exploiting profitable arbitrage opportunities created by prices that do
not reflect the current cost of providing each service.

Even in a competitive generation and supply regime where all prices are set to cover the going-
forward costs of supply for each component of the delivered price of electricity the possibility of cross-
subsidies still exists. This occurs because competition also create opportunities for profitable niche
markets. For example, suppose a single wholesale price of electricity is set for all customer classes. If it is
less expensive to serve industrial customers relative to residential customers in a given geographical area,
under a competitive generation regime entry will occur into the provision of wholesale electricity for
industrial customers. Under the regulated monopoly regime entry into this profitable industrial market is
prohibited by law. Consequently, the introduction of competition into both generation and supply can
create the opportunity for these profitable niche markets to form. The outcome of this process is that the
incumbent supply companies will be left with the least profitable customers that they must serve at
regulated retail prices that may not allow them to recover their going-forward production costs.

By assigning the default provider obligation before introducing competition into generation and
supply, these adverse impacts can be largely avoided.

                                                
38 S.C. Termoelectrica (1999), "Annual Report 1998- 1999" CONEL- S.C. Termoelectric, S.A., Bucharest, Romania.
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Recommendation 12. ANRE should designate a mechanism for assigning the default
provider obligation for each geographic area and a price-setting process for compensating this
provider for the cost of serving default customers.

The default provider should then have the obligation to offer all customers this rate, although it
and all other suppliers should have the opportunity to offer any other price schedules. It makes the most
sense to assign the default provider obligation to the incumbent electricity supply company rather than
force all customers to switch to another supplier. So long as a default provider rate is established for all
customers classes, it makes little sense to delay the introduction of retail competition to specific customer
classes as has been done in other markets around the world. The best way to ensure the likelihood of
success of wholesale and retail competition is the allow the largest number of opportunities for firms to
compete for customers. Sequencing the introduction of retail competition by the size of a customer’s peak
electricity demand can diminish the opportunities for new entrants in retail supply to aggregate loads
across diverse customer classes and become more effective competitors for the incumbent distribution
companies. It important to emphasize that no customer is required to accept the default provider rate. This
option is only required to exist as protection against the potential exercise of retail electricity market
power.

Once a default provider has been identified and a default rate set for all competitive services and
customer classes, then it is feasible to begin the process of introducing competition into wholesale
generation and retail supply segments of the industry. The ultimate goal of this process is a spot market
for electricity where all generating unit owners compete to supply all electricity demanded during each
hour of the day. However, as discussed earlier, this requires an extremely sophisticated information
system for collecting data about the performance of the transmission grid and for operating the various
markets for electricity and ancillary services. In addition, given the tremendous amount of excess
generating capacity available in Romania it is doubtful that there will be any new plant constructed to
enter the wholesale energy market. There should, however, be very vigorous competition between
existing owners of generating capacity and any new owners who purchase capacity owned by the
Termoelectrica and Hidroelectrica to supply electricity to final customers.

Coincident with the introduction of competition into the wholesale and retail sides of the
electricity market, the government should begin the process of selling off generating assets. The only
limitation is that CONEL should retain control of a sufficient amount of generating assets to operate the
transmission grid and manage the system in real time. ANRE has prohibited CONEL from owning any
generation capacity. However, existing regulations given CONEL the ability to purchase ancillary
services, including energy for grid operation from generators. Under this scheme, CONEL would contract
with a set of generating unit owners to manage system reliability–both geographically and in real-time for
the entire system.

For a given geographical area, the prices charges by all entities for retail supply of electricity
must include the regulated distribution and transmission and system operation price relevant for that area.
Because the price of generation  and the price of supply are competitively determined there no upper or
lower bounds on what suppliers can charge for these services. Each supplier must pay the regulated
transmission and system operation and distribution charge on all kWh it delivers to final customers.

With this level of wholesale competition, Romania should be able satisfy the market-opening
requirements of the European Union. Whether it wants to make the large up-front investments necessary
to establish a spot market for electricity is something that can be addressed once this point in the
restructuring process is reached. However, it is doubtful that given the current state of information
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technology in the Romanian transmission grid and system operation function, it is unclear if this next step
of restructuring can be justified on a costs versus benefits basis.

At this time the Romanian government may also wish to consider selling off the separate
distribution companies. The benefits from private versus government ownership in this portion of the
industry depends on the regulatory process used to set prices. Given the current state of many of the
electricity distribution and heat distribution networks in Romania, there is a tremendous need for
investment expenditures to improve their efficiency. Consequently, it is unadvisable to implement a price-
cap or other incentive regulation plan for these firms given the incentives to degrade quality that exists in
a price-setting process that does not explicitly set output prices to allow recovery of a rate of return on all
used and useful investments, particularly maintenance and new capacity expenditures. On the other hand
a cost-of-service regulatory process which gives the opportunity to earn a rate-of-return on all used and
useful investment expenditures has the well-known problem of encouraging over-investment. However,
given the reduced maintenance and new capacity investment expenditures over the past ten years due to
the slowdown in the Romanian economy, this sort of regulatory process coupled with private ownership
of distribution network assets may lead to the necessary improvements in local distribution networks.
Consequently, the major issue to be confronted in deciding whether to privatize the local distribution
companies is the extent to which the necessary network repairs, upgrades and expansions will take place
more rapidly and at lower cost under private ownership versus public ownership. The evidence from other
countries, particularly the US, suggests that cost-of-service regulated firms have very strong incentives to
undertake these expenditures in a lower cost manner than do government-owned distribution companies.

Consolidation of Regional Electricity Companies May Not Be Necessary

Although it is doubtful that there should be 42 local distribution companies in Romania, there is also
considerable uncertainty about the optimal number of distribution companies. In addition, there are also
very uncertain gains to consolidation that may make it more costly in the long run to attempt to combine
these companies before selling them off to private investors. It is difficult to see where the economies to
scale are in operating a local distribution network. Consequently, a superior strategy may instead be to
keep the number of companies in their present form and instead allow private investors to purchase one or
a collection of these companies in the privatization process. This will allow private investors, rather than
ANRE or the Romanian government to determine which combinations of the original 42 regional
companies make the most sense from an economic perspective. There many auction mechanisms
available for selling off bundles of assets that could be used determine the optimal number of local
distribution companies. In the US, a simultaneous auction mechanism was used to sell geographic
bundles of electromagnetic spectrum. This process allowed each bidder to determine which combinations
of geographic spectrum would best serve its needs as a provider of wireless telecommunications services.
Similar benefits could be realized by using this sort of mechanism to sell of the 42 local distribution
companies.

Conclusion

As general rule, privatization and the introduction of competition should be attempted only where there is
a significant likelihood of long-term benefits relative to the status quo. The accumulated evidence from
the electricity supply industries of other countries around the world is that privatization and the
introduction of competition has the potential to yield significant benefits to Romania. However, the initial
conditions in the electricity supply industry in Romania and the regulatory process currently in place,
present a unique challenge to the design of the appropriate regulatory process for managing this transition.
Establishing a credible regulatory mechanism that is perceived as responsive to all parties involved in the
industry is crucial to a successful transition to privatized industry with robust competition in generation
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and supply. This report has outlined this necessary features of such a regulatory process given these initial
conditions. It has then outlined the process of privatizing the industry and introducing competition in a
manner consistent with the European Union directives.
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Table 1:  CONEL Electricity Sales to Main Sectors of the Economy (in GWh)
Sector 1997 1998 Difference

Industry:
Iron and steel 4,338 4.042 (296)
Extractive 4,649 3,928 (721)
Chemical and allied industries 4,946 3,802 (1,144)
Energy and Water 2,260 2,237 (23)
Engineering 2,135 2,070 (65)
Non-ferrous metals 3,478 2,451 (1,027)
Foodstuffs 1,300 1,247 (53)
Vehicles 1,133 1,124 (9)
Textiles and Clothing 761 709 (52)
Paper and Paper Processing 533 411 (122)
Rubber and Plastics 369 310 (59)
Wood and Furniture 729 650 (79)
Other 2,382 3,340 958
Total Industry 29,013 26,321 (2,692)
Construction 307 293 (14)
Services Sector:
Transportation 2,200 1,974 (226)
Trade 770 848 78
Public Administration and Social Services 792 773 (19)
Hotels, Restaurants and Theaters 345 357 12
Communications 204 216 12
Banking and Insurance 51 63 12
Other Services 471 506 35

Total Services Sector 4,833 4,737 (110)

Agriculture 1,078 1,114 36

Households 7,816 7,858 42

Public Lighting 7,816 7,858 28

Total Sales to Customers 43,397 40.701 (2,696)
Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.
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Table 2: Average Revenue by Customer Class and by State in $/MWh in 1998

State/Region All Sectors Residential Commercial Industrial Other
New England 100 115 98 77 141
Connecticut 103 119 100 76 142
Maine 97 129 105 64 253
Massachusetts 95 105 94 81 139
New Hampshire 118 137 116 93 136
Rhode Island 97 111 94 78 112
Vermont 99 117 101 71 162
Middle Atlantic 94 116 102 58 94
New Jersey 102 116 100 78 177
New York 107 137 117 50 88
Pennsylvania 77 97 81 56 119
East North Central 65 86 74 45 71
Illinois 75 98 78 51 68
Indiana 55 72 62 41 99
New England 72 88 79 51 114
Ohio 64 87 76 43 62
Wisconsin 54 72 59 38 73
West North Central 59 73 61 43 61
Iowa 62 85 68 41 65
Kansas 63 76 63 45 94
Minnesota 57 73 62 44 77
Missouri 61 71 60 44 61
Nebraska 52 65 54 36 52
North Dakota 58 65 60 45 44
South Dakota 63 73 66 45 42
South Atlantic 65 79 64 43 62
Delaware 69 92 71 47 132
District of Columbia 74 80 74 44 66
Florida 71 80 64 50 68
Georgia 64 77 70 43 85
Maryland 70 84 69 42 90
North Carolina 65 81 64 47 71
South Carolina 56 75 63 37 59
Virginia 59 75 56 38 50
West Virginia 51 63 55 38 91
East South Central 52 64 62 39 61
Alabama 55 70 66 40 75
Kentucky 42 57 52 30 47
Mississippi 59 70 65 42 82
Tennessee 56 63 64 46 83
West South Central 60 74 64 40 62
Arkansas 56 73 57 39 65
Louisiana 58 72 65 42 62
Oklahoma 55 66 57 37 49
Texas 61 76 66 40 64
Mountain 60 76 64 41 53
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Arizona 74 87 78 51 48
Colorado 60 75 57 44 82
Idaho 40 53 43 28 49
Montana 51 67 60 35 77
Nevada 58 70 65 46 39
New Mexico 69 90 79 46 57
Utah 52 68 57 34 44
Wyoming 43 64 53 34 35
Pacific Contiguous 72 85 82 47 56
California 90 105 97 63 75
Oregon 47 59 50 31 52
Washington 40 50 48 26 36
Pacific Noncontiguous 109 129 109 90 140
Alaska 99 115 93 73 146
Hawaii 115 138 123 94 122
US Average 67.5 82.7 74.3 45 68

         Source: Electric Sales and Revenue 1998, Energy Information Administration Report DOE/EIA-0540(98).

Table 3:  CONEL Electricity Balance (in Gwh) 1996-1998
Source/Sink

Gross Production:
RENEL, 1996 RENEL, 1997 First Half RENEL

Second Half CONEL, 1998
Hydroelectric 15,684 17,422 18,798
Thermal 42,750 32,871 27,266
Nuclear 1,386 5,400 2,227
Total Gross Production 59,820 55,693 448,291
CONEL’s own Consumption 6,943 6,174 4,934
Purchases from Other Romanian
Producers  Production

110 124 3,288

Imports 2,242 1,038 1,181
Exports 1,433 817 715
Electricity Demand on CONEL
network

53,796 49,864 47,111

Sold to Romanian Customers 46,684 43,095 39,546
Different Assignments 55 318 1,115
Total Electricity Supplied 46,739 43,413 40,701
Losses and Meter Variations 7,057 6,451 6,410
Electricity Demand on CONEL
Network Public Administration and Social
Services

53,796 49,864 47,111

Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.
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Table 4: Installed Electricity Generating Capacity in MW as of December 31, 1998

Type of Plant Capacity
Installed

Capacity not
in use

Capacity
in Use

Operational
Capacity

Coal 8,304 2,370 5,934 4,994

Fuel oil 5,533 1,522 4,011 3,752

Hydroelectric 5,934 - 5,934 5,474

Nuclear 706 - 706 706

Total 20,447 3,892 16,585 14,926

Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.

Table 5:  Average Capacity Utilization by Prime Mover 1996-1998

Type of Plant 1998 1997 1996

Thermal 35.58 38.70 43.51

Hydroelectric 39.20 36.90 34.04

Nuclear 72.61 87.31 44.45

Total CONEL/RENEL 40.58 40.26 40.65

Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.

Table 6:  Installed Heat Production Capacity in (Gcal/h) as of December 31, 1998

Hot Water Steam

Type of Plant Capacity Installed Operational
Capacity

Capacity
Installed

Operational
Capacity

Coal 4,865 3,878 3,526 3,032

Fuel oil 14,158 10,021 4,551 3,600

Total 19,023 13,899 8,077 6,632

Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.
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Table 7:  Average Established and Actual Annual Price Valid for the Specific Time Periods

Electricity Heating

Established Actual Established Actual

Period ROL/
MWh

USD/
MWh

USD/
MWh

ROL/
MWh

USD/
MWh

USD/
MWh

January 1 to July1, 1996 80,600 42.4 28.3 21,650 11.4 7.6

July 2 1996 to
February 28, 1997

127,300 42.4 32.2 34,200 11.4 8.7

March 1, 1997 to
April 30, 1997

365,000 50.0 50.0 80,600 11.0 11.3

May 1, 1997 to
October 31, 1997

- - - 120,360 17.0 16.4

November 1, 1997 to
May 10, 1998

385,075 50.0 47.2 127,620 16.6 15.7

May 11, 1998 to
September 30, 1998

403,160 48.0 46.2 111,150 13.2 12.7

October 1, 1998 to
February 14, 1999

403,160 44.8 38.5 119,266 13.2 11.4

February 14, 1999 to
present

498,611 43.4 - 138,586 12.1

Source: National Electricity Company, Consolidated Financial Statements prepared in accordance with international accounting
standards.
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TRANSPORTATION IN ROMANIA:
AN ASSESSMENT AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

 
 Clifford Winston*

 
 

Introduction

Transportation systems exist to enable people and goods to get from their origins to their destinations. In
theory, countries should formulate policies to enable their systems to be economically efficient or to
achieve some social goal, such as increasing the mobility of low-income residents, at minimum social cost.
Whether these objectives are achieved in practice, however, depends on many factors. Regulatory policies
regarding pricing, entry, and exit in a transportation industry, such as the railroads or airlines, are clearly
one important effect. Equally influential, as shown in figure 1, are technological change, macroeconomic
performance, and public policies besides those having to do with economic regulation. These policies
include, for example, pricing of and investment in  transportation infrastructure and transportation safety
guidelines. Because all these influences are interdependent, each must operate in accord with the others or
the system can perform poorly.

This paper focuses on improving the Romanian transportation system by recommending policies,
regulatory and nonregulatory, that could improve the efficiency of the system and enable it to achieve its
social goals at lower costs. All the effects on transportation system performance presented in figure 1 arise
in the Romanian context. First, preparations are underway to transform many but not all state run
transportation enterprises to private companies. What regulatory policies should govern competition among
these private entities? Should certain transportation services still be controlled by the state? Second,
Romania has launched major rehabilitation and construction programs for its transportation infrastructure.
Are these programs efficient?  Do they improve the system’s safety? Has the existing infrastructure been
designed and used efficiently? Third, Romania is seeking membership in the European Union (EU) and
must align its transportation policies with EU directives. Will these directives dramatically affect the
Romanian transportation system? Finally, Romania’s economy continues to undergo wrenching change as
it tries to become more market oriented. Since 1990 GDP has declined 30 percent and industrial output has
declined roughly 50 percent. Transportation’s role in the Romanian economy is far less important than
transportation’s role in many Western market economies—it contributes roughly 5 percent of GDP and it
accounts for only10 percent of total public investment.39 Transportation has thus become a vulnerable
sector and some components have been demonstrably weakened by the downturn in the Romanian
economy and other events such as the war in Yugoslavia. Should the Romanian government provide
assistance to the weakened components of the system?

In what follows, some basic institutional background is provided that will be useful for
understanding the policy issues confronting airline, rail, highway, and water transportation and
infrastructure in Romania. This background includes a description of the transportation policy environment
and the operating and financial characteristics of the major modes. The central economic issues confronting
each mode and an assessment of the current transportation system’s efficiency are then presented followed

                                                
     * The Brookings Institution.
     39 In the United States, for example, transportation accounts for nearly 20 percent of GDP and close to half of total public

investment.
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by a policy framework for developing an efficient transportation system. The report concludes with
specific recommendations for improving the performance of the Romanian system.

To preview, the following policy guidelines emerge from the analysis:

• Privatization and deregulation of the major intercity modes of transportation, air, rail freight, and
rail passenger, should be vigorously pursued.

• Rail’s infrastructure should also be privatized.
• Efficient pricing and investment rules should be implemented by the appropriate authority to make

the most efficient use of airport and highway infrastructure.
• Steps should be taken to improve the level of highway safety.
• The Romanian government should provide temporary financial assistance to its troubled water

transportation industry.
• In general, there should be minimalist regulatory governance in the transport sector.

Institutional Background

The Romanian transportation system is rapidly changing and its policy apparatus may need to change with
it. Historically, the freight sector was heavily dominated by railroads while water transport played a modest
but important supplementary role. During the past decade, road transport has started to grow, while rail has
been in decline and the financial viability of water transport has come into serious question. Rail continues
to receive large subsidies for its passenger service and has played a large part in the passenger sector, but
during a time of tight budgets the extent of rail’s role is under consideration as policymakers ponder the
potential for bus and even auto to transport a greater share of passengers.

 Transportation policy in Romania is under the authority of the Ministry of Transport. In practice,
the Ministry oversees several transport authorities that have independent operations and control. Among
the most important for our purposes are the Romanian Railway Authority, the Romanian Road Authority,
the Directorate for Civil Aviation, and the Civil Navigation Inspectorate. Because large parts of the
transportation system are preparing to be privatized, including the airline industry, the rail freight industry,
the rail infrastructure company, and the remaining state water carriers (buses and trucks have already been
deregulated), it is important to consider the appropriate role for the Transportation Ministry and its
authorities in a more market oriented environment.

Air Transportation and Infrastructure: The Romanian airline industry currently consists of a mix of
private and state owned carriers providing scheduled and non-scheduled domestic and international air
service (see table 1). The bulk of these services, however, are provided by TAROM, the Romanian flag
carrier. TAROM went through a period of extensive development between 1954-1989 and was operating
a fleet of 70 aircraft by the late 1980s. Unfortunately, political factors rather than economic factors
influenced such major decisions as what markets to serve and the type of aircraft to acquire. As a result,
by the 1990s the carrier had an obsolete fleet consisting of uneconomical Russian built aircraft and
excess capacity.

In 1992, TAROM took steps to modernize its fleet and succeeded in replacing its inefficient
Russian built planes with more efficient American and European planes.40 Nonetheless, the carrier recorded
substantial operating losses in the late 1990s (see table 2) and as indicated by its low load factor in
international markets, which account for the majority of its operations, is still plagued by inefficient
                                                
40   One fundamental problem with Russian built aircraft is that they required as many as 5 people in the cockpit.  American and

European aircraft typically require 2 or 3 people.
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operations.41 In response, the Romanian government has approved a new restructuring plan, TARESPRO,
which is seen as the first step to privatizing the company.

TAROM and the smaller carriers offering international service set fares in accordance with
international statutes. This will change following Romania’s accession to the EU, where it will compete
under open skies and cabotage (foreign carriers will be able to provide service in Romanian markets and
Romanian carriers will be able to provide service in other countries’ domestic markets). As part of the EU
accession, TAROM has been selected as Romania’s designated carrier, giving it preferred access to foreign
airports. This obviously gives TAROM a competitive advantage over other Romanian carriers. Only a
small percentage of travelers use air service for trips within Romania. Fares are not explicitly regulated, but
carriers must be careful to avoid attracting the attention of the authority by setting excessive fares.

Air service in Romania is accommodated by 17 airports, including 4 primary airports that belong
to the Ministry of Transport. Otopeni airport, just outside of Bucharest, is the country’s main international
gateway. It recently completed the first of a two-phase modernization program to reduce arrival and
departure delays. After the program is completed during the next few years, authorities will consider
whether to privatize Otopeni. Otopeni’s operations are largely financed by weight based landing fees.42 As
shown in table 3, these fees have enabled Otopeni to run an operating surplus, but the airport still receives
subsidies for its substantial investments. Finally, a new air traffic control (ATC) administration,
ROMATSA, was founded in 1991. Romanian ATC is currently in the process of being modernized to
facilitate integration with NATO and EU countries’ systems.

Rail Transportation and Infrastructure: Like many European countries, Romania has made a
major commitment to rely on rail to move a large fraction of its freight and passengers. As shown in table
4, the scale of its operations compares with those of Great Britain and exceeds those of the Czech Republic,
Sweden, and Austria. But during the early 1990s as rail’s market share fell, its deficits rose. In the midst of
other macroeconomic problems, the government found it difficult to cover railroad deficits that had
climbed to $300 million per year. Rail faced a financial disaster. In response, the Romanian government
separated the national carrier, SNCFR, into five distinct financial divisions: CFR rail passenger, CFR rail
freight, CFR infrastructure (including track and stations), management (financial and legal), and assets. In
addition, the state poured nearly $1 billion into rehabilitating the track, modernizing locomotives and
freight cars, upgrading telecommunications and information technology and so on. Financial problems,
however, persisted because of the continued involvement of the state in managing operations and because
of regulations that did not allow tariffs or track abandonment to respond to market conditions. The
Romanian government then took another step to ameliorate the situation and in July of 1998 set forth
emergency ordinance number 12 that among other things deregulated freight tariffs and established goals to
privatize rail freight and infrastructure. In addition, the Romanian Railway authority came into being in
1998 as a specialized technical body of the Ministry of Transport. The Ministry itself is responsible for
coordinating operations of the separate railway divisions and is the regulatory authority for railway
transport.

Notwithstanding these changes, undesirable legacies of the previous state run system still remain.
In the case of rail passenger transportation, tariffs continue to be regulated and subsidized, track mileage is
fixed, and the regulatory authority still exerts tight control over operations such as approving the soap used

                                                
41   A satisfactory load factor would be closer to 70 percent rather than 60 percent.  TAROM’s safety record has been good.  It

has had one accident in the last 25 years.
42   Under weight based landing fees, aircraft are charged for the use of a runway in accordance with their weight. Thus jumbo

jets pay far more to use an airport than a small private plane.
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by employees, testing equipment, and limiting the introduction of new light rail passenger cars. The upshot
is that rail passenger service still requires millions of dollars in subsidies and there are no plans to privatize
this service. In the case of rail freight, rates are deregulated—as in the United States most traffic moves at a
negotiated contract rate—but track cannot be abandoned and the regulatory authority still exerts tight
control over operations.

 All Central and East European (CEE) rail carriers have suffered substantial declines in rail freight
traffic since the late 1980s. A comparison of CEE rail carriers reveals that by 1996 these declines ranged
from 40 percent to 90 percent, Romania’s rail freight traffic declined by roughly 67 percent during this
period.43  And as shown in figure 2, Romanian rail freight traffic has continued to decline throughout the
remainder of the 1990s. This decline is as broad as it is deep because it has occurred for all the principle
commodities rail carries (see table 5). This table also shows that rail depends on a select group of shippers
(roughly 25 customers account for 60 percent of rail’s traffic). Thus a sharp decline in the production and
transportation of one of rail’s principle commodities could have a large effect on its financial situation.

Rail has become more productive by reducing labor, selling or scraping rail cars, and closing
stations.  For example, in 1992 it transported 231 million ton-kilometers per employee, by the year 2000 its
productivity is expected to approach 380 million ton-kilometers per employee. Rail’s productivity
improvements are apparently compensating for its loss of traffic because it has turned a small profit for the
first 6 months of 1999. This performance is encouraging as the rail freight company prepares for
privatization and competition and coordination with other railways in the European Union.

CFR rail infrastructure is a new entity whose core product is providing train passage for its two
customers, CFR rail freight and CFR rail passenger. The rail infrastructure company is responsible for
operating and maintaining the track and stations and also for managing non-rail operations such as hotels
and commercial ventures located in the stations. The infrastructure company’s rail tasks are formidable. At
least 1/7 of the track suffers from deferred maintenance, top speed on the tracks is fairly low (for example,
in the Romanian sector C4 the maximum speeds are 84 miles per hour for passenger trains and 57 miles
per hour for freight trains), delays are widespread, and at least 100 stations need upgrading and
commercialization. The infrastructure company is in the process of addressing these problems by investing
in electronic signaling and computer aided dispatching, completing a fiber optic communications network,
and introducing new machinery and tools for track maintenance. One problem the infrastructure company
cannot independently address is that only 25 percent of the track is currently being used.  As noted, carriers
are prevented from abandoning track.

 A critical decision affecting the infrastructure company and the rail freight and passenger
companies is the access charge for carrier use of the track. Under the current fee, operating costs are
covered while capital and fixed costs are covered by the state. During the next 5 years, the fee will be
negotiated between carriers and the infrastructure company under the supervision of the Transportation
Ministry.

Although plans are in the works to privatize the infrastructure company, the extent to which it will
be privatized has not been settled. The company itself may become private, while the tracks remain in state
hands, or both the company and its infrastructure may be privatized, or a middle position may be pursued
where the secondary lines are privatized but the main lines are owned by the state.

                                                
43     These figures are from the Rail Business Report 1999: Performance Database. In contrast to the CEE carriers’ experience,

as United States rail carriers continue to adjust to and benefit from deregulation, their rail traffic has increased during this
period.
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Highway Infrastructure and Transportation: Although Romania has invested in railways, it has not
invested heavily in roads. In fact, its road density, with regard to population and land area, is among the
lowest in Eastern Europe. One obvious reason for the inattention to road infrastructure is that until this
decade, regulation forced all surface transport with a journey greater than 50 kilometers to use rail. This
policy obviously could not be justified on economic grounds and, in fact, was perverse. Rail is typically at
a competitive disadvantage versus truck as shipping distances increase because it is slower and less
reliable. Thus it was extremely inefficient to prohibit the use of truck for longer movements.

The current structure of the Romanian road network is presented in table 6. Motorways and
national roads are used for intercity passenger and freight travel. These highways, however, have not been
designed with adequate capacity and durability. Only a small percentage of motorways and national roads
have stretches with more than two lanes in each direction, and pavements on these roads need to be
strengthened to accommodate more heavy truck travel. To be sure, the current network may have been
adequate for past levels of highway travel, but as shown in table 7 the Romanian vehicle fleet has grown
rapidly since 1985 and is continuing to grow.  The current number of cars, roughly 2.5 million, for a
population of  23 million is very low, indicating there is plenty of room for traffic growth that would strain
current lane capacity. Lane capacity is also likely to be strained by more intercity bus travel. Currently, this
mode is underutilized but this could change, as bus becomes more accepted as an economical form of
transport. Truck transportation is also expected to continue to grow (see the bottom panel in table 7). As
Romania transforms itself into a market economy, it will become more sensitive to the inventory and
logistics costs that arise when goods are not shipped in a timely and reliable manner.  This will increase
Romania’s attraction to truck transportation. Finally, Romania’s accession to the EU requires it to raise its
weight limits to accommodate heavier trucks.44 More trucks and heavier trucks will put additional strain on
highway durability.

The significant growth of road traffic and the current technological condition of the national roads
have spurred highway rehabilitation and construction programs that aim to bring the road infrastructure to
the level required by current and projected traffic volumes and EU standards.45  These programs will require
special funding because current road user charges are insufficient to pay for new investments or
rehabilitation. The current charges for cars and trucks are as follows:

1. Fixed fees—these do not vary for cars, but they do vary for trucks in accordance with 29 different
weight classifications.

2. Supplementary fees for overloaded trucks. Trucks that exceed the axle weight standards pay a fee
based on axle weight. 46

3. Drivers of all vehicles pay a gas tax based on 20 percent of the price of fuel at the refinery.
4. Drivers of all vehicles pay a vehicle tax based on 5 percent of the vehicle’s purchase price.

As shown in table 8, current user fees are insufficient to pay for road maintenance, repairs, and so
on and have to be supplemented with state funds and international loans. Projections presented in the table
indicate that this situation is likely to persist well into the next century.

Another serious problem with the Romanian road system is the high frequency of automobile
accidents and its associated costs to society. Romania has 7.9 fatalities per 10,000 vehicles, which is more
                                                

44 Trucks can currently travel on Romania roads with no more than 11 tons per axle.  Under the EU directives, trucks will be
able to travel on Romanian roads with 11.5 tons per axle.  This could place a large strain on Romanian roads because the
damage that a truck does to a road rises to the 4th power of its axle weight.

45 The programs are called The Program for the Rehabilitation of Main National Roads and The Program for the
Construction of Motorways.

        46 Under the rehabilitation standards, the weight limits are 11 tons per single axle, 16 per double axle, and 23 per triple axle.
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than twice as high as current EU countries and only exceeded by Lithuania and Latvia among EU
accession countries. The costs of auto accidents and fatalities are estimated to run as high as 2-3 percent of
Romania’s GDP.47

Water Transportation and Infrastructure: Water transportation in Romania occurs on rivers,
especially the Danube running through Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, and the Ukraine, and via the Black Sea
bordering Romania and a number of other countries. The existence of these bodies of water has also
facilitated water transportation from distant oceans and the Adriatic Sea. The primary commodities
transported by river include iron ore, coal, bauxite, limestone, and grains, while the primary commodities
transported by ocean include crude oil, coal, and wheat. There are two state owned ocean/sea carriers
(Petromin is the main one) and four private ocean/sea carriers (Histria is the largest of these carriers). It is
expected that the state owned carriers will be privatized. There are 12 private river operations, accounting
for 80 percent of the market, and two state companies that are planning to be privatized.

Ocean transport rates, determined in international markets, tend to be quite volatile, while river
transport rates are deregulated but do not fluctuate wildly. The water transportation regulatory authority is
responsible for inspecting and in assisting navigation by river and ocean vessels. Water transport safety is
generally good. Romanian vessels have not been involved in a major ocean, sea, or river accident in the last
5 years. In addition, the water authority actually has vessels to provide its own river service. This strange
development has obviously displeased private river carriers that are effectively regulated by their
competitor.

 The downturn in the Romanian economy and the war in Yugoslavia have brought a once thriving
river and ocean transport industry close to financial collapse. As shown in table 9, the active Romanian
ocean fleet has significantly shrunk during this past decade. All carriers, with the exception of Histria, are
losing money. Traffic at Constanza, the major Romanian port in the Black Sea has rebounded from the
depths of the early 1990s, but much of the cargo is now carried by other countries’ flag carriers. All the
Romanian river operators are in bankruptcy. The industry, once employing some 5,000 sailors, now
employs 1,500 and it is likely that at least another 1,000 sailors will soon be without work on the rivers.

An Assessment of the Romanian Transport Sector

As indicated by the preceding overview, the Romanian transport sector is undergoing a major transition—
one that has been especially difficult because of external events such as the downturn in the Romanian
economy, the war in Yugoslavia, and the conditions required to meet EU accession. Thus, it is important
not to draw premature judgments about a system that is still trying to get its bearings. On the other hand,
some valid observations can be made about the system at this stage.

Air Transportation:  The airline industry is moving in the right direction by seeking to privatize
TAROM and by becoming part of a deregulated European air market. But the industry is currently not very
efficient and it will have to make significant improvements in its cost efficiency and marketing to compete
effectively against foreign carriers.  TAROM’s current 59 percent load factor in international markets is far
too low and it is losing money at a time when many carriers, especially in the United States, are becoming
quite profitable.

To be fair, TAROM has announced a series of steps that it is taking to become more efficient.
These include restructuring its maintenance department into a separate company to maintain better cost
control; redeploying its labor in operations, especially the excess employees in the cockpit of Russian built

                                                
47 See National Administration of Roads, ’98 Romanian Roads, p. 23.
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planes; building up its marketing department; separating charter from scheduled service while maintaining
the flexibility to use aircraft where they are needed; and opening up new routes and closing others.

While these are reasonable steps, TAROM and the Romanian airline industry could also benefit
from some domestic competition—something that is not provided by the current carriers. At the very least,
it would be desirable if a niche carrier serving selected foreign markets such as the former Soviet Republics
could emerge. Of course, TAROM’s and any other domestic carriers’ development is going to be greatly
affected by their access to foreign airports. Because Romanian airports and airspace are far less congested
than other countries’ airports and airspace (for example, England, France, and Germany), Romania has to
be careful in its EU negotiations to insure that its carriers—not just TAROM—have reasonable access to
foreign countries’ airports.

There are also some issues that need to be addressed in domestic air travel despite its small
patronage.  First, the country has 17 airports, some of which only have a few flights per month. It is far
from clear that it is economical for all these airports to remain open. In addition, Otopeni airport is running
a surplus from its operations but receiving large subsidies for investments. The government should
consider whether the pricing mechanism is being effectively used to insure cost recovery before
subsidizing investments. This also applies to investments in air traffic control.

Rail Transportation: Romania has taken a bold step by trying to revitalize rail transportation by
separating its basic functions, in particular rail operations and ownership and management of the track.
This model of the rail industry, called open access, is being tried in some countries, such as Sweden and
Great Britain. The more conventional model of vertical integration, rail carriers conduct operations and
own their infrastructure, is used in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Argentina, and so on. There are
potential advantages and disadvantages with the open access approach taken by Romania.

One encouraging aspect of this strategy is that it will facilitate announced plans to privatize freight
and infrastructure operations. Separate organizations will already be in place and steps can therefore be
taken to privatize these distinct organizations. Another potential advantage of separating operations from
infrastructure are that newly privatized rail carriers might find it financially burdensome to be responsible
for both their operations and their track and stations. In addition, an independent infrastructure company
might do a better job of managing congestion and coordination with foreign railroads as part of Romania’s
accession to the EU. U.S. rail carriers, for example, have experienced congestion and delays following
major mergers.

   On the other hand, an independent infrastructure company may be in a monopoly position and
could set inefficient prices for the use of its track. As a monopoly provider, it could also fail to provide
optimal maintenance and investment in trackage and signaling and stymie rail operations. Admirers of the
U.S. railroad system are generally skeptical of open access and supportive of vertically integrated systems
because these systems have turned out to be more competitive and efficient.48 It would be premature to
conclude that open access is destined to fail in Romania, but the major challenges that all rail functions will
face to develop an efficient rail system should not be underestimated.

 It is therefore encouraging that each rail company is taking steps to improve its efficiency. The
freight company recognizes that it needs to build up its intermodal (truck-rail) operations and is planning to
set up an intermodal company. The infrastructure company has several investments underway or in the
planning stages that would significantly modernize linehaul and terminal operations.
                                                

48    See Mercer Management Company, Assessing the Track Record of Open Access (commissioned by the Association of American
Railroads) for a critical perspective of open access.
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On the other hand, the freight and infrastructure companies are likely to be less efficient than they
could be because of the regulatory authority’s intrusive actions, such as preventing these companies from
abandoning uneconomical track. Of equal concern is that there are no plans to privatize rail passenger
transportation or to eliminate its subsidies. And, as in the case of freight and infrastructure operations, rail
passenger operations continue to be constrained by the regulatory authority. For example, rail passenger
transportation could become more efficient by deploying light rail vehicles on low-density lines, but it is
prevented from doing so. Finally, while it is possible to cite potential advantages from separating track and
operations, it is not clear what has been gained by creating and maintaining separate asset and management
divisions. The infrastructure company, for one, has voiced its displeasure with the management company
and would prefer not to use it.

A critical matter that will affect all rail transportation companies is the infrastructure access fee.
Current plans are to have it negotiated under the supervision of the state.  But there is no indication that this
will result in charges that accurately reflect costs of use and that it will give rail carriers the incentive to
minimize the costs that their operations impose on rail infrastructure. For example, CFR rail passenger
claims that current rail infrastructure charges account for 25 percent of its costs and that they have no
opportunities to reduce these costs by adjusting their operations and equipment. It is also not clear who will
own the infrastructure and how competition from new entrants will be promoted. Moreover, international
experience has not provided strong evidence that an open access system can set efficient prices and
promote rail competition, which raises questions about the Romanian approach and crystallizes the
importance of designing a pricing, ownership, and entry policy that promotes rail efficiency.

Highway Transportation: After neglecting its highway infrastructure for decades, Romania is
engaged in a difficult catch up game. But throwing money at the problem is not a long run solution. Careful
and thoughtful economic decisions need to be made about road design and pricing. Lane capacity is
insufficient to accommodate the growth in auto ownership and road durability needs to be strengthened to
handle more and heavier trucks. Current user charges for autos and trucks appear to be a scattered
assortment of fees that bear little relationship to the social costs that vehicles impose and to the costs of
maintaining and expanding highway infrastructure. Although Romania is committed to running large
deficits to finance its infrastructure investments well into the next century, this approach to highway
finance should be changed. An integrated pricing, investment, and financing policy that promotes efficient
highway infrastructure needs to be formulated.

With an estimated cost of 2-3 percent of Romania’s GDP, no one would dispute that the Romanian
highway accident rate needs to be substantially reduced. The poor condition of Romanian roads may be
one explanation for the poor level of highway safety, but there appear to be several additional explanations.
First, although Romania has introduced a mandatory seat belt law, many of its vehicles, especially domestic
made cars that account for more than 60 percent of all cars acquired each year, are not equipped with air
bags. Notwithstanding the controversy surrounding the effects of air bags on small passengers, air bags
save lives! The Romanian vehicle fleet is also very old, with 30 percent of the cars greater than 15 years
old. Second, traffic laws are not adequately enforced because police do not have enough working radar
guns to detect speeding or adequate equipment to test for drunk driving. Finally, drivers are not required to
carry insurance for themselves or the damage they inflict on others (Vehicles must carry an insurance
policy for damage inflicted on other vehicles). Safe highway travel is widely recognized as the product of
safe vehicles and roads, proper enforcement of the traffic laws, and adequate incentives to drive safely.
Romania is deficient in all these respects.

Water Transportation: The choice that Romania faces in water transportation is whether to save its
water transportation industry. Romania plans to privatize the two remaining state ocean carriers and has
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offered the private carriers some relief in the form of a special tax regime. But given their heavy debts and
dwindling fleet, it may be too late to gain very much by privatizing the state ocean carriers and the existing
private ocean carriers claim that gaining approval for the special regime takes too long and, in any case, is
insufficient to help them with their financial problems. Because they are all in bankruptcy, the river
carriers’ financial situation is more desperate than the ocean carriers’ and they have not even been offered a
special regime. They also regard their regulator as one of their competitors! Romania cannot muddle
through this crisis and hope it will resolve itself. The choices are to let the entire industry fail, and sell any
remaining assets, or to try to help the industry return to financial viability.

Learning from International Experience: The Case of U.S. Airline and Railroad Deregulation

Before setting out specific policy recommendations, it will be useful to develop a benchmark for making
efficient transportation policy. There are two basic policy questions that any transportation sector must
confront. The first is how should its transportation industries be organized? Should they be state owned or
private? If they are private, should they be subject to economic or social regulations? The second question
is how should its transportation infrastructure be built, expanded, and priced? Will these guidelines
generate sufficient revenue to cover costs? What should be done if they do not?

In this section, we will address the first question by discussing the experience of U.S. deregulation
of the airline and railroad industries, which illustrates how opening up these industries to free market
competition benefited consumers and shippers alike.49  Indeed, based on this experience many countries are
now recognizing that most transportation activities will be more efficiently provided by private, largely
deregulated industries. In the next section, we will discuss efficient transportation infrastructure policy.

U.S. Airline Deregulation
Airline travel in the United States used to be a luxury service enjoyed by a minority of travelers. The main
reason for this was that airline fares, entry, and exit were regulated by a federal government agency, the
Civil Aeronautics Board. But in 1978 airline fares, entry, and exit were deregulated and the industry
became more efficient and innovative and responsive to consumers’ preferences.

The key to airline deregulation is that it led to new entry and more intense competition. The
number of equal-sized airlines in the industry actually declined following deregulation. But the number of
equal-sized airlines at the route or market level, where carriers compete head to head, increased
significantly. In particular, the number of equal-sized competitors on long-distance routes increased 70
percent between 1977 and 1996. The identity of new entrants is also important. Airline deregulation led to
the growth of new low-fare carriers, such as Southwest Airlines, which exerted considerable competitive
pressure on established carriers, such as American and United.

The increased competition forced carriers to become more efficient and innovative. Airlines now
set fares based on revenue (yield) management, which helped carriers increase the percentage of their seats
filled by paying passengers (load factor) by offering travelers a wide range of fares from discount fares
with various travel restrictions—some of the lowest discount fares are exclusively available on the
Internet—to much higher fares with no travel restrictions. Freed from entry and exit regulations, airlines
have accelerated their development of hub-and-spoke route networks that feed travelers from all directions

                                                
49    The quantitative material reported in this section is based on research summarized in Steven A. Morrison and Clifford

Winston, “Regulatory Reform of U.S. Intercity Transportation,” in Jose A. Gomez-Ibanez, William B. Tye, and Clifford
Winston, editors, Essays in Transportation

      Economics and Policy: A Handbook in Honor of John R. Meyer (Brookings, 1999).
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into a major airport (hub) from which they take connecting flights to their destinations. Carriers use hub-
and-spoke route systems to increase their load factors and, by increasing the number of feasible flight
alternatives, to offer travelers much greater service frequency. For example, an additional aircraft departure
from a spoke airport to a hub airport can increase the number of flight alternatives on many connecting
routes. Finally, airlines have developed computer reservations systems to improve scheduling and flight
reservations.

The airline industry is also learning to respond more effectively to external shocks such as a
change in fuel prices or aggregate demand. This is particularly important because carriers must typically
make capacity commitments roughly two years in advance because of the lead times needed to acquire
aircraft. In the early 1990s, the fall in the demand for air travel created overcapacity, which led to intense
fare wars and huge industry losses. Carriers have subsequently adjusted their operations by expanding their
capacity more slowly in the face of growing demand. In addition, American and Delta Airlines have made
long-term purchasing commitments to Boeing Aircraft, in return for expedited delivery of planes. This puts
American and Delta in a better position to tailor their capacity to demand.

The airline industry’s marketing and operating innovations have significantly increased its average
load factor. During the decade before deregulation, load factors averaged less than 55 percent. Since
deregulation they have averaged more than 60 percent, reaching 70 percent during the late 1990s. More
efficient use of inputs, lower labor costs, and greater lengths of haul have enabled air carriers to lower real
costs per available ton-mile more than 25 percent since deregulation. Industry profits are higher under
deregulation than they would have been under regulation, but the intensity of competition under
deregulation has forced carriers to pass on most of their cost savings to consumers in lower fares.

Air travelers’ average fares under deregulation are currently about 30 percent lower than they
would have been under regulation (see figure 3). Although deregulation has not lowered every traveler’s
fare, about 80 percent of airline passengers (accounting for roughly 90 percent of passenger miles) fly on
routes with lower fares as a result of deregulation. Deregulation has also affected service. Travelers have
gained substantially from the increase in flight frequency that has largely been facilitated by the
acceleration of hub-and-spoke operations. Travelers have also gained from having to make fewer
connections that require changing airlines. These gains have been partially offset by travel restrictions that
are inconvenient for business travelers, a few more connections, and slightly longer flight times because of
congestion. Accounting for fare and service quality changes, the annual net benefits to travelers amount to
nearly $20 billion (1996 dollars).  And these benefits have been achieved with continued improvements in
airline safety.

Notwithstanding the huge success of airline deregulation, it is important to keep in mind that
carriers and travelers have had to make some difficult adjustments. The airline industry’s earnings have
been volatile. As noted, the industry lost a lot of money in the early 1990s. In fact, the federal government
put together a commission to investigate why the industry was losing so much money and to recommend
actions to turn the industry around. In the end, no action was taken and the industry achieved record
profitability a few years later. There have also been charges that travelers have been subjected to excessive
fares at hubs and poor service. But the hub premiums are very small and new entry does occur at hubs and
on other routes. In addition, travelers are gradually finding that they are able to acquire low fares by
purchasing tickets over the Internet. Carriers have accepted responsibility for some episodes of poor
service during bad weather and are taking steps to make sure these problems do not occur again. For the
most part, the federal government has followed a wise strategy by allowing the industry and travelers to
solve any problems that have arisen in the deregulated environment.
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U.S. Railroad Deregulation
The railroad industry was deregulated for a different reason than why the airline industry was deregulated.
During the 1970s, while the industry was still regulated, the nation’s largest railroad, Penn Central,
declared bankruptcy along with half a dozen other northeastern railroads. Following Penn Central’s
collapse, several midwestern railroads including Rock Island and Pacific, Chicago, and the Milwaukee
Road fell into bankruptcy.  Penn Central was effectively bailed out by the creation of Conrail, a “public
corporation,” but one bailout was enough for policymakers. Heeding arguments that regulation was
inhibiting rail profitability and that the industry needed much greater pricing and operating freedom to
avoid more bankruptcies, Congress deregulated the railroads in 1980.

By enabling railroads to improve their productivity and financial performance, deregulation was
expected to get the industry back on its feet, but observers were less certain what its effects would be on
shippers. Some suggested that rail’s financial viability could be improved only at the expense of shippers’
welfare. But, as in the case of airline deregulation, railroad deregulation has turned out to benefit
consumers and the industry.

Deregulation was not expected to lead to new entry into the rail industry, but it did lead to changes
in industry structure and competition. Many carriers responded to deregulation by merging end-to-end
operations, which increased the efficiency of rail operations. Whether carriers merged or not, competition
among existing large railroads became more intense. And the number of smaller low-cost (nonunion)
railroads, such as Montana Rail Link, increased substantially; these railroads formed small systems from
track purchased from large railroads. Railroads also had to contend with competition  provided by
deregulated motor carriers. Rail carriers enhanced their competitiveness by accelerating their development
of intermodal (truck-rail) service, which has increased from roughly 3 million containers in 1980 to more
than 8 million containers during the 1990s.

The increased competition in freight transportation spurred innovations in marketing and
operations.  Railroads negotiated thousands of price-service contracts with shippers, thus tailoring their
services to shippers’ production and inventory policies and making more efficient use of their own
capacity. They conducted these negotiations by themselves or through third-party logistics firms that
analyze shipper distribution patterns and logistics costs and use sophisticated software to determine the
lowest-cost routes and the carriers with the lowest rates. During regulation railroad traffic was effectively
prevented from moving under contract rates. Today, nearly 75 percent of all rail traffic moves at a
negotiated contract rate. Railroads used to be very vulnerable to changes in the business cycle because
regulation prevented them from changing prices and operations. Under deregulation, railroads have used
contracts with shippers to align their cars and equipment with shippers’ demand and reduce their
vulnerability to problems caused by overcapacity.

In addition, railroads have used double stack cars and intermodal operations to provide faster and
more reliable service. And they improved their efficiency by using computer information services to track
shipments and route their cargo. Norfolk Southern Railway, for example, once tracked its cars and
locomotives by posting a video camera at the entrance to each rail yard.  Now, an electronic scanner
automatically tracks each car’s arrival.

One of the biggest causes of rail’s financial problems was its overcapacity and low traffic density.
Thus, since deregulation the industry has abandoned one-third of its track miles. The industry has also
reduced excess capacity by negotiating contracts to guarantee return loads and reduce empty backhauls.
Finally, it has made much more efficient use of labor. All of these actions have enabled railroads to
substantially reduce their costs. By the late 1990s, real operating costs were more than 60 percent lower
than they were when legislative deregulation began in 1980. To be sure, some of this decline can be
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attributed to the long-run trend in railroads’ traffic mix to include a greater proportion of low-cost bulk
traffic. Nonetheless, deregulation does deserve a large share of the credit.

Consistent with the objectives of policymakers, rail’s cost efficiencies have enabled the industry to
become much more profitable under deregulation than it was under regulation. During the last few years of
regulation, rail’s return on equity was less than 3 percent; during the 1990s rail’s return on equity has
averaged 10.7 percent. Railroads have also stopped the erosion in their market share and started to regain
traffic from the trucking industry. During the early 1900s railroads carried roughly 70 percent of the
nation’s freight. By 1980 this figure had declined to 33 percent but has climbed to 38 percent since
deregulation.

In contrast to the fears of some observers, rail’s financial improvements have not come at the
expense of shippers. Real average rates have declined 50 percent since deregulation (see figure 4) and
service times and reliability have improved substantially. Rail shippers’ annual benefits from deregulation
amount to nearly $15 billion. And these benefits have been achieved with continued improvements in
safety.

As in the case of airline deregulation, the industry and consumers have had to make difficult
adjustments to rail deregulation. Rail mergers have led to service disruptions, but reliable service has
eventually returned. Railroads have been able to work out  terms, either through trackage rights or a
terminal switching railroad, that give them access to other carriers track. Captive shippers claim they pay
excessive rates, but the share of captive rail traffic is actually modest and the higher rates paid by captive
shippers amount to less than 10 percent of the benefits from rail deregulation. 50 Although the Surface
Transportation Board was created in the wake of deregulation as a residual regulatory agency for the rail
industry, they have for the most part not interfered with the industry’s evolution. This has also been a wise
strategy because the industry has been revitalized under deregulation and also benefited consumers.

Implications of the Deregulation Experience for Romania
Although the U.S. airline and railroad industries were deregulated for different reasons, these industries
behaved quite similarly when it came to adjusting to deregulation. Moreover, their adjustment, while time
consuming, raised consumer welfare. The process was clear: markets became more competitive, firms
developed innovations to become more efficient and responsive to consumers, and society gained.

To be sure, privatization and deregulation presents opportunities and risks for Romania. There is
certainly the risk that its industries will not develop competitive and efficient operations and that state run
transportation monopolies will be replaced by inefficient private transportation monopolies. But intermodal
competition from truck can provide effective discipline for rail freight and can protect captive shippers.
Indeed, captive shippers are less likely to be a problem in Romania than in the U.S. because Romania has
shorter shipping markets, which trucks could enter regardless of the commodity shipped. Cars and busses
can provide effective discipline for air and rail passenger. And, as noted, transportation firms often respond
to new economic freedoms in ways that are difficult to predict, but that generate competition that benefits
consumers.

 Moreover, privatization and deregulation represent Romania’s only opportunity to develop a more
efficient transportation system. The real risk that Romania faces is that it will not effectively and
vigorously pursue privatization and deregulation and that this will hurt its economy and jeopardize its
                                                

    50  See Curtis Grimm and Clifford Winston, “Competition in the Deregulated Railroad Industry: Sources, Effects, and Policy
Issues,” in Sam Peltzman and Clifford Winston, editors, Deregulation of Network Industries: The Next Steps (Brookings,
forthcoming).
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accession to the European Union. Of course, Romanian firms and consumers should not be expected to
adjust immediately to privatization and deregulation. There will be a difficult transition, but experience has
shown that the government should allow firms and consumers to adjust to the new competitive
environment instead of trying to micromanage the transition.

Efficient Transportation Infrastructure Policy

The heart of infrastructure problems, whether they pertain to a road, railroad track, or runway, is a
mismatch between the prices that are charged to travelers and shippers to use the infrastructure and the
costs that these users impose on the infrastructure. For example, the costs of road use include congestion,
which is caused by all types of vehicles, and road damage and bridge wear, which are caused by trucks
only. In many countries, including the U.S., the gasoline tax is used as a rough charge for all those costs but
in fact it bears little relationship to them.

Costs could be covered much more effectively by charging road users for the particular costs they
incur. Congestion costs depend on the time of day motorists travel and the roads they use. Thus, motorists
should pay a congestion toll based on the cost of the delay they impose on others. Objections that tolls are
impractical are overstated. Automated vehicle identification (AVI) systems now exist that enable tolls to be
assessed electronically to avoid long lines and not divulge drivers’ whereabouts.

Pavements become worn as vehicles pass over them and eventually require resurfacing. Pavement
damage itself depends on a truck’s weight per axle (the more axles a truck has for a given load, the less
pavement damage) and should be covered by a user charge per mile based on axle weight. Bridge wear,
which depends solely on vehicle weight, should be covered by a user charge based on weight.

Efficient pricing should be integrated with efficient infrastructure investment. For example, in the
case of roads, the optimal pavement thickness minimizes the sum of initial capital costs and on-going
maintenance costs. Thus a thicker road may cost more initially but will save money over time because it
has to be repaired less frequently. Similarly, the optimal number of lanes on a road maximizes the
difference between the benefits from travel time savings and the costs of constructing and maintaining a
wider road. Note that efficient prices are related to efficient investments. For example, a truck of a given
axle weight will do less pavement damage to a thick road than to a thin road, thus its efficient axle weight
tax on the thick road should be lower than its efficient axle weight tax on the thin road.

These principles can be easily applied to railroad track and airports. The basic idea is that
each vehicle should pay the marginal cost for its use of the infrastructure and the infrastructure should be
designed to maximize the difference between the benefits provided to users (for example, travel time
savings) and maintenance and construction costs. Research has also shown that if the infrastructure
technology is characterized by constant returns to scale, then the efficient prices will cover costs and the
facility will breakeven financially. If the technology is characterized by increasing returns to scale the
facility will run a shortfall and if it is characterized by decreasing returns to scale it will run a surplus. In
the case of the United States, Small, Winston, and Evans have found that highways, accounting for width
and durability, are roughly characterized by constant returns to scale, so efficient auto and truck user
charges would enable highways to breakeven.51 In cases where an infrastructure technology is characterized
by increasing returns so the facility’s efficient prices do not fully cover costs, it may be necessary to
supplement the efficient prices with fixed charges.
                                                

  51 See Kenneth A. Small, Clifford Winston, and Carol A. Evans, Road Work: Toward A New Highway Pricing and Investment
Policy (Brookings, 1989).
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Policy Recommendations for Romania

With a water transportation industry facing financial collapse, a highway infrastructure in urgent need of
repair, and state run railroad and airline industries preparing for private ownership and competition with
EU airline and railroad carriers, it would be difficult to understate the challenges facing Romania’s
transportation sector. The thrust of this report is that Romania will be more successful in meeting these
challenges if it adheres to the basic principles of privatization/deregulation and efficient infrastructure
policy outlined in the preceding sections. Policy recommendations will be presented by mode, followed by
a brief discussion of regulatory governance in the transportation sector. The report concludes with an
integrated vision of the Romanian transportation system.

Air Transportation: Policy Recommendation 1. Romania must remain committed to
privatizing all of its air carriers and to opening up its market to competition within the EU.

Privatization will enable Romanian carriers to become more efficient and competitive. Romanian
carriers, however, should not be required to compete at a disadvantage against other EU carriers because
they are unable to gain access to their foreign competitors’ airports.  Romania should take a strong position
in their EU negotiations that its carriers should be given reasonable access to foreign airports. As an
internal matter, Romania should consider the competitive position of all of its carriers not just TAROM. If
it only secures access rights for TAROM, another carrier may find it very difficult to develop its
international operations. As international and domestic competition evolves, Romania should accept the
market’s verdict on its carriers. For example, Romanian carriers may find that their optimal competitive
strategy is to provide service to a limited set of countries or to take on a foreign airline partner.

Policy Recommendation 2. Romania should evaluate the efficiency of its airport
infrastructure on cost-benefit grounds.

 In particular, Romania needs to assess on cost-benefit grounds whether airports that accommodate
a few flights per month should remain open. In addition, Romania should attempt to fund more of
Otopeni’s investments from airport user charges and reduce the level of state subsidies. Although Otopeni
is not heavily congested at present, airport authorities should be prepared to introduce congestion-based
takeoff and landing fees as airline operations at Otopeni become congested.

Rail Transportation: Policy Recommendation 3. Romania must maintain its commitment to
privatize rail freight and infrastructure.

Privatization of the rails will also enable this sector to become more efficient and responsive to
passengers and shippers. Developing a fully competitive rail industry, however, requires clarifying (and
limiting) the role of the regulatory authority (Ministry of Transport) and giving more responsibilities to the
passenger, freight, and infrastructure companies.

 Currently, rail freight, passenger, and infrastructure operations are constrained by the rail
regulatory authority. For example, these functions are prevented from abandoning track and must get
regulatory approval for too many aspects of their operations. These regulatory burdens create unnecessary
costs without providing demonstrable benefits. The regulatory authority’s role should be substantially
reduced to monitoring and investigating railway safety. It is also not clear why separate
management/finance and asset divisions are needed in railways. It would appear to be more efficient if the
passenger, freight, and infrastructure companies took responsibility for these matters.
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Although there are plans to privatize the infrastructure company, it is not clear what aspects of its
operations will be private and how its services will be priced. As discussed previously, separating rail
infrastructure from rail operations has potential advantages and disadvantages. Romania must therefore
keep an open mind as this experiment unfolds and, if necessary, reconsider their approach and take steps to
allow rail carriers to own their infrastructure. In any case, an essential ingredient for success is that the rail
infrastructure company is fully privatized; that is, owns the track and the stations. A critical issue then is
how should access charges be determined.

 Policy Recommendation 4. Infrastructure charges should be determined by negotiations
between railroads and the infrastructure company.

 In theory, it would be desirable for the state to set efficient infrastructure access charges. The
charges would be based on the marginal cost to the rail infrastructure incurred from transporting passengers
and freight. In practice, however, it is quite likely that the state’s effort’s to set charges would be dominated
by political forces and that the resulting fees would be far from efficient (Indeed, current access fees are not
based on marginal costs). A more efficient outcome is likely to result if the fees were determined by private
negotiations between carriers and the infrastructure company. Intermodal competition from truck would
provide competitive discipline on the access charges the infrastructure company could charge rail freight
carriers and competition in the passenger market from bus and car would provide competitive discipline for
the access charges the infrastructure company could charge rail passenger carriers. In addition, it is likely
that private negotiations would create incentives for carriers to reduce the costs they impose on the
infrastructure in return for lower access fees.

Policy Recommendation 5. Only as a last resort, should the Ministry become actively
engaged in a dispute resolution process.

To be sure, as with any type of negotiation it is possible that carriers and the infrastructure
company could reach a stalemate. In such situations the role of the Ministry of Transport should be to
strongly encourage the parties to resolve their differences. There are no definitive ways at this point that
dictate how the Ministry should proceed. One possible approach is after a reasonable amount of time the
Ministry should call for each party’s final offer and use an independent arbitrator to settle the difference.
Generally, the Ministry should avoid being brought into the dispute as part of the negotiating strategy of
one of the participants.

Policy Recommendation 6. Because privatizing rail infrastructure would be viewed as an
extreme and risky step, it would be advisable if it were phased in by first allowing the infrastructure
company to own the secondary lines and then gradually acquire the main lines from the state.

As a private profit seeking company, the infrastructure company would have the incentive to
improve the quality and cost efficiency of its track and stations. By allowing the infrastructure company to
own the track and stations, it would have the freedom to make these improvements. If the state maintained
ownership of the track and stations, it is likely that it would impede efforts by the infrastructure company to
make improvements. Indeed, the infrastructure company has voiced objections to the constraints the state
places on its efforts to improve the infrastructure. From a political perspective, however, it would be a good
idea if the private infrastructure company first demonstrated its efficiency on secondary lines and then
acquired the main lines from the state.

Policy Recommendation 7. Rail passenger operations should also be privatized.
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Privatizing rail passenger transportation would be seen as a controversial step, but it is worth
pursuing. Currently, passenger fares are subsidized by the state in an effort to enhance the mobility of the
Romanian people. While this is a laudable social goal, it could be achieved more efficiently without
compromising the efficiency of rail passenger transportation. Keeping rail passenger as a state run
company insures that it will continue to operate inefficiently and to be less responsive to travelers than it
could. Romania has accepted this argument applies to other parts of its transportation sector, such as
airlines and rail freight, and is committed to privatizing these operations. Romania should use the same
rationale for privatizing rail passenger transportation.

 To be sure, a private rail passenger company may raise rates or abandon routes, which would
undermine the social goal of enhancing mobility. But this problem could be addressed. For example,
Romania could provide vouchers to low income travelers to use for their passenger transportation on any
mode—bus or rail. Keep in mind that the state will be saving money because direct rail passenger subsidies
would be eliminated if a private company were formed. Free to compete against unsubsidized rail
transportation, it is likely that bus transportation would develop. Thus travelers, instead of the state, could
decide which mode they preferred for particular trips and in the process force all modes to compete for their
business. It is likely that rail passenger transportation’s operations would be very different from what they
are today, but they would be more efficient and more responsive to travelers’ preferences.

This vision of a fully private rail sector obviously depends on potential new entrants, domestic and
foreign, being given access to the rail network and on the continued development of competing modes of
transportation, such as trucks and buses. Romania is already preparing for conditions that will allow EU rail
carriers to coordinate and compete with Romanian rail transportation. The success of other modes of
transportation will depend to a great extent on the efficiency of highway infrastructure policy.

Highway Infrastructure: Policy Recommendation 8. Romania must adapt efficient highway
pricing and investment guidelines.

Romania’s investments in highway construction and rehabilitation will help revitalize its
transportation sector, but the returns from these investments will be compromised if Romania fails to
introduce efficient pricing and investment guidelines. All trucks, not just overloaded trucks, should be
assessed a per kilometer axle weight tax and all vehicles should be assessed a per kilometer congestion tax.
These fees should replace the assortment of fees that currently exist (with some exceptions noted below).52

Road thickness and width should be built to standards that maximize the difference between user benefits
and investment costs. By implementing these efficient guidelines, Romania will make the most efficient use
of its infrastructure and be able to meet the growing demand for highway travel.

One important advantage of efficient infrastructure pricing is that it gives users an incentive to
reduce the costs they impose on the infrastructure. For example, Romania may be concerned that under EU
accession guidelines, they must raise their weight limits to allow heavier trucks to use their roads. But if
these trucks are properly assessed for the pavement damage they cause, based on their heavier axle weight,

                                                
        52   Modern technology allows for these fees to be implemented in practice. Weigh in motion systems are available that can be

used to monitor truck weights, vehicle loads, and determine appropriate charges for all trucks. Automated vehicle identification
systems can be used to charge motorists in real time for their contribution to congestion. Such a system is in use in California on
high-occupancy-toll (HOT) lanes. To be sure, efficient infrastructure pricing is not in widespread use in other countries. But
policymakers are slowly recognizing that current infrastructure charges have not been effective in addressing congestion or
pavement deterioration.
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then it is likely that they will take measures to reduce their axle weight or simply pay the higher user fees. In
any case, Romania will be properly compensated for the damage that heavier trucks inflict on their roads.

Policy Recommendation 9. Romania must take steps to improve the level of highway safety.

The toll from highway accidents in Romania is exorbitant. Moreover, this problem will become
worse as more trucks use the highway. Accidents not only cost lives, but they also disrupt the flow of
highway passenger and freight traffic and reduce the quality of a country’s transportation system. It would
be desirable to keep some of the current road charges, such as the vehicle purchase fee, to help support more
extensive police enforcement of the traffic laws. And although it would constitute a major change in policy,
it would also be advisable for Romania to require all motorists to have comprehensive (personal and
vehicle) insurance. By setting rates in accordance with drivers’ safety records, motorists would have greater
incentives to drive safely and reduce the presence of dangerous drivers on the road.

Water Transportation: Policy Recommendation 10. The Romanian Government Should
Provide Temporary Assistance to its Troubled Water Transportation Industry.

 The collapse of the water transportation industry was primarily caused by the Romanian recession
and the Yugoslavian war—events that were beyond the water carriers’ control. Before the industry’s
collapse, it appeared to play a useful role in the Romanian transport sector. Water transport has a
comparative economic advantage for shipping bulk commodities in particular markets and could still play a
productive economic role in Romania. A social cost-benefit analysis is therefore likely to conclude that it
would be worthwhile for the Romanian government to try to revitalize the water transportation industry as
opposed to letting it fail and selling any productive assets that remain.

Without the benefit of such a cost-benefit analysis, however, it is difficult to say how much
assistance would be needed and in what form. As a first step, economic assistance to river carriers, in the
form of tax and regulatory relief, would be justified. As these carriers hopefully return to economic viability,
they should be allowed to operate with far less regulatory intervention than in the past and the regulatory
authority should not offer competing service.

Ocean carriers currently consist of the two state run carriers, with plans to be privatized, and
private carriers. It is probably too late to revitalize the state carriers, even by privatizing them. Petromin’s
fleet has shrunk by two-thirds and many of its remaining vessels are in debt. A plausible strategy might be to
help the private ocean carriers by letting them take over Petromin’s financially viable vessels. Tax and
regulatory relief should also be given to the private ocean carriers.

It is important to stress that government assistance to the water transport industry should be viewed
as a temporary measure. Within a reasonable time period, river carriers will be expected to show they can
compete effectively with revitalized truck and rail companies and private Romanian ocean carriers will be
expected to show they can compete effectively with foreign flag carriers. If the water transport industry
cannot compete effectively, then the Romanian government should be prepared to allow its services to be
provided by other modes or foreign carriers.

Policy Recommendation 11. In general, there should be a minimalist regulatory governance in
the transportation sector.

The recommendations of this report have implications for regulatory governance in the
transportation sector. Although these recommendations call for considerable deregulation and privatization,
the regulatory functions still have important responsibilities. These agencies, and their responsibilities, can
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operate under a Ministry of Transport. The Ministry should make sure that the agencies stick to their tasks,
not expand them, and not take any actions to impede the process and progress of privatization and
deregulation. As indicated below, the Ministry should also monitor the performance of these agencies. The
Ministry itself should take a minimalist approach to regulatory intervention in the transportation sector. And
as this sector adjusts to privatization and deregulation it should try to reduce the government’s presence. To
this end, the Ministry’s funding should come from a small well-defined portion of general funds. Pressure
will therefore be brought to bear on the Ministry to limit its activities.

The remaining regulatory tasks include monitoring safety, implementing efficient infrastructure
policy, and monitoring residual issues in railway transportation. It would be appropriate to assign specific
agencies or authorities to monitor safety for each mode. This would include inspection of vehicles and
infrastructure, where appropriate. It would be appropriate to fund these agencies from user fees, including
the gas tax. But it is also important for the Ministry to monitor safety trends and perceive improvements
from the agencies’ activities to justify the agencies’ funding.

   The highway authority should be responsible for implementing efficient pricing and investment
guidelines on roads and the airport authority responsible for implementing efficient pricing and investment
guidelines at airports. Romania must be committed to funding road and airport building and maintenance
out of efficient user fees and the agencies must implement this policy. To this end, the agencies should
receive their funding from a small portion of efficient user fees. The Ministry should investigate the
agencies’ activities if road and airport infrastructure start to run large deficits or become under maintained.

The railway authority’s scope should include freight and passenger issues. This authority should
take responsibility for phasing in privatization of the rail infrastructure. In addition, it should monitor
negotiations between carriers and the infrastructure company and, as recommended, only become involved
as a last resort. Finally, this authority would also take responsibility for privatizing and deregulating rail
passenger transportation and, if necessary, providing vouchers for the poor and elderly. As more of an
ongoing watchdog agency, its funding could come from part of the Ministry’s funds.

Concluding Comments: Toward an Integrated Transport System

Decades of state control have created a Romanian transport sector where each mode has been developed in
isolation from other modes and the basic infrastructure. The policies  recommended here will give each
mode an opportunity to develop its comparative advantage, coordinate with other modes, and contribute to
an efficient transport system.

In the freight sector, the basic objective is to move beyond the past when railways were virtually
the only way to ship freight and start envisioning an entire freight system comprised of: 1). Railways that
cooperate with an infrastructure company to become more efficient and coordinate with trucks in intermodal
operations; 2). Trucks that have an economic interest to minimize their contribution to road damage and that
provide faster and more reliable service because the road system has been modernized; 3). Water carriers
that will hopefully return to financial viability and provide distinct services as well as intermodal operations
with trucks and railroads. The initial beneficiaries will be firms that receive more efficient service that
enables them to reduce their inventory levels and direct transport expenses. Consumers will ultimately
benefit from lower prices and higher quality products.

In the passenger sector, one can envision the system making much more efficient use of rail and bus
transport as well as the auto. As in freight, modes will compete and coordinate with each other to the benefit
of travelers. And passengers will benefit from a safer, more reliable system.
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An efficient system such as this, however, cannot be planned and operated by the state. Modes will
have to be given the freedom to develop efficiently. A post privatization/deregulation structure calls for a
limited role of the state. As noted, the Ministry of Transport should confine its role to overseeing the
following activities: railway, airline, highway, and water safety, efficient highway and airport infrastructure
policy, and residual issues in railways. An antitrust authority should be given the responsibility to address
monopolistic (anti-competitive) practices taken by any mode. If Romania takes this approach, its transport
sector will spur its transition to a market economy and its accession to the European Union.
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Table 1.  Romanian Air
Carriers

Airline Classification Services offered

TAROM National air carrier scheduled and non-scheduled
ROMAVIA state owned scheduled and non-scheduled
JARO INTERNATIONAL private airline scheduled and non-scheduled

GRIVCO INTERNATIONAL private airline non-scheduled
VEG AIR private airline scheduled and non-scheduled
AIR 2000 private airline non-scheduled

ACVILA AIR private airline non-scheduled
BUCHAREST UTILITARIAN AVIATION private airline non-scheduled
ION TIRIAC private airline non-scheduled
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Table 2.  Financial and Operating Summary for TAROM (US$)

1997 1998

Operating Revenue

Internal Flights 4,565,334 5,784,667
External Flights 132,535,933 139,963,333
Other 12,953,859 15,604,802

Total 150,055,126 161,352,802

Operating Expenses

Fuel 30,927,167 21,528,627
Maintenance 21,163,890 17,842,125
Handling 20,525,158 19,067,429
Traffic 24,720,660 28,246,326
Payroll 14,450,321 20,388,322

Total 184,611,347 182,998,114

Loss from Operations -34,556,221 -21,645,312

Average Load Factor (percent of seats filled)

International N/a. 58.6
Domestic N/a. 71.7

Average Length of Haul (miles)

International N/a.  1,302
Domestic N/a. 239
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Table 3.  Otopeni Airport Financial Performance (000 lei)

1997 1998

Revenues 100,824,879 209,092,198

Expenditures 88,206,693 190,536,038

Surplus 12,618,186 18,556,160

Total Investments 419,485,910 420,948,339
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Table 4.  Romanian and Other European Railways

Railway
Converted Ton-Km

(millions)
Ton-Km

(millions)
Pass-Km
(millions)

Germany 130,119 67,880 62,239

France 109,041 49,512 59,529

Poland 87,220 67,413 19,807

Italy 71,512 21,212 50,300

Great Britain 45,800 14,000 31,800

Romania 42,511 24,155 18,356

Czech Republic 30,050 22,239 7,811

Sweden 24,184 17,993 6,191

Austria 22,811 13,122 9,689
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Table 5.  Primary Commodities Carried by Rail

1997 1998 1999 (estimated)

Tons Tons Tons
Commodity Share of Total Share of Total Share of Total

Cement 6,016,326 5,221,231 4,625,000
6.4 6.8 7.9

Coal 29,925,697 22,657,990 16,966,000
31.9 29.6 29.0

Oil Products 10,669,138 9,245,916 7,482,000
11.4 12.1 12.8

Agriculture 4,711,599 4,060,663 3,614,000
5.0 5.3 6.2

Chemical Products 3,882,108 3,099,608 2,420,000
4.1 4.1 4.1

Ballast/Quarry Products 11,214,746 9,017,599 6,094,000
11.9 11.8 10.4

Ore 5,262,027 4,215,605 1,532,000
5.6 5.5 2.6

Common Metals and Related
Items 8,753,142 8,250,549 5,842,000

9.3 10.8 10.0

Main Groups Total 80,434,783 65,769,161 48,575,000

Grand Total 93,883,242 76,511,532 58,500,000
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Table 6.  Structure of National Road Network, as of January 1, 1998

Permanent Pavement
Light

Pavement Unpaved Dirt Roads

Type of Road Length (Km)
percent of

Total Km percent Km percent Km percent Km percent

Motorways 113 0.1 113 100 - - - - - -

National Roads 14,570 9.5 13,162 90.3 1,195 8.2 213 1.5 - -

County Roads 27,035 17.7 3,440 12.7 14,865 55 7,567 28 1,163 4.3

Communal Roads 31,141 20.3 885 2.8 4,345 14 18,224 58.5 7,687 24.7

Urban Roads 16,886 11 8,066 47.8 - - 6,690 39.6 2,130 12.6

Village Roads 63,312 41.4 1,142 1.8 - - 23,524 37.2 38,646 61

Total Network 153,057 100 26,808 17.5 20,405 13.4 56,218 36.7 49,626 32.4
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Table 7.  Evolution of Motor Vehicle Fleet and Road Traffic on National Roads

Vehicle Fleet

1985 1990 1996 Vehicle Growth (percent)

Type of Vehicle
Number of
Vehicles percent

Number of
Vehicles percent

Number of
Vehicles percent

1985 to
1990

1990 to
1997

1985 to
1997

Mopeds and Motorcycles 294,642 20.1 311,646 16.5 332,034 10.6 1.06 1.06 1.12
Cars 949,556 64.9 1,292,283 68.3 2,391,869 76.3 1.36 2.02 2.74

Buses and Minibuses 22,868 1.6 28,372 1.5 43,225 1.4 1.24 1.55 1.93

Goods Vehicles 196,950 13.4 258,701 13.7 365,390 11.7 1.31 1.48 1.95

Total Motor Vehicles 1,464,016 100 1,890,902 100 3,132,518 100 1.29 1.78 2.3

Road Traffic

Annual Average Daily Traffic

Type of Vehicle 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2010 2015

Total Vehicles 2,680 2,614 3,221 3,857 4,540 5,892 7,631 9,733

Heavy Vehicles 1,128 1,024 994 889 1,038 1,310 1,686 2,138
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Table 8.  Revenue and Expenditures for National Roads, 1994-2003 (millions of 1996 US$)

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999a 2000b 2001b 2002b 2003b

Revenues

Own Revenues

Road Fund Fuel Tax 16 24 25 102 94 74 76 79 81 83
Road Fund Car Purchase Tax 0 0 0 23 21 14 14 15 15 16
Car Road Tax 0 0 0 8 7 17 18 18 19 19
Bridge Tolls and Crossing Taxes 47 42 34 30 26 14 14 15 15 16
Other Revenues 11 4 0 6 3 3 3 3 3 3

Total Own Revenues 74 70 59 169 152 122 126 129 133 137

International Funds 49 60 96 86 63 193 257 150 23 0

State Budget Funds 139 111 148 62 129 122 240 185 124 125

Total Revenues 262 251 327 317 344 437 623 464 280 262

Expenditures

Maintenance 127 117 125 113 175 117 123 124 124 125
Repair (Rehabilitation) 76 83 139 149 112 255 419 237 28 0
Non-motorway Investments 26 18 11 12 22 14 14 14 14 14
Debt Service 2 6 27 26 34 50 70 85 111 116

Total Non-motorway Expenditures 231 224 302 300 343 436 626 460 277 255

a Budgeted
b Estimated
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Table 9.  Seafaring Romanian Ships with Gross Tonnage above 100 and Intended for International Voyages

1990 1999

Type of Ship Number of ships Total TDW Number of ships Total TDW
Number Currently in

Serviceb

Tanker 16 1,252,507 4 321,914 3

Bulk Carrier 69 3,250,863 18 590,402 14

Container 2 16,400 2 16,400 0

Cargo 174 1,401,693 117 950,867 23

Ro-Roa 11 53,300 7 34,974 6

Ferries 1 12,400 2 24,000 2
(i) Total

273 5,986,763 150 1,938,557 46

Note:  Ships in the Romanian fleet are generally older than 15 years.
a cargo ship according to SOLAS 74
b ships not in service are either dry docked for scrapping or detained for financial reasons
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Figure 1. Influence on Transportation System Performance
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Figure 3. Percentage Reduction in Deregulated Average Fares Relative to Regulated Fares
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Figure 4.  Railroad Freight Revenues Per Ton-Mile, 1980-1995  (19995 US$)


